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Schedule deviations are common place in todays
construction industry. Their causes are many and their
result is often a claim by one party against, another. Seldom
is the settlement of such claims quick and easy due to the
many factors involved in analyzing the claim and the failure
cd f 1 1" i e p ar t i es i n vo 1 ved t o u n d er s t an d the se f a c t or s .
It is the author's opinion that if the? parties of a
contract understood the many factors which influence the
se 1. 1 1 eme n t of d e 1 ay c 1 a i ms t h at the c 1 a i m s wou 1 d be se 1 1 ... e
d
sooner and for less cost. This paper provides a
comprehensive review of some of these factors. Upon
completing t h i s p ap er t h e r ead s r s h o u. 1 d h a ve a b a s i c
understanding of the identification, preparation, analysis,
and settlement of the time aspect of construction delay
c 1 ai ms
v

1. THESIS SCOPE AMD OBJECTIVES
1. 1 INTRODUCTION
Construction projects involve-? many interrelated parties
and resources interacting in a dynamic yet often severely
time constrained environment,, Many factors are involved in
completing a construction project and without the coordinated
cooperative effort of all involved the project will often be
delayed for one reason or another,, The reality of such
delays and the axiom that "Time is honey" has resulted in the
growth in the number of construction claims between parties,,
The claims, whether they ar~G between the owner and the
contractor or between contractor and contractor, can almost
always be directly related to time.
The owner has lined up buyers or occupants and the owner
has arranged the financing based on the anticipated cash flow
resulting from sales or rentals. The failure of the
contractor to meet the scheduled contract completion date
could force the owner to incur additional interest expenses
or lost profits. And in the world of mul ti—mi 1 1 ion dollar
projects a one week delay on a $30 million project can cost
over $6 , in addition a 1 i nteres t - Th e own er , i n an e f f o r t
to recover this loss may in turn claim against the contractor
for delay damages and request restitution for the reasons
stated above,,
More often it. will be the contractor who has suffered

losses as a result, of the owner's actions, The owner or- his
authorized representative, either through his actions or
•failure to act, may cause the contractor to deviate from his
p lanned sc hedule of c on s t r uc t i on « Th e se d eviatians may i n
some manner impact, the resources that the contractor has
d ed i c a t ed t a t he pa r t :L c u 1 ar p r o j e ct . Th e c on t r a c t. o r m a y t h e
n
suffer losses because of lost efficiency, learning c^rve:
1 oses
?
i d 1 e p er s on n e 1 a n d / or equipment, or b e f or c e d i n t o
p e i" i od s of i n c 1 :i m a t. e weat h e r or n ew un i on contrac t s w i t
h
h i g h e r wa g e r at es . To r e c. o ve r t h e se 1 os se s t h e c o n t r ac t o
r
will submit. a claim against the owner requesting additional
monies to cover the added costs that the-1 contractor has
inc u r red. Th e s c e n a r i. o i. s ver y s i m i 1 a r f or t h e r e 1 a 1 1 o n s h i p
b e t ween pr i me con t. r ac t or s and the i r su b c ontra c t or s , ow n e r s
and A&E's, and in recent years between owners and
Con st r uction iv lan aq eme n t f i r ms
.
1' h e c omp 1 e a i t y of t od a
y
:
' s const r uc t i o n p r o j ec t s o f t e
prevents the simple assignment of fault for delays and even
more d i f f i c u 1
1
5
t h i, s comp 1 e ;•( i t. y h amp e r s t h e c: 1 ear c u t
identification of causes and impacts. As the dollar value of
projects has i n c: r eased so has the i mp or t an c e o f c or r ec 1 1 y
i d e I") t i f y i n g and quan t i f y j. n g t h e se i mp a c t s o f d ev i a t i o n s i n
the con s t r uction sc h ed u 1 e „ T h e r e su 1 1 of t h :i. s com p 1 e x :i. t y and
i n c r ease d d o 1 1 ar va 1 Lie h as been the for - mat i on of c on s t r u c t i o n
law firms who specialise in construction claims and the
emergence of construc t i on man ag emen t f i r m s wh o d o little
cons t r la c t. j. on ma n a g i n g at all, r a t h er , t h e y c o n c e n t r a t e their-

efforts and skills in analysing construction scheduling
claims.
The author, in researching -for this paper interviewed
five construction law firms, 5 construction management firms,
and drew from the experience of being involved in four
construction claims as art owner's representative. Upon
completion of t h e rese ar c h t h e au t hor c on c 1 u d ed t h a t. a 1 t h o u. g
h
each profession is expert at what it does, it does not.
completely understand the mechanics or philosophies of the
other professions with respect to settling construction
sc h edu 1 i n g claims . Th er ef ore , t h e au t h or se t fort h i n
writing a paper with the following objective in mind:
1 "PJ. n a.. OBJECTWE
The objective of this paper is to provide the reader' an
overview of the many factors which affect the identification,
preparat i on , analysis, and settlement of construction
scheduling claims. All t oo o f t e n the i mp ac t s of a s c h e d u 1
e
deviation arB not quantifiable or even recognizable until
long after the cause has oc c
u
r r&d . For t h i s r eas on t h e f ac t
s
sur i'' oun ding t h e c: ause f r e quen 1. 1 y a r e b 1 u. r r e d a n ci t h e
a ss i g nmen t of respons i b i 1 i t y f or t h e d ev i at i on i s d i f f i c: u 1
1
as best. But,, by having an understanding of the basic
mec h a n i c s of how sc he du 1 e d ev i a t i on s i m pact, projects and h o
w
t o i d e n t i f y these i mp a c t s ea r 1 y , d i s p u t. e s can be settled
b ef ore t h e y b ec ome un mana g e ab 1 e prob 1 ems
.

1 . 3 SCOPE
The scope of this paper is limited to a review of the
time aspect of construction delay claims. This paper-
discusses some of the most comman causes of schedule
deviation a n d h ow t h ese d ev i at i ons a r e a n a 1
y
z e d t o c a 1 c u 1 a t
e
their impact on the project schedule. This paper also
discusses the litigation of delay claims and the problems
associated with litigation. This paper does not cover
methods or techniques used to analyse the? economic impact of
such schedule deviations nor does it discuss the means by
wh i c h t o bring a 1 a t e p r o j ec t b a c [ on s c h ed u 1 e
.
1„ 4 PROCEDURE
To provide the reader with a comprehensive review of the
t i me aspec t of c on s t r u c t i on d e 1 ay c: 1 a i ms this p a p e r w :i. 1
1
discuss the -following topics:
Ch 2. Delays., disruptions, suspensions of work,
acceleration, and constructive changes. Being able to
i d e n t i f y t h ese p r i m a r y c auses of s c hi e <j u 1 e d ev i a t i on ear 1 y i s
p ar amou n t t o d oc umen t i n g i mp a c t a n d b u i 1 d i n g a c ase if- t h
c on t r a c t o r or owner d e c i d es t o s u.b m i t a c 1 a i m ., T h i s sec t i o
n
will discuss these five most common cause?;; of schedule:-?
deviation j how they affect construction schedules, and each
p ar t y „ s r i g h t s and r e sp on s i b i 1 i t i es un d e. r the contract.

Ch 3. Project scheduling techniques. There are numerous
techniques by which a project can be scheduled, GANTT CHARTS,
SUMMARY BAR CHARTS, The CRITICAL PATH METHOD (CPM (I-J node
or precedence)),-, and Program Evaluation and Review Technique
(PERT). This section will discuss each of these,, going into
greater depth on how CPM networks are developed and the
advantages o-f having one on the project.
Ch 4 « Ana 1 y z i n g -fact u a I n e t wo r k s . Once a s c: h e d Li 1 e
deviation has occurred the use of factual networks can be
instrumental in quantifying the impacts. This section will
discuss how factual networks are developed and how they used
in calculating delays with respect to time.
Ch 5. Settling the claim. Going to litigation is not
always the best. means by which to settle a claim. This
section will discuss the various alternatives to going to
court „
Ch 6 » Summa r y „ Th e i n t e r v i ews w i t h t h e 1 aw f i r ms an d
the construction management firms brought to light some
interesting areas of concern,, The paper concludes with a
summary of the topics discussed in the paper and addresses
these areas of concern.

2. THE MOST COMMON CAUSES OF SCHEDULE DEVIATION
2.1 INTRODUCTION
There are many causes which can -force-? the contractor tc
deviate -from the original planned schedule. However, the
vast majority of these causes can be categorized under one





—accel erat i on
—construct! ve changes
By being able: to recognize and differentiate between
t h es e five very common c au se s o f s c h ed u 1 e d e v i a t i o n a*~\d
knowing their rights with respect to the contract s the owner
or contractor can place themselves in a better position to
fairly and equitably settle any claims. The following
discussion is directed towards these two parties, ie, the
owner and the contractor, because in the majority of the
c ases t h ey are the t wo p ar t i es i n vo 1 ve d in del ay 1 i t i g a t i on „
2.2 DELAYS
Delays are further identified as non-excusable and
excusable. Non-excusable delays are delays caused by the

contractor's own actions and therefore the contractor is
responsible for their impact,, Examples of this are the
•failure to promptly order long lead items such as chillers or
trans-formers, or- to submit. required shop drawings in
sufficient time to allow for review and approval prior to
fabricating structural steel. The extension of the contract
period w i 1 1 n o t b e a 1 1 owe d un d e r su c h c; i r c: um s t a n c es an d t h e
contractor will be liable not only for lost productivity on
the project but also for liquidated damages if the contract
so states. The c on t r a c t o i" wh o d e lays the project a rid s u.bm i t -.:
a request for additional time and /or compensation under these
premises may create an adverse relationship with the owner in
addition to expend i n g f u n d s p r ep a r i n g t h e c 1 a i m w h :i c h w i 1 1 b
e
for naught,,
E x c us a b 1 e d e 1 ays a r e t h os e d e 1 a y s wh i c h a 1 1 ow t h e
c on t r a c t or to d ev i at e f r om t h e p 1 a n n e d s c: h e d u 1 e . T h e s
d e 1 ays are f u r t h e r s u. b d 1 v i d ed i n to non c omp en sab 1 e a. n
d
compensable delays. Noncompensabl e delays generally arise
from events that are beyond the control of the con tract or or
the owner, b u t n s verthe 1 ess del ay t h e c: on tract or : ' s t i m e 1 y
completion of the project (8). A non compensable delay may be
e x c usable in t h a t i t j us t i fies t h e c a n t r ac t or ' s d e v i a t i o
n
from the planned schedule and disallows the assessment of
1 i. qu i d a t e d ci ama g es for' n o t c om p 1 e t i n g t h e p r a j e c: t on t i me „
However
, t h e c o n t r a c tor c an n o t r e ques t. o r c 1 a i m f or a n y
compensation to cover additional costs. Examples of
noncompensabl e delays are labor disputes, vandalism,,

unusually severe weather, acts of God. delays caused by
s u
p
pliers or sec o n d t. i er subc o n trac t ar s
.
Campen sa b 1 e d e 1 ays on t h e o t h e r h and , g i. ve t h e
contractor the right to not only claim for additional time,,
but also for additional compensation. These delays are
caused by the owner or his designated representative. It is
t h e c on t r a c tor'" s r esp on s i b i 1 i t y ,, h ow evs r , t a s hi ow t h a t 1 h e
delay was in fact caused by the owner and that in fact
a d d i t i o n a 1 cost s wer e i n c u r r e d , E ; < amp 1 e s o f s u c h ci e 1 ay s ma y
be the owner's failure to provide requested clarification in
a reasonable time on a critical activity, or the owner's
failure to deliver equipment or material as agreed in the
contract and in accordance! with the approved schedule,
Some contrac t s m a y contain specia I mod i f i e d c o n t r a c t ua 1
t er if is which 1 i m i t t h e c o n t r a c t o r 7 s r i g h t s w 1 1 hi r es p ec t t o
d e lays and comp e n s a t i o n , s u c h a s t h e liquidated d ama g es a n
d
no-damages-for-delay clauses (8). It is recommended that the
contractor review the contract in depth to determine if such
clauses have been made a part. of the contract. The best
recommendation is to have a construction lawyer do this prior
to even entering the contract. Otherwise,, the contractor may
find himself incurring additional costs for which there are
no legal means by which to claim compensation.
Proving the extent of an excusable delay is paramount in
j us t i f y i n g t h e amou n t o f c omp en sa t i on r e quested. The
contractor can not simply request the difference between the
actual costs and the contract bid price. The-? courts will

examine closely t h e e x t r a c as t s a n d d etermine whet h e? r t
h
&
entire extra cost was in fact caused by the excusable delay
rather than in some part by the contractor's own
inefficiencies (8). Section 4.5 of this paper covers in more
depth with how t h e e x ten t of suc h d e 1 ays a r e c a 1 culated.
2., 3 DISRUPTIONS
D i s r up t i on s &tb d :i. f f erent f r om d e 1 ay s i n t. h a t there ma
y
not be a quantifiable extension of the project duration which
results from an owner caused disruption. Disruptions impede
the c: an trac t or's ab i I i t y t o a 1 1 a i n o r m a i n tain j ob m ome n t u m
and productivity (8). As discussed in the introduction, the
cooperation of all parties involved is necessary for a
project. to work smoothly. In fact,, there is an implied
c: on t r a c t u a 1 ob 1 i g a t i o n o f c oop er a t :i. a n . D i s r up t i on s c a n c aus e
extra costs in the form of lost efficiency or changed work
method s in accomplishin g t h e wo r k . The c o n t r actor is
entitled to damages resulting from disruptions. However, in
that the calculation of such damages is more related to
efficiency studies and unit costing this paper will not
discuss this matter further.
2.4 ACCELERATION
Acceleration can take two forms. The first, is when the
owner directs the contractor to work faster than necessary to

complete the work by the scheduled contract completion date.
The contractor in this case is entitled to the increased cost
of the accelerated work plus a reasonable pro-fit. The second
case is where thee contractor is required to -finish by the
original contract completion date although the contractor is
entitled to an extension of contract time because of the
existence of an excusable delay (9). To prove acceleration
the courts require certain key elements be shown to allow
relief o n a claim f or c o n st r u c t i ve a c c e 1 er a t i o n » F i r s t t h e r e
must be an excusable delay for which the owner has failed or
refused to grant an extension of the contract time to which
tine contractor is entitled (9). Second, it must have been
expressed or implied to the contractor by the owner or his
representative t h a t t h e c on t r a c t or wa s r e qu i r e d t o c omp 1 et
e
t h e c o n t r a c t w i t h o la t a n e x t en s i on » and t h e c o n t r a c t o r mus t
have completed on time and incurred extra costs (9).
The ca 1 c u 1 a t i o n o f ac c e 1 er a t i on d ama g es i s ver y s i m i 1 a
r
to calculating disruption damages. The greatest impacts are
not purely a function of time but more so of overtime costs,
r ev i sed wor k me t hi od s , increased materi a 1 costs for e ar 1 y
d e 1 i ver y , e t c . Howeve r , b y c om p aring t h e a s-b u i 1 1 s c h e d u 1 e
w i t h t h e plan n ed sc h ed u 1 e i n c on j un c t i on w i t h p 1 a n n e
d
productivity a contractor can easily show the specific
activities which were accelerated. The cost analysis of the
i mp a c t w i 1 1 r e qu i. re an e f f :i. c i ency s t ud y and unit cast i n
g
an a 1 ys i s . This p ap er will d e a 1 w i t h o n 1 y t h e c om p ar i so n o
f
t h e sc hi e d u 3. es u
10

r> 5 SUSPENSION CF WORK
A suspension of work occurs when the owner either




any part of the work (8). Suspension of work clauses usually
provide the contractor with a legal route by which to recover
additional costs (excluding profit) for unreasonable
susp en s i o n s , d e 1 ays or i n t er r u p t i o n s , C o n ver se 1 y ,, i t a 1 so
protects the owner from liability damages for reasonable
delays- The question then arises., "what are unreasonable
delays?" It is the contractor's responsibility in claiming
restitution to show that the delay or suspension was
unreasonable under the circumstances (8) . Some delays are per
Be unreasonable, in which case the contractor does not. bear
the burden of proof that the delay was unreasonable, but
rather the owner has the burden of showing that it acted
reasonably (S) - Defects in the plans and specifications
where the defects s.re not obvious to the contractor is peer se
unreasonable. Where the delay was not per se unreasonable
there is no clear cut way for determining whether a delay is
un r easonable ( S )
„
The owner may also suspend the contractor's work if the
work is defective or persistently contrary to the terms of
t h e con t r a c t „ However, if t h e own e r n eed 1 es s: 1 y stop s wor k
due to defects that the contractor could have corrected while




for which the contractor can recover damages.
The calculation of the impact of an unreasonable
suspension is easier than the previous mentioned causes
because the exact cause, usually a directive, is
identifiable. In analyzing the impact of the suspension the
costs of idled crews and /or equipment are known and
quantifiable. The impact, on -following activities can also be
determined by lis i n g fa c t u a 1 net wo r k s . This will b e disc u s s e :::!
in sect i on 4.5 of t h i s pap er
.
±~ 11 6 CONSTRUCT I VE CHANGESrni\!
Formal change orders are normally negotiated with respect
to time and cost, and are issued in writing by the owner or
his authorized representative. Constructive change orders,
h owever , r es u It from i n forma 1 a c: t s or om i ss i on s on t h e
owner's part that change the requirements of the contract.
Sucht actions r e qu i r e t h e cant r actor to p er f o r m wor k b eyan
d
that required by the contract., increasing the costs of
performance, and entitling the contractor to an extension of
time (8). Examples of this are directives to change the
me t h o d o f c on s t r u c t i on , overinsp e c t i on, re j ec t i on o
f
conforming work, defective plans or specifications, or
r e j ection a f "or e qu a 1 ' ' s u b s t i t u t ions.
The an a 1 ys i s o f su c h c h an g e s t o c a 1 c u late the additional
c os t an d t i me d ue t h e c on t r a c t or i s difficult without





dmmen d ed reco r d k eep i n g wh i c h is u se f u 1 wh en p r ep ar i n
g
claims of this type after the fitch- Additionally, section
4.5 o-f this paper discusses the analysis of -factual networks,
developed -from this records, which s.r& then used to determine





For a contractor to be successful in today's; highly
competitive construction industry the contractor must use
every tool available to allow him to complete a project for
less than the competi t i on . One such tool is the project
schedule?. The schedule, if properly used, allows the
contractor to schedule work forces, to coordinate
subcontractors;, to level resources, and to ultimately control
the overall project, bringing it in on time and on budget.
However,, many contractors still do not use schedules.
Some argue that their costs outweigh their benefits, Others
believe that their experience is better than any schedule.
Yet, when the h i g h 1 y su c c: ess f u 1 c ontractor's o p e r at i on s a r
e
examined, there will be found at the center a well thought
out manageable schedule. The contractor will use the
schedule for all his planning ami he will contractually tie
his subcontractors to it. This way the contractor can not
o n 1 y mo n i t or t h e p r o j ec t , b u t h e c a n also c: o n t. r o 1 it.
identifying p r ob 1 em a r ea s and ta k i n g r emed i a 1 a. c t i o n w here
required. In this section this paper will review the various
types of scheduling techniques, their development, basic
concepts, and uses. Because of its wide spread use and its
potential as one of the best scheduling tools for
14

construction, a more in-depth discussion on the critical path





In the early 1900* s Henry L. Gantt and Frederick Taylor
developed and made popular what is the basis -far today's bar
graphs or bar charts. Their work was originally aimed at
production scheduling, however, it was and is readily
adaptable to planning construction and recording its progress
(6). The bar graphs provide an excellent tool by which to
graphically represent an activity. In the preparation of a
bar graph the planner or scheduler is guided by desired
c omp 1 e t i an d a t. e s a n d t h u s o f ten w o r k s bac k wa r d s i n g e n e r a t i n
g
a bar graph -for a multi-activity project.. This " back wards-
planning" however, often results in little more than a
schedule of wishful thinking (6). An example o-F at bar graph




y h ome i s sh ow
n
i n Fi guns (3a) .
Another drawback or deficiency of bar graphs is its
failure to show the interdependences of the; various
a c t i v i t. i es w h i c h ma k e up the p r o j ec t „ Ad c:i i t i ona 1 1 y , a 1 1 h ough
the bar graph can provide a rough idea of the status of the
project, it can not be readily used to give guidance on how a
late project should be brought back, on schedule. For example,
15

if the bar graph in Figure (3a) is updated to the midpoint, of
the project ( m i d p a i n t i n t er ms a -f t i m e ) i t c a n b e see n i n
Figure (3b) that, the project appears to be late. Other than
a c c e 1 er a tin g t h ose ac t i v 1 1 i es wh i c h ar e b e hi i n d , t h e b a r g r ap h
p r ov i d es 1 i 1 1 1 e or n o other i n f or ma t i on w hi i c h t h e p r o j e c t
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3.2.2 SUMMARY BAR CHARTS
The need for activity interdependertcies and project
revision resulted in the development of what is commonly
known today as summary bar charts. Summary bar charts break
down the project into greater detail and show the
interrelationships of activities as shown below. To allow
for better project, monitoring and control the bar charts ar&
t h en r ev i sed mo n t h 1 y or b i -weekly using " n e a r t: er rr> '
'
schedules. Using the near term schedule,, which is a product
of progress meetings, the project superintendent or manager-
can control the necessary resources to bring the project back
on schedule. See appendix (A) for an example of an actual














The summary bar chart is much more time consuming in its
preparation than a Gantt chart but its use-fulnesses is also
much greater. To of f set this drawback,; many of the firms
that the author interviewed used a computerised version of
t h e summary b ar c h a. r t . Th i s provides for qu i c: k a n a .1 ys i s and
updating of the schedule. Additionally, several of the
summary bar chart software programs have their own computer
a i ded design ( CAD ) mad u 1 es or i n t er f a c e w i t h a CAD p r o g r a
m
all ow i n g for t h e qu i c k an d p r of ess i on a 1 d r af ting of t h e b ar
charts. These c omp ut e r c ap ab i 1 i t i es will b e d :i. sc u ssed
further in section 3.5 of this paper.
3.2.3 THE CRITICAL PATH METHOD (CPM)
The development of the critical path method (CPM) is a
result of research done in the 1950' s by James Keller of
Remington Rand Univax and Morgan Walker of the DuPont Corp.
(5). Their goal was to develop a computer i zed based
technique which could be used to schedule and monitor large
construction projects. Out of their research came what, is
commonly called today the I -J method of CPM,
Furthering the research of Keller and Walker,, Fondhal of
St anford d eve 1 op e d t h e a c t i v i t y—o n -nod e ver s i on of CPM , ar
what is called the precedence method. Let. us first take a
1 oo k at the I - J me t h o d ,.
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-;r f-j| ~y J THE I--J METHOD
In this method each arrow represents one activity in the
project. The tail of the? arrow represents the start of the
activity and the head represents the completion.
ACTIVITY-
START FINISH
Note that the arrow is not a vector and thus need not. be
drawn to scale. Curving or bending of the arrow is allowed
as long as it is not interrupted.
Th e p r o j e c t n e t wor k i s t h e n d eve 1 op ed h y arrang i n g t h
e
a rraws i n a logical sequence b as e d on t h e i n t e r dep e ri d e n c: i e
s
of the activities. There are a number of logic rules which
are? useful when preparing a network.
1. If activities A, B, and C occur in series, their
n et wor k wou Id 1 oo k 1 i k e this;
A O B Co
2. If activities B and C are independent of each other
but both are dependent on the completion of A, then the
n et wor k would 1 oo k like this"
B
-»
This is c all
e
dab u r s t n od e
.
3. If activities A and B are independent of each other
but both precede the start of activity C, then the network
20






This is called a merge node,,
4„ Because arrows can not be broker, up or forked, a
problem occ ur s whenever a s i t. ua t i o n 1 i k e t h e f o 1 1 ow i n g
exists. A and B precede C, B precedes D. A and B are
independent, C and D ar e i n d ep en d e n t „ Se ve r a 1 e ;••: amp 1 es a
f
the incorrect network are shown below:
A A C
B X oD B Do
By i n t r od ucin g a log i c a 1 con s t r a i n t c a 1 1 a ! ' ci i -. mm
activity", which represents logic -flow but. no h the above






Th e sub se quent d eve 1 opmen t o -f an e n t i re n e t wo r k c an be
a c: c omp 1 i shed using t h ese s i mp 1 e t e c h n i qu e s . Once the n e t war k
is comp 1 e t ed a n d c h e c k e d f o r J. og i c: , t h e n umb e r i n g o f t h e
nodes and listing of the activity durations can be done.
Node numbering is done by working from top to bottom, left to
right, and the durations are listed under the arrows.
Th e subse gu en t c a 1 c u 1 a t i. o n o f t h e p r o j e c: t r s d u r a t. ion,
the det er m i n at i o n of t h e c r i t i c a 1 path, a n d t h e
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i den t i f i c a t i on o f sched u 1 i n g leew a y are then f o u n cl b y
p er f or m i n g forwa r d p ass and b a c k wa r d p ass c a I c u 1 a t i on s
.
Forward pass calculations supply the earliest times for the
start and finish of the activities and also the total time
necessary f or t h e c: am p .1 et i an o f t h e p r o j e c t ( 4 ) . Back: w a r d
pass calculations give the latest times for each activity's
b e g i nn i n g a n d end i n g . Th e amo u n t o f 1 ee way f or t hi e
a c t i v i t i e s resu 1 1 s f r om t h e m anip u 1 at i on a f t h e va 1 u e s f ro
m
the forward and backward pass,.
Before expanding on the mechanics of the forward and
backward passes, let us take a look at the basic: notation of
I -J networks. Below is a figure? showing a typical activity.
Node I represents the start of the activity and node J
r ep r esen t s its c amp 1 e t i on . T ( I J ) i s t h e ac t i v i ty * s d ur a t i o n
,
either in days, weeks, hours, mi n u t es , o r what e ve r , as long
as the same units are; used throughout the network. The
ac t i v i t
y
' s d esc r i p t i on is ob v i ou
s
ACTIVITYo T ( I J ) o
Associ a t e d w i t h eac h ac t i v i t. y on the time s c: a 1 e a r e f ou
r
values which can be identified as follows:
ESD(IJ) —Early start date for activity I -J
EFD < I J ) —Ea r 1 y f i n i sh date f o r a c t i v i t y I -
J
LSDCIJ)- Late start date for activity I -J
LFD(IJ)— late finish date for activity I -J
Their relationship with respect to activity I -J is shown
at the top of the next page:
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SD EFD LSD LFD




The purpose of the -for ward pass is to calculate the
p r o j ect's d ur a t i on and t o e s t ab 1 i sh t h e e a r 1 i es t pa ss i b 1 s
start and -finish date for each activity. A common procedure
in doing this is to start at the be?ginning of the project and
to sum the individual activity durations along a chain until
a merge node is found. At the merge node? the largest. value
of the s um of t h e act i v i t y t i mes from ea c h path enteri n g t h
e
node is taken as the start of the succeeding activities (4)
-
The EFD is then found by adding the activity duration, 'T(IJ),
to the ESD. This can be expressed in equation form as:
EFD<IJ)=ESD(IJ)+T(IJ)
The purpose of the backward pass is to find the latest
possible start and finish times of each activity such as not
to delay the completion of the project,: This is done by
s t a r t i n g at the t er m i n at i on o f t h e p r o j ec t a nd f i n din g t h i e
path with the longest duration back to the initial node of
the project. The calculations arc started by assigning a
late finish date, usually the desired completion date of the
project 5 to all the activities merging at the last node in
t h e p r o j e c t a n d t. h en suc c e ss i ve I y s u b t r a. c t i n g a c t i v 1 1 y
durations along chains of activities until a burst node is
found. At the burst. node the smallest value of the late
starting dates calculated for each path leaving that node is
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taken as the late -finish date -for all activities that enter
the burst node (4)„ The LSD(IJ) is then found by subtracting
the activity duration, T<IJ), from the LFD(IJ). This can be
expressed i n e qua t i on f o r m as
:
LSD(IJ)=LFD(IJ)-T(IJ)
An example network and the calculation of the four
activity times, ie, ESD, EFD
S
LSD, LFD, is shown below"
// DEMOTES CRITICAL PATH





The determination of the-: critical path and the-
cal c u 1 ation a f scheduling 1 eeway ( f 1 oa t ) i s t h e n a c c omp 1 i sh ed
b y m a n i p u 1 a t i n g t h e a ta ove f ou r a c: t i. v i t y t i mes . There a r e:
fai.tr types of float, of which only one, total float, will be
discussed here. For additional information on free float,
interfering float, and independent float, see appendix (B)
.
To t a 1 f 1 o s t may be d e f i n e d as
:
That time span in which the completion of ar\ activity
may occur and not delay the completion of the project,
To c
a
lculate t h e t o t a 1 f 1 o a t the ea r 1 i e s t a n a c 1 1 v i t
y
can finish is subtracted from the latest, it must finish,,
which can be expressed in equation form as;




-EFD ( I J
)
To then identify the critical path an examination of the
activities is made and those activities in which the total
float is zero are critical,,
Summarizing the above we discussed the construction of
the network, the calculation of the activity times, the
calculation of total float, and the determination of the
critical path. With this information a project manager can
monitor the progress of a project arid through the
manipulation of the network know what effect delays,







As previously mentioned,, the precedence method of CPM
was developed by Professor John W. Fondhal of Stan-ford
University in 196! (4). Fondhal based his scheduling
t ec hn i ue on t h e t h e or y that activities event. s colli, a he
represented by nodes:-, with the links establishing the:
relationships between the respective activities. This
resulted in several advantages. The most apparent is that
dummy arrows ar^ no longer required. Second, the hand
calculation of activity times was easier.
In the precedence method an activity is represented by a
description and a corresponding node number. The? shape of
the node can. be a circle, square. he;; agon , ov whatever is
convenient to the scheduler. An example of an 1 s
shown below:
ACTIVITY
The c on s t r u c t i on o f t he p r ec ed en c e n e t. wor k i s s i m i 1 a r t o
that of the I—J method., in that there arB independent:,
dependent, merge, and burst nodes,- Examples of each are
p r e s e n t e d b e 1 ow
:
1. If activities A and B ar^ independent of each other
t h e :: r n e t wor k w i 1 1 1 aa k 1 i k e l
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2. If activity B is dependent on activity A, then
n etwor k will 1 oo k 1 i k e r.
3. If activity C is dependent of both activities A and
B„ and activity D is dependent on activity C,, their network
will look like:
T \ i i s is called a me r g e n o d e
.
4. 1+ activities C and D avra independent of each ether,
hut are bath dependent on activity B, which is dependent on




This is called a burst node.
The scheduler then constructs a network in basically the
same manner as when using the? I—J method . However 5 a logic
problem arises when several independent activities can start
a t t h e b e g i n n i n g o f t h e p r o j e c t o r when seve r a 1 i n d ep enden
t
activities have no follow-on activities at the completion of
the project. A situation like this might be represented as






To correct this the scheduler inserts a "dummy start" and a
"dummy finish" at the beginning and end of the project
network,, which can now be redrawn as -follows"
O
DUMMY FINISH
The dummy start and finish activities have no duration but
are necessary to close the network and to allow for the
computation of the a c t i v i t y t i mes an d f I oa
t
,
As in the I - J me t h o d t h ere ar e f ou r ac t i v i t y t i mes t h a
t
e ac h a c t i v i t y c a n h ave
:
ESD ( I ) -- E a r 1 y st a r t d a t e f o r a c t i v i t y I
EFD ( I ) — Ear 1 y f i n i sh d at e f or ac t i v i t y I
LS D ( I ) — L a t e s t. a r t da t e f o r a c t i v i t y I
LFD ( I ) — La t e f i n i sh date f o r ac t i v i t y I
The scheduler will usually assign the value of zero to
t he ESD of the in i t. i a I a c t i v i t y and the n c: a 1 c u I a t e t h e EFD o f
t h a t s a m e a c t i v i t y b y a d d i n g t h e a c t i. v i t y d ur a t i on , T CI), t o
the ESD. This can be expressed in equation form as:
EFD ( I ) =EBD ( I ) +T ( I
)
The ESD for following activities is found by taking the
maximum or latest EFD of all preceding activities which
terminate into that particular node. An expression for this
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is provided below along with an example:
ESD ( J > =Max ( over all DC EFD (1)3
EFD
The expression above can be read, the early start date
for activity J is equal to the maximum or latest -finish date
of all activities I which precede activity J. This procedure
is t h en p er f or me d t h r ou g
h
ou t t h e e n t i re n et wor k
.
In the same manner as done with the ESD of the first
act i v i t y , the sc h e d u 1 er will u snail y a s s i g n t h e LFD t a the
last activity. This is usually the same as the EFD for the
terminal activity and is also normally the desired completion
date for the project. The LSD for the terminal activity is
t h e n f oun d by subt r a c t i n g t hi e d ur a I", i on o f t h a t a c t .1 v 1 1 y f r om
the LT'D, This can be expressed as follows:
LSD(t)=LFD(t)-T<t)
The LFD for the other activities of the network is
d ep en d en t u p on t he LSD of its f o 1 1 ow i. n g a c. t i v 1 1 i e s ,. A
n
e x p re ssion for t h i s is pi- ov i de d be 1 ow a 1 on g w i t h an e ;•: amp 1 e l
LFD(I)=Min (csver all J)CLSD(J)3
The expression above can be read* the late finish date
for activitv I is the minimum late start date for all
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activities J which follow activity I „
Upon completing the calculations of the four activity-
times the scheduler can then calculate the values of the
float, of which, just like the I---J method. there are four-
types, total, free, interfering, and independent- This
paper will deal only with total float. For additional
information on the other types of float the reader is
directed to appendix (C) . In addition to finding the float,
t h e s c h ed u 1 er c an d e t ermine the v a 1 u
e
the "link laqs"
which are unique to the precedence method. A lint:: lag may be
defined as the difference between the early start date of an
activity and the early finish date of the preceding activity
(4). An expression for this is provided below along with an






Each link in the network will have a lag of which the
value will always be zero or greater,. The values of these
lags are the basic values to be used for the determination of
the floats ( 4 )
.
The total float (TF) of an activity can be defined as:
The time span in which the completion of an activity may
oc c u r an d n o t del ay t h e comp 1 e t i on o
f
: t h e project.
The development of the equation used to calculate the TF
for an activity I is ex tensive and is contained in appendix
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(D) . The final equation is shown below:
TF < I ) ~Mi n ( aver all J ) C LAG ( I J ) +TF ( J )
]
The expression above is read, the total float for
activity I is equal to the minimum summation of lag and
total float for all following activities J.
The critical path is then determined by examining the TF
for all activities in the network.. Any activity which has a
TF equal to zero, or in the case where the terminal
act i v i t y :' s TF d oes not e qua 1 z e r o wh e r e t h e a c t i v i t y
:
' s TF
equals the terminal activity's TF, is a critical activity.
And the chain of critical activities extending from the




Once the logic of a network has been completed and
before the calculation of the four activity times and floats,,
there remains the determination of the activity durations..
As noted before the scheduler will choose the units of the
t i me s c a 1 e to f i t the p r o j ec t . Th e o n 1 y i mpo r t a n t r u 1 e h er
e
is to be c on s i s t. en t w i t h t h e units t h r ou g h ou t t h e e n t. i r e
network
.
In d e t er m i n i n g the act i v i t y d u r a t ion s t h e s c h e d u 1 er w :i 1
1
take into account the influence the following factors will
have on the activity:




2. The extent. to which equipment. will be used in
completing the activity.
3. The extent to which labor will be used in the work
task.
4. The physical environment of the work site,, working
conditions, shift hours, weather, etc.
5. The level and efficiency of management of the foreman
and at t h e wo r k s i t e
.
Dep en d i n g on t h e r e 1 a t i ve m a g n i t. ude and mix o f t h e s
e
factors, activity duration estimates may be deterministic,
probabilistic: around a mean, or almost completely random (3).
De t er m :i n i st i c d u r a t i on s ass i g n a sp e c: i f i c f i x ed va 1 ue t o
the activity duration. This method is the method used in
each of the scheduling techniques discussed to this point,
T h e sc h ed Li 1 er w ill ass i g n a s p ec i i i c t as k d u r a t i on t o e a c
h
activity based on one or more of the following techniques:
1. Past. ex per i ence. The agents involved in the work
process know the time required by frequent, past experience on
i den t i c a 1 or s i m i 1 a r j ob s of t hi e same m a g n i t ud e
.
2 „ E s 1 1 m a t e s u P 1 a n n i n g an d e st i m at i. n g agen t s o b t a i n
data from previous work on similar jobs. This data enables
them to establish productive rates as a -function of the size
and m i x of resour c es alloc a t. e d t o t h e a c t i v i t y
.
3. By fiat. By an initial trial or mock up run on the
operati on
.
4. Use of predictive model s„ Often the basic: components
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of an operation are known and the productivity of resource
units working these components is also known. Given
situations where the relative magnitude and mix of the basic:
operation components change, predictive models of
productivity and duration estimates are- very useful and
practical (3)
.
The scheduler' then inserts these activity durations into
the network and computes the four activity times, the floats,
an d identifies t h e critic a 1 p a t h us i n g t h e me t h o d a p p r op r i at e
for the respective scheduling technique?.
3.4 APPLICATIONS OF CPM
The uses of CPM ares not limited to project scheduling
and monitoring. The experienced and knowl edgeabl e scheduler-
can and will use the CPM developed for a project, to;
1. Prepare utility data and time-cost curves for
act i vi t i es.
2. Perform simple and complex compression or
decompression of the project schedule to arrive at the most
economical means b y which to c omp 1 et e t h e p r o j e c t „
3. Level resources using float times.
4. Perform financial planning and cost control.
5
.
Eva], u a t e t h e i. m p a c t o f wor k c h an g es and cl e 1 ays *
6. Control the project as a whole and bring it in on
time and on budget.
This paper limits itself to number 5 above, the
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evaluation o-f the impacts of changes and delays. For the
reader to -fully comprehend the power of CPt"\ he should
familiarize himself with all the capabilities of CPM. A list
of r e f er en c es i s p r o v i d edint h e b i b 1 i a g r a p h y for the rea d e
r
who wishes to further his know! edce in this area.
3,5 AUTOMATED METHODS OF SCHEDULING
For small projects, s a y u n d er 1 a c t i v i t i e s , t h
e
scheduler can complete the calculations of the activity times
the floats, and identify the? critical path by hand. However,
as the size of the project grows so does the network until
there comes a point in time where hand calculations arc-? no
longer practical. The network
,
when it gets over 200-300
activities, c a n b ec ome suc h a n u n man a g ea b 1 e mon ste r t. h a t the
time a n d e f f o r t r e q u i r e d to u p d at e t h e n e t
w
o r k , r ev i s e t h
logic as necessa r y , a n d recalcu 1 at e t h e a c t i v i t y t i mes d oe
s
not prove cost. effective. This problem has often been the
reason for project managers tossing the? CPM network into the
corner and completing the? project using "crisis management".
However , w i t h ad v a n c es i n t h e c om p u t er i n d u s t. r y , i n b o t h
hardware and software, this no longer needs to happen.
Personal computers (PC's) and mainframe computers have become
more advanced, compact, and readily available. Today, even
the smaller construction firms can afford to buy or lease
PC's which are capable of supporting software programs which
can perform scheduling work, resource leveling, financial
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planning, or almost any task associated with managing a
project. Larger firms which deal with many projects at a
time, some having 10-15,000 activities each in their
networks, may use mainframes to store and manipulate the huge
amounts of data that such projects generate.
The availabilit y an d c ap ab i 1 i t y c f b ot h t h e h a r dwar e a n d
software to p e r f o r m t h e t e d i ous t a s k s assoc i a t e d w i t
h
monitoring a project, has also proven useful in the analysis
of claims. Using a CPM scheduling program a contractor can
easily update the project status and have a current revised
schedule p r .1 n t e d ou t qui c k 1 y ,, p r ov i d i n g h i m w i t h a r e c o r d o f
h ow the job was a c t u a 1 1 y b u i 1 1 . Th :i. s i s p a r t i c u 1 a r 1 y use f u 1
when delays, changed or added work, or suspensions have
occurred. The contractor can use the updated schedules to
determine what affect a particular delay had or will have on
other activities,, In addition to quantifying delays which
have already occurred, the contractor can also use the CPM
scheduling program as a preventive management tool, which is
its primary purpose. By playing what if? games with the
n et wo r k , the c a r, tractor" can r ev i ew se ve r a 1 different op t i o n
s
of the network for the remaining work and choose which will
complete the project in the shortest time or for the least
cost
.
Wh i c h s c h ed u 1 i n g s o f t wa r e p r o g r a m t o use an d w h a t
computer to buy are questions that each company must ask and
a n swe r itself. A p p en d i >; ( E ) o f t h i s p ap er c ontains some
suggested guidelines which can be used in addressing the
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matter of procuring the computer hardware,, Additionally,
appendix (F) provides a list and description of approximatel
y
104 project management programs which are available on the
market today, of which 64 deal specifically with schedul i ng
.
3 n 6 'ERT
(PROGRAM EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE)
Before leaving this section on project scheduling, let's
take a look at a scheduling technique that. unless the
contractor' has bee n a ssoc i a t ed w i t h a r esear c h a n
d
development contract, he may not be familiar with.
PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) was
developed in the late ^SO's to review the huge Polaris
missile development program. Its; use in the scheduling and
monitoring of construction projects has not caught on yet and
i t i s ve r y 1 i m i t ed t o d ay . Howe ve i- . f o r 1 a r g e p r o j e c t s wh i c: h
are using futuristic or never tried before methods of
construction PERT may not only be a useful scheduling tool
but it may also be required if the contract is with the
Fed er a 1 Govern men t
.
PERT is based on four elements (6);
1. The selection of specific identifiable events that:
ar e p 1 an n ed t o o c c ur along t h e w a y t o s u c c ess f u 1 c omp 1 e t i an
of the project. These events are commonly termed milestones
and sub se quen 1 1 y PERT i s eve n t o r i en t ed
.
2. Link the planned events so as to graphically portray
the interdependenci es among them.- This results in a network
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similar t o a CP M p r ee e d en c: e n e t wo r k
.
3, Est i ma t. e the time? necessa r y t o move f r om e ve n t t
a
event with a measure of uncertainty involved. Because the
work has never been accomplished before, deterministic
estimates are n ot ava :i. 1 a b 1 e f or t h e d ur a t i o n b e t ween eve n t s ,.
This is the main difference between PERT and CPM. To
es t i mat e t h ese d ur at i on s PERT uses 3 t i me e s t i m a t e s n
A> The most likely,
B) The most optimistic (best or shortest under the known
condi ti oris) „
C
)
The mos t p ess i m i s t :i c ( wor st or 1 on g e s t un d er 1". h e
k nown conditions) u
With this input PERT then calculates the expected
d u r a t ion b et wee n even t s an d a 1 so c a 1 c: u 1 a t es t hi e e >: p e c t e d
va r • i an c e -from t h i s e ;•: p e c t e d even t d ur a t i o r i .,
4. Per-form an analysis based on the event durations and
their variances which will systematically highlight the
r e 3. a t i ve c r i t i. c: a 1 i t y o f t h e ev e n t s ( 6 ) „
The final product of a completed PERT network is not any
one project duration or critical path, but a listing of
p oss :i. b 1 e p r o j ec t dura t i on s a 1 on g w i t h a con f i d en c e i n t e r va 1
i n d i c a t i n g w i t h wh a t c: e r t a i n t y t h a t t hi a t d ur a t i on m a y o c c ur »
Additionally, the relative possibility of a particular path
of activities being critical is provided.
Many of the scheduling programs now available on the
market will also support PERT- Once mastered, PERT is a very-
useful tool when dealing with new construction techniques for
which duration estimates are unknown,
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4 ANALYZING THE CLAIM
4 . .1 INTRODUCTION
Up to this point this paper has looked at some of the
most common causes of schedule deviation and how they might
affect a construction project by either increasing and/or
d e c r eas i n g a p r o j e c t :' s cos t a r i ci d u r a t i on .. This p a p er a 1 s o
reviewed several popular methods of construction scheduling,
taking an in-depth look into the most; widely used method
CPM. This paper listed some of the applications of CPM and
discussed how the computer has made CPM a powerful cost
effective man ag emen t t oo 1 . I n t h i s s e c t i ct n t h i s p ap er w i 1
1
t a k e a d et a i 3. e d loo k at h ow s c h e d u 1 e s d e v i a t i o n s a r e mad
e
part of the original network and how their impact is
sub se quen 1 1 y an a 1 y z e d . Un d e r s t a n d i n g t h e p. a r t i c: u 1 a r s o f t h i s
process is essential to correctly analysing a claim. Before
a s c h e d u 1 e d e v i at i on c a n b e a n a 1 y z e d F t h e s c h e d u 1 e r ,
contractor;, lawyer or owner must fully understand how to
revise existing schedules to correctly reflect how the work
w cts act ua 1 1 y d on e
*
4-2 THE ORIGINAL SCHEDULE
Wh e n e v er a p r o j ec t i s p 1 an n ed arid c on
t
roll ed b y n e t wo r k
anal ys i s v t h e c on t r actor's or i g i n a I n e t wo r k p r o g r am d e p i c t s
the basis on which the contractor determined the price? and
time for the work (2)., This original network, if accepted by
the owner and thus made a part of the contract, establishes
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not only milestones and target dates for the contractor but
also -for the owner. Any events,, whether they are caused by
the owner,, the contractor, or a third party, which force a
deviation from this network then constitutes a change in the
contract (2), Once a deviation has occurred,, the comparison
of the revised network with this original is the basis for
the d e t er m i n a t i c :>n of all r esu 1 1 i n g d e 1 ay s „ A 1 1 h o u g h o n 1 y
those activities which are on the critical path determine the
project's dur a t i on
,
d e 1 ays w h i c: h excee d t h e f 1 o a t o n n on -
critical activities can result in a new critical path,.
Ther e f or e , t h e d e t er m i n a t ion of a 1 1 d e 1 a ys , c r 3. t i c a 1 o
r
otherwise, can be accomplished by a network analysis. The
subse quen t costing of t hese d ev i a t ions is t h en based o n t h
e
a c t ua 1 time imp a c t t o t h ese d ev 1 a t i on s
»
4„3 THE AS-BUILT SCHEDULE:
The as-built schedule is a record of the actual sequence
a n d d ur a t i on o f wor k a c: t iviti.es to date. The i mp or t a n c e o
f
maintaining an accurate and up to date as-built schedule can
not be overemphasized. When kept up to date a schedule
i d e n t i f i e s not only t h ose a r e a s w h e r e i n aecur a t e e s t i mat es o r
n onproduct i ve c r ews h a ve c ause d 1 o n g e r t h an planned a c t i v i t y
durations, but also it can be used to identify delays and or
c h a n g e d wor k and their- i mp ac t s o n t h e p r o j ec t d ur a t i on .
To keep a schedule updated is a continuous operation
wh i c h r e qu i r es t h e f 1 ow o f f a c t u a 1 i n f ar m at i on f r om t h e f i e 1 d
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to the main of f ice and back again. The -field personnel,, the
superintendent or the -foreman, must provide activity status
reports on e ac h ac t i v i t y in p r og r e s s t o t h e s c h e d u 1 e r
estimator. The form of this report can be tailored to the
particular job and type of work. An example of such a report
as published by Ant. ill and Woodhead in reference (2) is shown
bel ow«
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4.4 DEVELOPING Th E AS- BUII_T BCHEIDULE AFTER THE FACT
Kee p i ng the proj e c t sc h ed u .1 e up
c
i a t e d i s a ver y t e d i ou
s
and often time consuming task* But by doing so the
c o n t r ac t or n ot on 1 y c r e a t e s a r e c or d o f t h e project wh j. c h i s
vital in settling claims, but the contractor is also forced
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to examine the project on a regular basis and this in itsel-f
will help the project manager in keeping in touch with the
status of the project. This helps the contractor in
identifying problem areas which may be occurring which
at h e r wis e m ay g o u n
n
at i c ed . Bu t wh a t. .i f t he c ont r a c tor d oe
s
not update the schedule a-fter the -first month or so of the
p r o j ec t an d at t h e c: omp 1 e t i cjn o f t he pro j ec t t h e c: on t r a c: t o
r
feels justified in submitting a claim ? What would be used
t o c omp are to the o r i g i. n a 1 s c h e d u 1 e? U n f or t u n a t e 1 y ,, t in i s i s
not that uncommon an occurrence.
To assemble? an as --built schedule after the work is
completed can be done in several ways but. the most common
used method is to reconstruct, the project step by step) using
jobsite and office records. There are eight critical sources
of information wh i c h s hiou 1 d b e r e v i ewe d t c :< o b t a i n t h e
necessary data to rebuild the project. These sourct™ i~':_" c !. i S
1 . Th e j ob s i t e proj ec t p 1 an s an d sp ec i f i c at i on s
.
"iese
can usually provide a running account of all revisions arid
changes made to the original plans and specifications.
2. Shop drawing and transmittal status logs,, The status
logs can provide the reviewer with the date of submission and
approval of requ i r e d sh o p d r aw i ng s a n d t ran sm i 1 1 a 1 s „ "!"h e s
e
dates can then be used as evidence of why certain portions of
t h e project were de 3. a yed inst ar t i n g .
3. Any interim updated schedules. Interim or marked up
schedules along with progress meeting minutes; can often be
u sed t o es t ab 1 i sh t h e s t a t us o f ac t i v i t i es t h r oug hou t t h e
life of the project.
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4 „ Daily j obs i te log. Per h ap s t h e mas t va 1 li a b 1 e sour c e
of information if prepared correctly. From the jobsite log
the following information should be available far each work
day of the project:
-wor k peri a r me
d
-wor k sc h ed u 1 e d b ut n o t. d on e
-extra work required (including details of why it was
r©quired an d who author i z ed i t , a n y d e 1 a y s wh i c
h
might arise out of the work and any identifiable
costs)
-d i sc r ep anci es in the p 1 a n s an cl s p e c :i. f i c a t i on is
-site visit s b y own er ' s represe n t a t ives, A / E , e t cr.
-weather
-unusual events
- ma n h ou i" s and e qu i p me n t h au r s ex p en d ed (7
)
5. Photographs., Can show the status of the project, or
any part of it on a particular day.
6
.
Co r r es p on dence . Ch ange or d er p r o p as a 1 s , n o t i f i c a t i o
n
of discrepancies in the p.' 1 . ans and specifications; requests
for clarification, directives from the o wrier, can all be tied
to identifiable activities arid the date of the letter can
then be used to establish the possible time frame for t he-
act i vi ty
.
7. Cost codes for delays or changed work,, If the
contractor uses a separate cost code to identify additional
work, these cost codes in conjunction with the time cards car-




B . Time ca r cl s . By r ev i ew i n g c os t s c c! e s a n d t i me c ar d
s
and comparing them to the quantity of work put in place at a
particul ar t :i. me t he e f f i c: i en c y of p a r t i c u 1 ar ac t i v i t i es c a
n
b e determined and it c a n b e used i. n j u s t i f y i n g d i s r u p t :i o n
claims.
For a project of any magnitude the review of the project
records can be a formidable task. The above documents can
easily n um b e r i n t h e t h ou s a n d s a n d t h e t i me r e qu i r e d t a
assemble the as-built schedule could take weeks if not
months, One of the firms the author interviewed specializes
in claim analysis. They have developed a software program to
stream! i n e dac ume n t r ev i ew a n d c a n t r o 1 , t h e p r o g r am i s c a 1 led
Document Control and Retrieval System (OCRS)., Tc use DCRS,
the analyst inputs into a database a brief summary for each
document using key words to identify the subject of the
document., For example. a letter from the contractor to the
owner forwarding a change order proposal for unseen site
conditions, say rock located in the southwest corner- of the
excavation which was not shown on the plans, may be entered
as: letter: dtd Uull9xx? fm: contractor; to: owner; sub j
:
c: hange o r d e r p roposa 1 , un see n s i t e con d i t i on , r o c k ,, s ou t h wes t
earner* Once this is done for every document, the analyst can
then re t r i e ve au t om a t i c a 1 1 y a list i n g of a 1 1 d o c ume n t s w h i c
h
p er t a i n t o a c er t a i n sub j ect, T h i s i s use f u 1 w hi e n i n t h e
presen ta t i on or r eb u 1 1 a 1 o f a c 1 a i m a t o p i c i s b r ou g h t u p f ar
which research had not been done. See? appendix (G) for a
brochure on DCRS.
The information from these reports is then transferred
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to the network on a regular basis, either weekly or bi-
weekly, or maybe even daily on a fast moving three shift
project. If all activities ar& on schedule no remedial
a c t i o n n eed s t o b e t a k en „ However ,, i f some o r all of t h e
activities ar& behind schedule, the network activity times
are recomputed using the CPM scheduling program and the
projects new duration and critical activities arB identified.
Based on this new information upper management, can take two
courses of action. The first course of action is to recover
the original schedule by manipulation of available resources
within the present network concept (2). The reallocation of
resources is analyzed with respect to time and money and if
f ound s a t. i s f a c t or y the p r o j e c: t c a n p r o c e :-? d u n d e r t h e revised
schedule. If t h e n ew c om p 1 et :i. on date is no t sa t i s f a c t or y , t h
e
c omp r es s i on or erash i n g of critic a 1 a c t i v i t i e s may b
r e q u i r ed t o b r i n g t h e p r o j e c t b a c k on sc h e c! u 1 e
„
The second course of action is to completely redesign
the network for the remaining work,, This may include new
wor k met hods, d i f f eren t e qu i p me n t o r a
c
i d i t i o n a 1 resou r c e
s
(2). The new network can be costed out. and if the new costs
and pro j ect d u r a t i on a r e sa t i s f a c t or y t h e p r o j e c t c a n p r o c ee
d
:i. n accord a n c e w i t h t h e r e v i se d n e t w or k
.
There are several methods by which to revise the
original schedule and thus create the as—built schedule.. This
paper will present the basics of three of these methods,,
4.5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE FACTUAL NETWORK
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The d eve 1 op me n t o f th e as-b u i 1 1 s c h ed u 3. e , o r f a c t ua 1
network as it is called in some circles, is the basis -for
i d entifying all changes i n t h e w a r k and del ays t h a t t h
e
project e x per i en c ed d u r i n g i t s progress. Wh e n assemb 1 i n g t h e
a s-b u i 1 1 net wqr k t h ere are t h r ee me an s b y wh i c h the c: h a n g e s
of work or schedule deviations can be made a part of the
n e t wa i" k . They a r e
:
1 . A s n ew a c t i v :i. t ies.
2. By coding existing activities..




To illustrate each of these methods look at the network
shown in Figure (4a).,
The critical path is made up of activities 5-40, 40-65,
65-75, and 75-80, and the project's total duration is twenty
seven days as defined by this critical path,, For the purpose
of this e x amp 1 e the pro j ec t is g o i n g a s s c: h e d u 1 e d un til t h e
contractor reaches activity 10-15 , when a discrepancy is
noted in the plans. This results in a three day delay
wa i t i ng for clarification from t h e A / E , an d a c:l d s t wo d a ys t o
the d u r a t ion of t h e a c t i v i. t y bee au se e x t r a wo r k i s r e qu i r ed „
The contractor su b se quen 1 1 y dec: 1 a r es h e w as d e 1 ayed f :i. ve d a y
and submits a change order for the extra work in addition to
a claim requesting a five day time extension. The owner
denies the request for a five day time extension,, saying that
the contractor is due only two days for the additional work,,
because activity 10-15 is not on the critical path.
Note that when analyzing or updating a factual network
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it. is often convenient to use a time-scaled network. This
allows the analyst, to qu i c k 1 y se e t h e i m p acts o f d e 1 ays a n d
disruptions. Figure (4a) has been converted to a time-scaled
n e t wor k in F i g ur e ( 4 Li ) . T i me -s c a 1 e ci n e t wor k s also enable
float calculations to be avoided since they are displayed as
horizontal dashed 1 i n es ( 2 ) .. Th i s me t h o d o f d r aw i. n g n e t wo r k s
will be used throughout, the rest of this paper.
Using method <i) a new activity, activity 10-12 titled
" d e 1 ay # 1 " , w i t . h a ci u r a t i a n of t h r ee d a y s ,, i s i n s er t ed i n t o
the network. Additionally, a new activity., activity 14-15
t i 1 1 e c! " c h an g e or d e r # 1 " , w i t h a d u r a t i a n o f t wo d ays , :i. s
i n ser t e d i n the n e t work. Tine s c: h e cj u 1 er t hen ad j u s t s t h
e
start and f i n i s h dates f or the f o 1 1 aw a n a c t. i v i t i e s . T h e
revised network is now as shown in Figure (4c).
Applying method (2) to this situation requires the
coding of activity 10—15 to show a three day delay titled
"delay tt 1 " a n d t h en i n c r eas i n g t h e d ur a.t i a n a f t h e a c t i v i t y
by two days. The scheduler would tin en adjust the start and
finish dates of the follow on activities in the usual manner.
The? revised network is now as shown in Figure (4d) .
Applying method (3) to this situation requires the
insertion of the actual logic as a parallel activity to the
original plan of work,, Activity 10-5000, titled "delay #1",
w i t h a d u r a t i on of 3d ays , a n d ac t i v i t y 5 - 1 5 , t i 1 1 e d
"activity H and change order #1" , with a duration of 7, ar&
inser t e d as c on c u r r e n t a c t i v i t i e s t o a c t i v i t y 1 -15. Th
scheduler would then adjust the start and finish dates of the
follow on activities based on the longest path of these
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concurrent activities,, The revised network is now as shown
i n Fi gure (4e) „
Th e r esu 1 1 s o f e a c h of t h e se t h r e e me t h od s is the same
,
i e,, the impact of the additional work and the delay was
calculated as the same. The scheduler may choose any of the
methods based on his personal preference or he may use a
c omb i n at i on of all t h r ee * I n t h i s ex am p 1 e , a s can b e see n o
n
the time-scaled networks,, the contract has been extended four
days.. Two of these days are for the additional work,, and two
of the days a.\-a a result of the delay, for which the
c on t r a c t or can c 1 aim f or e x tend ed o ver h ead.
.
Th e a u t h o r prefers to u se me t h o d s 1 o r 3.', b u t p r e f e r a b 1 y
method 3. The reason for this is because the new parallel
p at h 1 s p o r t r a yed d i r e c 1 1 y a b ove or b e i ow t h e plan ne
d
schedule. This proves to be very useful when presenting the
claim to others. Using a time-scaled network the additional
time required to perform the new sequence of work will cause
t h e or i g i n a 1 ac t i v i t i e s p f 1 o a t t o i n c r ease. Even t o t h e
casual observer this increase in float, is easily identified
as the amoun t of del ay t h e own er o r c on tractor i n c u r r e d
„
Ad d itionally, me t hod 3 d oe s n o t r e q u i r • e t h e r e ar r a n g i n g c f
the existing network, only the addition of a new parallel
path,, This is convenient when the schedule is being run on a
computer. Tine computer operator will only have to change the
dependencies of the finish node where the:? new parallel path
re-enters tine original network- An added bonus is that the
i n d i v i dua 1 d e 1 a y s an ci a n y a d d i t i o n a 1 wo r k w i 1 1 b e 1 i s t e d as
such on both the new network and the printout of activities.
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Me t h dd 1 a 1 so p rov i des these s ame b en e f i t s e i ; c e p t. t h a t
the computer operator will have to revise the logic: of the
schedule in the program as new activities are added into it.
This will re? qui re the renumbering of nodes and may result in
an error in the logic of the revised network.
Met h od 2 , the c: od :i. n g of e ;: i sting a c tivities, a 1 1h ou g h
effective, does not offer the potential presentation benefits
of the other methods. One advantage however, it does not
r e qu ire 1 o g i c: r ev i s i o n an d t h er e f a r e e 1 i m i n a t; e s t h e
















































































































































































































































































































Once the -facts have? all been assembled and the
contractor or owner is ready to present their case they need
to consider carefully by what means this is going to be dons.
The contract may state explicitly how a claim is to be
handled. For example, Federal construction contracts call
•for a revi ew b y the Con t r ac t i n g Of f i c e r w hi o w i 1 1 h a n d d own a
f i n a 1 d e c i s i on . If t h e con t r a c
t
or d i sag r ees w i t h t hi
e
decision the contractor may appeal to the Armed Services
Boar d o f Co n t r a c t Ap p ea 1 s ( A £5BCA > „ Some c omme r c: i a 1 c o n t r a c t s
will set forth guidelines which establish the A/E as an
arbitrator. And still others will call for an unbiased
negotiator, with the right to appeal, to a civilian court.
Whichever method is used the parties must remember that
the purpose of the claim is to compensate the damaged party,,
returning them to the same position they were in before the
cause of the claim occurred. Theoretically, the facts of the
claim will speak for themselves and the final settlement
should be fair and reasonable for all parties involved,: But
often this is not the case.
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5.2 CHOICE OF JURY TYP!
If the claim is pursued through litigation and ends up.
in court the case may be presented in a jury trial or bench
trial. In such a trial the jurors or judge most likely will
not be f am i 1 i ar w i t h c on s t r uc t i on d e 1 ays ,, t h e c os 1 1 y i m p a c t:
s
o f su c h , sc h e d u 1 ing, or C
F
:
'M . T h e i r f i n a I d e c i s i o
n
subsequently may be based on not who is technically right but
who they believe to be morally right,. This can be equated to
the "deep pocket theory". On the other hand,, i f the case is
presented in such a manner where the jurors or judge can
!ec.i. pher the? -facts. the expert witness c c. i 1 .- c;mmuni cats
w i t h t h em , a n d the c h ar t s or s c h ed u 1 es wh i
ire easi I vjudge examines 3,re such that the delays
i d en t i f i a b 1 e , t h en t h e j u r y m a y r en d e r a f a i r an d r e ason ab 1 e
deci si on
.
Thi lack of construction knowledge among the judge and
j ur y h i g h 1 i g h t s t h e i mp o r t a n c e of t h e m e t h o d b y wh i c h a c: as
e
is presented. Whether the parties are before a jury trail or
a bench trial the lawyers and expert witnesses must remember
t h at if t he i r p r esentatio n i s t o o c omp 1 e ;•: , t oo t e c h n :i c a .1 ,
that the jury or judge may miss some of the facts and award
to the wrong party. During the author's research the ten
firms were all queried as to whether they preferred a jury of
the public or a jury of experts, ie, people with considerable
knowledge an d e x p er i en c e i n s c h e d u ling, CPM , an
d
construction™ In almost every case the answer was qualified.
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I f t he case was ve r y c omp 1 e : ; , where e v 1 d en c e of mult i p 1 e
c auses and effects, comp ress i on , c an c urrent del a ys
,
efficiency studies, etc., were to be presented and the claim
was strictly a review of the facts, almost all interviewed
would prefer a panel of experts,, Their reasoning was the
experts would be able to decipher the facts and base their
decision on them. There? were however,, same who disliked
expert, juries because sometimes their" background was a source
o f p r e j u d i ce . Th e y e x p 1 a i ne d t h a t an e x p er t j u r or ma y h a ve
d eve .1. ope d a d i s 1 i k e f or a p a r t i c u .1 a r t r ad e d ur i n g t h e i r
tareer
,
and that this p r e j u d i c: e w ou I d c a.rr y o ve r i. n t o t h
e
courtroom.
If the case was not too complex and there was an issue
o f wh e r e a c o n t r ac t r e qu i r eme n t was n o t t e c h n i c a 1 1 y me t ,, i e
the notice of a claim was given after 35 days instead of the
required 30 days, but all the facts show that the contractor
i s d ue c amp en sa t. i o n o t h e r w i se , i n a 1 mos t a 1 1 c a ses t h e
interviewees said they would prefer a jury of the public,
5.3 ALTERNATIVES TO LITIGATION
Whoever is submitting the claim however, must realise
that the legal process is very time consuming and costly „ At
present it. takes from six months to two years to get a claim
into court and get. a settlement. The eventual award could
easily be eaten up by legal fees. Several of the firms
interviewed stated that the best way to settle a claim is
before it happens.. If the owner knows the plans are wrong or
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6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS., AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 SUMMARY
The objective of this paper was to provide the reader
with a basic under standi rig of the many fa?:, tors involved in
delay c 1 a i m litigati o n . Up o n c omp 1 et i n g t h i s p a p er t. h
e
reader should be familiar with each of the following and how
e a c h p 1 ay s a r o 1 e in c on s t r u c t i o n d e 1 a y c 1 a i m s
"
(A). The five primary causes of schedule deviation:
delays, disruptions, acceleration, suspension of work, and
constructive changes. This paper discussed how to recognize
each of these causes and what rights and responsibilities
that each party has with respect to each cause.
(B) . Five types of scheduling techniques used in the
construction industry today. Gantt charts, summary bar
charts, CPM (both the I--J and precedence methods), and PERT.
This paper discussed the development of each of these methods
and the advantages and disadvantages o-f each., Because of its
popularity a more in-depth review of the CPM method was
provided. A 1 so t he p ap e r d i s c ussed the potent i a
1
applications of CPM and that advances in the computer
industry has made CPM an even more powerful tool,
(C). How schedules are updated and how the impacts-. oi
delays are calculated. This paper discussed three techniques
used to do this, 1) adding new activities into the network?
2) coding existing activities? and 3) using parallel or
p han t om p a t h s . Additional! y , t h i s p ap e r disc us sed t h e
importance of updating a schedule and what, records to keep to
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d o this prope r 1 y
.
(D) Some of the possible drawbacks associated with
taking a claim to litigation. This paper discussed some of
the benefits of settling a claim early and the problems which
may a r i se f r am g a i n g t o c our t .
An entire book could be written on sac the topics
above. However, it. was the results of the interviews that
convinced the author that the understanding of not. one, but
all four of the topics was paramount to being in a better
position to settle construction delay claims. Thus the
d ec i s ion t o wr i t e a b r o a d ye t comprehen s i v e r ev i ew o
f
construction delay claims was made, In the next section the
aut hor p r ese n t s the c on c 1 us i on s d r aw n f r om t h e i. n t e r v i e ws
«
LJ N .1-. CONCLUSIONS
In researching for this paper' the author interviewed
five construction law firms and five construction management
firms. The reason for this was to get a feel for the state
of the con st r u c t i o n i n d u. st r y t od a y w i t h r es p ec t t o d e 1 a
y
claims. The questions ranged from the technical to the
philosophical. The responses to the questions were diverse
yet they all in some way or another supported the theme of
this papier,, that is, that claims would be settled quicker and
eas i e r i f eve r yo n e i n vo I ve d h a d a b e 1 1 e r u n
d
ersta n d i n g o
wh a t c aus es c 3. a i m s , a n d h ow t h e y a r e se 1 1 led .
All the questions and responses can not be repeated here
b ec ause o f t h e i r 1 en q t h ., hic wever == t h e au t h c :>r h a s c o n d en se c:i
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them into seven conclusions which summarize the philosophy of
most of the i n d i viduals i n t er v i e we d , a n d su b se que n 1 1 y t h
e
p h i 1 os op h y of t h i s p a p e r :
1). Monitoring the project closely, whether you s.re the
own e i" o r t h e c o n t r ac t o r ,, and t a k i n g p r even t i ve a c t i on in s t ead
of reactive action reduces the size and number of claims on
a project,,
2). The key to settling claims quickly is identifying
the delays and their impacts at the earliest time possible,,
3). Developing a good and realistic CPM which you can
stick to using the crews you have based your estimate on will
reduce the number of schedule deviations over which you, the
c on t r a c t o r 3 h av e c on t r o 1 o ver .
4). Going to court to settle a claim is costly.
Settling early and directly with the other party :. s often the
better choice.
5). Preparing your documentation to submit, or defend a
claim the second you. realize that an event has occurred which
has caused a schedule deviation will improve you
a fair settlement,.
6, RECOMMENDATION!
During the interview phase of the research for this
paper many of the interviewees posed questions to the author
that the author feels bear further research. The primary
question was whether or not construction management (CM) s
looking at its true definition,, really works? Most CM firms.:
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that the contractor was delayed because the site wasn't
av a i 1 ab 1 e , then t h e ow n e r sh ou Id ad m i t t h e f au 1 t , n e g o t i a t e a
se1 1 1 ement , a n d mo ve on . Th e c as t a f p r e p ar i n g a c 1 a i m i s
enormous and it just adds on to the cost of the extra work or
delay,, and the owner does not get one extra square foot of
building for his money. It was added that sometimes
stubbornness prevails and claims must then be prepared. But
usually once the principles of the parties are presented the
facts the one in the wrong usually sees that he is in a ''no-
win" situation and agrees in principle to settle. Then all
that remains is to calculate the actual damages.
5.4 PRAISE FOR MARIA
Several of the firms praised MARTA for its claims
manageme n t d u !" i n g it s c: onstr u c 1 1 o n o f ft 2 b i 1 1 i a n p 1 us wor t h
of projects. MARTA" s philosophy was to settle a claim as
soon as the costs could be identified and a settlement
reached. The field engineers working in the claims office
were g i ven en oug h doll a r au t h or i t y t o a 1 1 ow them t o a p prov
e
additional work on the spot if a fair and reasonable
negotiated price and extension of contract time could be
reached. This eliminated legal fees and costly delays which
often arise out of waiting for authority to issue




tod ay de a 1 s tric 1 1 y w i t h an a 1 ysing c 1 a :i m s an d ha ve 1 i 1 1 1 e or
no experience in managing project?:. The interviewees were
concerned that true CM -fir ma would die out because of the CM
industry's failure to live up to its expectations of being
able to get a project, done faster,, cheaper, and with fewer
cl s.i ms. .
The interviewees also wondered how the relationship
between the owner,, contractor,, and A/E could be changed to
reduce the number and s:i.ze of claims. Some proposed that
d e s i g n - b u i 1 c i or t ur n ~ I-:: ey t y p e p r o j e c: t s c ou 1 d r e d u c e t h e
n um b er o f claims. Th e i n t er v i ewee s won d ered i f t h i s wou 1
d
affect, quality as well as costs,
Another area which the interviewees said deserved
further research was the economic anal W CZ. 'I '.-- of i nef f i c:i ent
work and delays caused by schedule deviations,, Some of the
interviewees said that the calculation of the time impact is
important but added that the real concern is the accurate
identification of the additional costs.
And lastly the interviewees posed the question of which
scheduling technique is the best overall to use on a project?
They wondered which schedule type was best with respect to
updating, communicating, and analysing the project's status.
In closing, this paper has taken a look at some of .he
factors which affect the time aspect of construction delay
c 1 a i ms . T h ere a r e ,, h owever , ma n y mor e f a c t or s w h i c h h ave a
n
affect on the settlement of delay claims and the above
recommendations arG just some of those areas which deserve-
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The weekly Job Coordination Meeting was held at 9:00 A.M. in the
Robins Corporation Field Office. A site inspection preceded the
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he next Job Coordination Meeting will be held at 1:30 p.m.
, 1986 in the Robins Corporation Field Office. All active










ill sheetrock walls and ceilings will complete, including finish, on
loors "1" through "4" by July 3, 1986. Painting of walls and
eilings is expected to be complete in all areas except kitchen by
July 23, 1986, and in Kitchen by July 29, 1986. All interior finish
)perations should complete by August 1, 1986.
Jork on the outside of the building, including roof trim and
storefront installations, is currently expected to complete not later
than July 11, 1986. Landscaping (by the Owner) is scheduled to begin
July 10, 1986 and to complete July 30, 1986. Base, painting and
ighting in the Parking Lots should be complete by August 1, 1986.
it the present time, substantial completion of the project is
expected by August 1,1986, which is consistent with the Revised
Overall Project 'Schedule dated April 2, 1986. Enclosed for
nanagement review are the Updated Near Term Schedule dated June 24,
1986, the New Near Term Schedule dated July 1, 1986 and the Project
Trend Chart.


















Several design decisions are still outstanding, as listed below:
a. Electrical hook-up requirement for four duct heaters
(reference "Outstanding Item" #2C, report dated June 24,
1986) .
b. Final layouts for Basement and Elevator Machine Room (01 #2D,
2E, June 24, 1986) .
c. Landscaping design, First Floor, Area "C" drive-thru ( 1 # 2 F
,
June 24, 1986).
d. Parking design (01 #2G, June 24, 1986).
Late delivery of casework for Third and Fourth Floors continues
to impact carpet and plumbing fixture installations on these
floors. Originally (per Overall Project Schedule dated April 2,
1986) all casework installations were to be complete by June 27,
1986. Currently, final shipment of casework is not expected
until July 9, 1986.
Due to conflict in ceilings between duct and light fixtures in
Dining Rooms (as noted in earlier reports), certain ducts in Room
#140, First Floor, Area "A", will have to be relocated before
ceilings can be completed in this area. It is expected that this
duct will be relocated by July 2, 1986.
Late addition of track lighting in the Dining Rooms (#139 and
#140), by the Architect, may impact completion of ceilings in
these areas. Robins Corporation has still not received design
drawings for this additional lighting. Once the drawings are
received, potential delays can be identified. It is expected
that the drawings will be received from the Architect by July 3,
1986.






Robins Corporation to follow up with the Architect on outstanding
items listed under Problem #1.
AMC to have water line installation complete by July 11, 1986.
Quarles Casework to have final delivery of vanities and cabinets
for Third and Fourth Floors not later than July 9, 1986.
Robins Corporation to have air conditioning operating in Model
Apartments and First Floor Office Area by July 9, 1986.
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arpet, tile and base installations are underway and are expected to
omplete July 2, 1986. Model units should have water service by July
1, 1986. Ceiling tile installations are underway and should
omplete July 3, 1986 and door hardware installation is expected to
>egin July 3, 1986 and complete July 10, 1986. Carpeting in hallways
n'n First Floor, Area "B" is expected to take place July 31, 1986 and
August 1, 1986.






Entrance storefront has been framed and Terrace storefront framed in
nd glazed. Plumbing fixture installations are underway and are
xpected to complete July 3, 1986. All brick masonry in the Core and
iheetrock ceilings in the Core area on the First Floor are complete.
txterior Dryvit installation is underwayand is expected to complete
uly 3, 1986. Sheetrock ceilings should be complete by July 7, 1986
i nd painted out by July 9, 1986. Door hardware installation is
xpected to complete July 10, 1986. The Core cei 1
i
ngs shoul d be prime
»nd finish painted by July 17, 1986. Work on the fireplace,
including sheetrock and Dryvit should be complete by July 15, 1986.
installation of ceiling tile and carpeting in hallways should be




installation of hose kits for heat-pump units is complete. Vinyl
allcovering in the hallways is completed and hanging and finishing
f all sheetrock walls and ceilings is complete. Ceiling grid has
|een completed as has prime painting of all walls. Finish painting
Is expected to complete July 16, 1986. Carpeting of apartments is
nderway and is expected to complete July 3, 1986. Texturing of Core
leilings will take place July 8, and 9, 1986 and all hallway vinyl
allcovering should commence July 10, 1986 and complete July 14,
'986. Door hardware installation is expected to take place starting
uly 11, 1986 and completing July 17, 1986. Vinyl wallcovering,
[eiling tile and all hallway carpet and base should be complete by
uly 23, 1986.
j rea "B"
lallway vinyl wallcovering, ceiling grid and plumbing fixtures are
lomplete. Finish painting of walls has begun and is expected to be
omplete July 16, 1986. Carpeting in apartments is expected to
lomplete July 3, 1986. Fire alarm trim should be complete in all
Jreas of the Second Floor by July 7, 1986. Vinyl tile installations
hould complete July 14, 1986. Vinyl wallcovering in hallways should
omplete July' 14, 1986 and in all areas July 21, 1986. Carpet and
jase in hallways, and installation of ceiling tile should complete
uly 23, 1986.





ir P a "C"
leiling grid, hallway vinyl wallcovering and plumbing fixtures are
:omplete on Second ,F1 oor, Area "C". Carpeting of apartments is
inderway and should complete July 3, 1986. Bathroom tile and
dumbing fixture installations should complete July 3, 1986. Vinyl
;ile installations should complete July 14, 1986. Finish painting is
inderway and should complete July 16, 1986. All vinyl wallcovering,
loor hardware, hallway carpet, base, and ceiling tile installation
.hould complete July 23, 1986.
' h i r d Floor
rea "A"
apartment panel make-up has been completed and hose kits installed
or heat-pump units. Carpeting of apartments in all areas of the
["hird Floor is expected to begin July 15, 1986 and to complete July
7, 1986. Ceramic tile installations are expected to start July 3,
986 and complete July 7, 1986. Finish painting should commence July
,
1986 and complete July 23, 1986. All finish operations should
omplete, including hallway carpet and base, by July 25, 1986.
eiling grid installations have begun and are expected to complete
uly 3, 1986. Prime painting of walls should complete July 3, 1986
ith finsih painting expected to begin July 7, 1986 and to complete
uly 23, 1986. Vinyl tile installation is expected to take place
|uly 9, and 10, 1986. Carpeting in apartments should commence July
5, 1986 and complete July 17, 1986. All vinyl wallcovering, ceiling
ile, carpeting and base in hallways should complete by July 25,
986.
rea "C"
extured ceilings are complete in apartments. Ceiling grid
nstallation is expected to be complete by July 3, 1986. Prime and
inish painting operations should commence July 7, 1986 and complete
uly 23, 1986. Toilet accessories should be installed starting July
, 1986 and completing July 10, 1986. All casework on the Third
loor should be complete by July 17, 1986 to allow plumbing fixtures
!o complete one day behind on July 18, 1986.





Carpeting in apartments should be complete by July 17, 1986 and
carpeting in hallways, including rubber base, should be complete by
July 25, 1986. All finish operations in all areas of Third Floor
should complete July 25, 1986.
Fourth Floor
Area "A"
Prime painting of walls is complete. Make-up of apartment panels has
been completed and hose kits installed for heat-pump units on the
Fourth Floor. Ceramic tile installations are underway and are
expected to complete July 2, 1986 in all areas of the Fourth Floor.
Finish painting operations have begun and are expected to complete
July 16, 1986. Carpeting in apartments should take place July 11,
1986 to July 14, 1986. Vinyl wallcovering in hallways should
be completed by July 9, 1986 to allow fire alarm trim to be complete
by July 11, 1986. Carpeting in base and hallways should commence
July 18, 1986 and complete July 21, 1986. Installation of door
hardware is expected to begin July 25, 1986 and to complete July 31,
1986.
Area "B"
Ceramic tile installation is underway and should complete July 2,
1986. Toilet accessories should be complete by July 3, 1986. Finish
painting has begun and should complete July 16, 1986. Ceiling tile,
vinyl wallcovering, carpet and base in hallways should be complete by
July 21, 1986. Door hardware installation should be complete by July
31, 1986.
Area "C"
Removal of temporary wiring should be complete by July 7, 1986. Wood
trim is complete. Prime painting of walls has been completed and
finish painting should be complete by July 16, 1986. Casework
installations in all areas of the Fourth Floor should be complete
by July 10, 1986 to'allow plumbing fixtures to be complete in all
areas by July 11, 1986. Vinyl wallcovering, HVAC trim, ceiling tile~
hallway carpeting and base should be complete on the Fourth Floor.,
by July 21, 1986. Door hardware installations are expected to
complete July 31, 1986.






Sprinkler rough-in is completed. Storefront has been framed and
glazing is expected to be complete July 11, 1986.
Attic and Roof
i
Roof trim installation is proceeding and is expected to complete July
7, 1986 with prime and finish painting of roof trim to complete by
July 11, 1986. Cleaning of attic has begun and is expected to
complete July 7, 1986. Insulation of attics should begin July 9,
1986 and should complete by July 18, 1986.
Exterior
All brick masonry has been complete and scaffold is expected to be
removed by July 2, 1986. Landscaping by the Owner is expected to
begin and to complete July 30, 1986. Water main installation is
expected to be complete by July 11, 1986 to allow Model Unites to
have running water by that date. Assuming that scaffolding is
removed by July 2, 1986 as expected, gas line installation should
complete by July 3, 1986. Underground electric for Parking Lot
lighting should complete July 3, 1986 also. Installation of concrete
curbs for the Parking Lot should take place the week of July 7, 1986.
Restoration of base is currently expected to take place the week of
July 21, 1986 and all asphalt paving and Parking Lot lighting should
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THE DIFFERENT TYPES DF FLOAT IN CPM (I-J METHOD)
In addition to total float there are three other types
of float -for each activity. They are tree float, interfering
f 1 o at, an d i nd ep en d e n t f 1 oa t ,.
Free float, may be defined as the time span in which the
completion of an activity may occur and not delay the finish
of a project nor delay the start of any following activity
(4). This can be expressed in equation form asC
FF(I)-ESD(JK)-EFD<IJ)
Free float may be thought of as the amount of leeway of
an activity if all activities of the project are to be
started at their earliest possible time., As such, it can
never be greater than the total float but may be equal to the
total float when the activity is on the critical path C4) «
I n t er f er i r > g float may b e def i n e d as t h e t i me s pan i n
which the completion of the of an activity may occur and not
d e 1 a y the c om p 1 et i on o f t h e p r o j ec t bu t w i t hi i n wh i c h
c omp 1 et i on will d e 1 ay the s t a r t o f some o t h e r f o I 1 ow i n
g
activity (4). This can be expressed in equation form as;
I MTF ( I J ) ~TF ( I J ) -FF ( I J
)
From the definition of interfering float it can be1 seen
that the boundaries of interfering float are the latest that
activity (IJ) must be completed and the earliest that the

following activity can start (4)„ This can also be expressed
in equation -form as:
INTF ( I J ) =LFD ( I J ) -ESD ( JK
)
Independent -Float may be defined as the time span in
which the completion o-F an activity may occur and not delay
the completion of the project,, not delay the start of any
f o 1 1 aw i n g activity, and n o t b e d e 1 a ye d b y a n y p r e c e c! i n
g
activity (4) „ This can be expressed in equation form as:
I NDF ( I J ) -ESD ( JK ) -LFD ( H I ) -T ( I J
)
Examining the? above equation it can be seen that often
the value of the independent float will be negative. The
reason being that the difference between the ESD of the
following activity and the LFD of the preceding activity may
not all ow e n oug h t i m e t o c omp 1 ete ac t i v i t y ( IJ ) . I n t h i
s
case the value of the independent float is listed as zero.

APPENDIX (C)
THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FLOAT IN CPM (PRECEDENCE METHOD)
In the precedence method of CPM there are three other
types o-F float in addition to total float. They are; tree
float, interfering float, and independent float. The
definitions of each of these floats is the same as in the I-
J
method of CPM,. However, the expressions for calculating each
float are: different. The definitions and expressions aro
presented below.
Free float may be defined as the time span in which the
completion of an activity may occur- and not delay the finish
of a project nor- delay the start of any following activity
(4). This can be expressed in equation form as;
FF(I)--=Mm (all J) CESD ( J ) -EFD ( I ) 3
Which can be rewritten as:
FF ( I ) =Mi n ( al 1 J ) C LAG ( 1 J )
3
I n t e i- f e r i n g f 1 oat ma y b a d e f i n ed as t h e t i me sp a n i n
which the completion of an activity may occur and not. delay
the completion of the project but within which completion
w i 1 ]. d e 1 a y t h e s t ar t o f some o t h er f o 1 1 owing a c t i v i t y ( 4 ) .
This can be expressed in equation form as;
INTF(I)-TF(I)-FF<I)
Indepe?ndent float may be defined as the time span in
which the completion of an activity may occur and not delay

the completion of the project, not delay the start of any-
following activity, and not be delayed by any preceding
activity (4)„ This can be expressed in equation form as:
INDF(J)=Min (all K> CESD <K> D-Max <al 1 I.ULFDd)]
Which can be rewritten as"
INDF<J)=FF(J)~Max (all I) CTF < I > -LAG < I J ) 1

APPENDIX (D)
DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOTAL FLOAT EOLATION
FOP THE PRECEDENCE METHOD
The total float of an activity can be defined ;ne
time span in which the completion of an activity
and not delay the completion of the project (4)
the diagram below it can be seen that the total








ESD i i EFD LSD (I) .FD
T ( I
)
T ( I ) !
»
—TOTAL TIME FOR ACTIVITY I—
I
Remembering that the LFD of activity (I) is equivalent to
the Min(all J) CLSD ( J) 3, this equation c&\~\ be rewritten as;
TF(I)=Min (all J) CLSD ( J) -EFD (I
)
1 (c)
Noting that the TF ( J) =LSD ( J) -ESD ( J) , and using this to solve
f or LED CJ ) , g i ves
:
LSD^J)=TF(J)+ESD(J) (d)
We can substitute this into c-auation (c) above, which yields:
TF(I)=Min (all J) [ESD ( D+TF ( J) -EFD (1)1 (e)




Substituting the definition of lag between activities I-J,

i.e., Lag ( I -J) =ESD (J) -EFD ( I ) , into this equation gives:
TF ( I ) »Mi n (all J ) C LAG ( I -J ) +TF (1)3 ( g
)
Which is the expression used in the text o-f this paper.

APPENDIX (E)
GUIDELINES FOR CHOOSING COMPUTER HARDWARE
Deciding whether a firm needs a computer or not is not
an easy question to answer. Most decisions which concern
such a large capital investment such as procuring a computer
are based on a benefit to cost study.
The costs of implementing a computer system are easy to
establish. There is the one time cost of procuring the
computer hardware and the necessary software programs to
operate the computer. Then there are the recurring costs of
operating the equipment. These include procuring new and
more soph :i. st i c a t ed so f t war e prog r ams , ma i n t a i n i n g t h e
hardware (usually done under a service contract),, and the
salary of the computer operator.
Qua n t i f y i n g t h e b en e f i t s i s n o t q u i t e as ea s y . Th
e
benefit s o f i mp r oved m an ag emen t p r ac t i c es ar e hard t o e qu a t
to dollars,, Additionally, some of the benefits can not be
e quated to dollars. For example, there might be an
psychological benefit a computer would provide when marketing
t he firm. Th s p o p u 1 a r i t y of c omp u t er s 1 e a d s on e t o b e 1 i e ve a
firm is up to date by the mere presence of a computer in the
firm's office. And there are of course the costs savings of
doing much of the repetitive home office work automatically
( A ) .

But if one was going to attempt to quantify bath the
dollars savings and the effect, of improved management which
result -from purchasing a computer the following guidelines,
a 1 1 h ou g h not all i n c 1 u s i. ve , may b e h e 1 p full
DOLLAR SAVINGS
The first step is to develop a worksheet similar to the
one recommended by Andian ( 1 )
,
shown on the next page,,
t a i 1 o r i n g it to fit your op er a t i on s ,. En t e r t h e v a 1 ues f or
each category and sum at. the bottom. Convert the manhours to
dollars, then a d d t h e a n n ua 1 e qu i valent c: o st o f the p u.r c h a s
e
of the hardware and the annual operating costs. The
comparison of the? bottom line will provide the firm with a
fair estimate of whether the computer will save the firm
money in the day to day operations of your firm. Note:? that
it may be necessary to hire a professional for assistance in
estimating the employee hours per month for the computer.

COMPUTER FEAS I B I L I T
Y
MANUAL COMPUTER
EMPLOYEE HOURS EMPLOYEE HOURS






CHECK RECONC I L I ATI ON
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PURCHASE JOURNAL























TIMES AVERAGE HOURLY RAT
(A) ANNUAL. EMPLOYEE COST
( B ) EQU I VALENT ANNUAL
PURCHASE COST
FOR COMPUTER






Me as lir i n g i mprave d m a n ageme n t is ad d r es sed i n a mar e
nebulous non-quantitative manner,, A series of questions,, as
recommended by An di an (1), are asked for which the response
is either yes or no. If there are more yeses than nos, then
t he pure I") ase of a c omput e r sh ou 1 d b e ser i ous 1 y c a n s i d e r e d -
The list of questions
,
as with the dollar savings , will
need to be? tailored to your operation.
1„ The accuracy of your estimates ars such that the
actual costs of a project vary more than 7 percent, from your
es t i m a t e d c os t .,
2. You do not have an "on-paper" data file of past
performance regarding productivity or costs for individual
work item.
3. You do not have an equipment estimating system that
enables you to keep track of the cost of owning a piece of
equipment
.
4„ Your firm's manual record-- keeping system is such that
the collected information is accurate and would support a
c omp ut er i z ed s ys tern.
5. You do not keep records of material wastage on a
project to enable you to better estimate a future project.
6. The initial estimate for a project is not revised as
t h e p !'" o j e c t progresses.
7„ You do not keep track of the cost or productivity
trend as a function of jobs and time.,
8 „ The ove r h ea cJ alloc at e d t o i nd i v i d ua 1 p rojec t s i s n o
t

d e t er m i ned t h r ou g h anal y s i s o f pas t r Bc o r d
s
9. Job overhead costs are applied to projects rather
than determined by analysis of past projects.
10. The estimating task takes more than 100 man-hours per
$1, 000, 000 of work estimated (1).
All of these questions can be summed up into one
question, "does the firm need to improve the management, flow
a n d ha n d 1 i n g o f cl a t a an d i n f or ma t i on w :i. t h i n t h e f i r m?
"
More than likely most construction firms will answer in
t h e a f f i r ma t i ve . Th a t 1 ead s u s to t h e n e
:
: t. que s t i on ,, wh a
t
hardware to select?
The computer industry is moving so fast and the needs of
each company are so diverse that no attempt will be made to
recommend any one? computer type or model. Rather, five
g u i d e 1 i n es a r e p r c: v i d ed f r om w hi i c h t h e r e a.d er c: a n st a r t t h e i r
search for a computer system (1). These guidelines are'.
1 . A va i 1 a b i 1 i t y and d ep en d a b i 1 i t y a f s e r v i c e
.
2c Availability of off the shelf software.






One drawback of automating a firm is when the computer-
goes down so does the firm. The importance of quick and
dependable service to get the computer back on line is easily
understood. Computers cost money to operate, but they can
cost more in lost, business and efficiency when they do not.
Ha v i n g a p r op r i e t a r y so f t w at- e p r o g r am d e veloped for t h
e
firm is expensive. Updating or expanding its- capability adds

additional costs. The software industry produces programs
•for almost every need and they are available at a reasonable
cost. The selection of hardware which is compatible? with off
the shelf p r agrams aliows t h e f :i. r m to e;:pa n d its ow
n
capabilities without big expenditures.
Com p u t er h a r dwar e i s c on t i n u all y evo 1 v i n g a n d a c omp u t e
r
which was state of the art last year might be outdated two to
three years from now. This can result in a computer not
being able to run the new software packages which come
available. This may be tough to anticipate and there's no
guarantee that any one brand or model will be compatible with
f ut ur e d e ve 1 op men t s i n t he-? so f t ware i n d us try,. Bu t b y b uy i n g
C* well known leader in the industry chances are the useful
life of the hardware will not be a problem., See the next
page for an article form the Atlanta Journal—Constitution, 10
August 1986, which provides a different view on this subject
.
Bef or e b u y i n g an y h ar d wa r e t h e d ema n d s t h a t w i. 1 1 b e
placed upon it must be identified'. The required capacity of
the memory., the speed at which the computer operates, the
programs that the firm will use, the need to print output,
and the p os s i b i 1 i t y of n e t wo r k i n g ar e a 1 1 f a c t or s t o c o n s i d e r
when buying the hardware. Mo need to buy a 20 ton dump truck
when all that was needed was a 1/2 ton short bed pickup. The
full potential of the system will never be used and the
savings will be eaten up by operating costs. Even a more
disturbi. n g t h oug h t wou 1 d b e t h e o p p os i t e „
F i n ally c os t . Com p u t e r s are e x p en s i ve . Bu t b y
researching the four previous guidelines extensively, a firm

can procure a system which will meet their needs and which
will save them mon e y ins t e a d o f c dsting t h em m o n e y
*

gfrr Atlanta journal AMD CONSTITITION
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HD
Clones grab big share
of IBM PC's market
By Peter H. Lewis
The New York Times
Dozens of companies are mak-
ing copies of the IBM PC, XT and
AT computers and selling them for
hundreds of dollars less than the
originals. And thousands of people
are buying, or thinking about buy-
ing, these "clone" machines, a trend
that has stirred the International
Business Machines Corp. into action.
IBM recently cut the prices its
dealers pay for the computers. The
dealers are expected to pass along
part of the savings to the consumer,
thus narrowing the price gap be-
tween the PC and its imitators, but
in the end there will always be
cheaper alternatives.
Some dealers say they expect a
clone with 256K memory, one disk
drive and a keyboard to crack the
$500 price barrier soon. When that
happens, IBM will be more likely to
abandon the PC than fight for the
crumbs. The company's chairman,
John F. Akers, said as much earlier
this summer, telling financial ana-
lysts that when the PC begins sell-
ing as a commodity, he could see
IBM "departing from that part of
the market."
If so, the IBM PC as we know it
is doomed, because computers are
already viewed as a commodity by
many buyers. They simply want a
box that can run popular software,
and if they can save money by buy-
ing it at a discounter, all the better.
The clones are, for the most part,
very close to the PC in terms of ca-
pability; some of the AT clones,
moreover, are faster as well as
cheaper. If the clone will do the
same things as the original, why
pay hundreds more for the label?
Peace of mind, apparently. Giv-
en two apparently identical boxes,
one costing $795 and one $1,595,
many prospective buyers still seem
uneasy in choosing Brand X. Inex-
pensive, however, does not necessar-
ily mean cheap. The savings are
largely a result of cheap labor and
reverse engineering (assiduously
copying and modifying the technol-
ogy IBM went to great expense to
develop).
Some early copycats have
gained respectability; Compaq and
Tandy, for example, have transcend-
ed the "clone" image, and later ar-
rivals, including Leading Edge
(made by Daewoo and Mitsubishi)
and Epson Equity, are making
strong gains. The newest low-cost
rivals, from companies such as PC's
Limited, PC Network and PC USA,
are likely to hurt Leading Edge and
Epson more than IBM.
Despite the potential for cut-
throat competition at minimal prof-
it, some companies that used to
work with IBM are joining the feed-
ing frenzy. Computerland, a retail
chain that sells PCs, is now going
into competition with its lower-cost
BC88 and BC826 compatible com-
puters. Tandon, a disk-drive maker,
is also introducing a computer un-
der its own name. It is not incon-
ceivable that some day even Sears
may introduce a Kenmore line of
computers.
The biggest potential problem is
compatibility: Will the box run all
software written for the PC? Will it
run new generations of software to
come? The clones are somewhat im-
precisely named because they close-
ly mimic, but do not identically
copy, the operations of the original.
If 99 out of 100 programs run with-
out a hitch, this is little comfort to
the person trying to run the 100th.
And will the clone be able to use
other peripherals, such as multi-
function boards and modems? Take
your most frequently used software
into the store and put it through the
paces, and ask if your plug-in
boards have already been tested for
compatibility.
How reliable are the machines?
Most of the low-cost clones have
been on the market for just a few
months, and repair and service in-
formation is hard to find. Still, one
corporate buyer who switched to
clones from IBM reports that break-
downs are no more frequent. (At lo-
cal service prices, which are often
over $100 an hour, the $500 clone is
very close to being a disposable
item.)
If the box runs the software, ap-
pears to have a good record of reli-
ability and comes with a good war-
ranty, there is little reason to pay
extra for the fancy nameplate.
The numbers are not in for this
year, but several industry surveyors
say IBM's share of the personal




PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE PROGRAMS
Th er e ar e n umer dus sa -f t wa r e p ac k ag es a va i 1 ab 1 e f dr
project sched u .1 i n g .. Th e 1 986 I n t e r n a t i o n a 1 Cam p uter Pr o g r am
s
< I CP 5 D i r bctar y , 55th e d i t i. a n , lis t s 75 p r a j ec t m a n a g eme n t
programs far microcomputers, of which 46 deal specifically
with scheduling. The 1986 International Business Machine
(IBM) PC—Sof t ware Dire c t or y 1 i s t s 29 p r oj ec t m a n ag eme n
t
I
j rogr ams for m i c r oc omp u t ers, of whic h 17 d e a 1 s p e c i f i c a 1 1 y
w i t h s c h ed u 1 i n g . Th ese d i r ec t or i es p r ov i d e a b r i e f summar y
of the main features of each program, a source, and a cost if
p oss i b 1 e Th a t p or t i on o f e a c h d ire c t or y wh i c h d e a I s w i t h
sc h ed u 1 i n g h as b een r e p r o c:l
u
ceti an t h e f o 1 1 owing pa g es f o
r
yo u r c o n ven i en c: e
.
Th e d i r ec t. or i es d o not r a t e t h e p r o g r ams . Th e a '.j. t h o r
,
however, researched the first six issues for 1986 of the
periodical "Software News" and the:-; number one best-selling
project scheduling package was the "Project Manager-
Workbench". Technical reviews of the programs are available
•from the "Ratings Newsletter (Software Digest)",, However,
due to copyright restrictions no information from the
Newslot t e r can b e r e p r od uc ed i n t h i s ap p e n d i x « Th e r e a d er i s
directed to the September, 1985, issue of Software Digest for
f u r t h er r eading. A mor e c: ur rent r e v i ew s h ou Id be avail a b .1 e
in the Sep) t ember, 1986
n






Director, Sales and Marketing
Computer Cognition
225 W. 30th Street
National City, CA 92050
Tale. 619-474-6745
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"£3 i! ;V! •/ACUITY PROJECT SCHEDULING
Product Type: Applications Software
Saographlc Area Served: United States, Canada, Central/South
America, Australia/New Zealand
Hardware Supported: DEC VAX; Harris; Gould; AT&T 3B Series;
Sperry Mini; Convergent Technologies; Sun Microsystems; Motor-
ola; Altos; Fortune; UNIX-based Hardware
Operating Systems: VMS, ULTRIX, VOS, UNIX, XENIX " ' : •
Languages: COBOL
Number of Clients/Users: New Product
Narrative: The ACUITY Project Scheduling system contains all
the tools necessary to forecast, manage and cost projects. It is a
fully on-line system which combines planning, control and com-
nunication features to assist management of large-scale projects
n a variety of engineering, construction or manufacturing applica-
tions. It provides multi-project capabilities with up to 3,000 activi-
ties per project. Each activity may define up to 55 predecessors.
Critical path analysis with network diagrams supporting both
precedence and l-J notation methods of analysis is provided. Inter-
active features provide the ability to generate any number of what-
scenarios. A 90-day warranty for micros is included. Manual is
ncluded; priced separately at $60.00.
Contact Data „ Pricing
sherrell Harper . - PRICE UPON
-Director, Sales and Marketing REQUEST
•Computer Cognition
>25W. 30th Street
iNational City, CA 92050
Tele. 619-474-6745
Telex 695212 RMIMARINE NTCY P27757
LCUITY WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE REPORTING
'roductType: Applications Software
Saographlc Area Served: United States, Canada, Central/South
Vmerica, Australia/New Zealand
hardware Supported: DEC VAX; Harris; Gould; AT&T 3B Series;
Jperry Mini; Convergent Technologies; Sun Microsystems; Motor-
)la; Altos; Fortune; UNIX-based Hardware
derating Systems: VMS, ULTRIX, VOS, UNIX, XENIX
jnguages: COBOL
lumber of Clients/Users: New Product
iarratlve: ACUITY Work Breakdown Structure Reporting is used
rn conjunction with the ACUITY Project Management system. The
system provides detail for a user-defined specification of task
iroupings and a set of reports which reflect those groupings. Up
to nine levels of user-specified groupings, called WBS units are
illowed with user-specified names for these entities. For each
mel and each WBS unit, labor hour, cost and ODC budgets can be
ipecified. Reports show comparison of actual with budgeted
imounts for hours and costs or revenues. WBS reports can be run
or any date range (weekly, monthly, project-to-date and year-to-
•late). A 90-day warranty for micros is included. Manual is
..ncluded; priced separately at $60.00.
Contact Data
Iherrel I Harper
director, Sales and Marketing ' -
vomputer Cognition
25 W. 30th Street "' "'
National City, CA 92050
•la. 619-474-6745 ''"







iaographic Area Served: United States
lardwara Supported: Data General Mini; IBM PC-AT
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5th Edition
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: 8 ',
Narrative: Project MGR. is a complete system for management of
time, integrating job cost entry and reports, billing and sales anal-
ysis with personnel labor distribution and time analysis. Project
management modules are linked with general ledger, accounts
receivable and accounts payable. All parts of the system may be
customized to match existing business procedures.
Contact Data - - t- >.-<:: ~ ,- •> a . '• >.
Joseph F. deSpautz ;• j'j..- ; ^ ;\i.r'~i fssp "
President -.-• ?,*>-.'. ^:r.zr-'-?~.a?. cc, ::.:.•
Applied Digital Communications n -_-!;,-.;.
214 Flynn Avenue i~ -•;;.,- - : _:• . >-
Moorsetown, NJ 08057 --. ,-:.'; u ;- >r*-;c
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APECS/8000 .">
Product Type: Applications Software, Turnkey System
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom, Europe
Hardware Supported: DEC VAX, MicroVAX; AT&T 3B Series
Operating Systems: VMS, UNIX, ULTRIX
Languages: C Language, FORTRAN
Number of Clients/Users: 12
Narrative: APECS/8000 is an integrated project management sys-
tem designed for multi-project environments ranging from 50 to
32,000 activities. The system is designed for the non-data process-
ing professional, and can be operated in menu or command mode.
The distinguishing features of APECS/8000 are the customizable
menus and security levels, management graphics, relational
DBMS user commands, project summarization and reporting. The
main analysis capabilities include CPM/PERT, resource under/
over-utilization, cost over/underrun/variance, what-if, earned value,
custom applications and DoD cost schedule control system cri-
teria reporting. The APECS/8000 system can be operated in an on-
line real-time environment or in deferred mode. One year of main-





Contact Data i .... > Pricing
GlennO.Gumley -- -._.'_ $27,000.00—
Manager, PMS Marketing $150,000.00
ADP Network Services, Inc.
_ . : .
175 Jackson Plaza - - - • -,.- - - . s
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 -
Tele. 313-769-6800 ' P25503
r .
' r .... J'
ARTEMIS PROJECTMANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Product Type: Turnkey System
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM 43XX Series, PC; Hewlett-Packard
1000, Series 100 ... .....
Operating Systems: RTE, MVS, MS-DOS ^-. <.;<...-•.-... .0
Languages: ASSEMBLER, FORTRAN -
:: «
Number of Clients/Users: 550+ " . r
Narrative: ARTEMIS is a stand alone, turnkey computer system
dedicated for use by project management. ARTEMIS relational
database allows project management to be flexible and respon-
sive to requirements and critical areas that are continually chang-
ing. ARTEMIS is used in over 90 applications, ranging from CPM
scheduling to more specialized applications. Site inspections,
extensive functional tests, training courses, and documentation
are on-going services provided to each client. System upgrades,
applications development and implementation, hardware service,
and maintenance are all on-going services which are constantly





Metier Management Systems, Inc. \ :_,_: , v . ^
5884 Point West Drive
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Project Management __ 31.6
ASAPMS PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM 370, 30XX Series, 43XX Series, PC-XT;
CDC; Prime; DEC PDP-11, VAX •
Operating Systems: VMS, RT-1 1 , RSTS, MVS, PRIMOS ~
Languages: Not Specified • ~ • ' /
Number of Clients/Users. Not Specif ied
Narrative: The ASA PMS is a project management system allow-
ing the user to plan project schedules, to compare the project
plant with actual job performance and to forecast of future time,
manpower and cost requirements. It can also be used in a simula-
tion mode to evaluate the impact of management decisions. ASA
PMS Project Scheduling Library contains the Critical Path Method
(CPM), Precedence Method (PDM), and Bar Chart Processing
(Gantt). Modular in design, the system allows the user to select
modules based on current needs. The five major programs include
Scheduling, Resource, Cost, Multi-Project and Graphics. Addi-
tional features include: 1) On-line editing; 2) Report Writer; 3) What
If simulation; 4) Multi-level network processing; 5) Report Control
Routine; and 6) Report spooler routine.
Special Configuration Requirements: 128KB memory, disk, 132-




-Andrew Sipos Associates (ASA) PURCHASE
355 South End Avenue S450.00/MO.
Suite 26B and Up
New York, NY 10280 LEASE
Tele. 212-321-2408 P04186
CPM
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States




Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: CPM is a critical path method program that provides
the normally required project management information such as
Early Start, Late Start, Early Finish, Late Finish, Total Float and
Free Float. Program maintenance terms: included.
Contact Data ' v. Pricing
Inatome & Associates Inc. PRICE UPON




Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United Kingdom
Hardware Supported: Timex Sinclair ZX81
Operating Systems: Not Specified
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Given an arrow chart with nodes and activities num-
bered sequentially with activity cost and duration, the program
will tabulate the early .start, late finish, float for each activity and
will list the nodes defining a critical path. Durations and costs
may be modified and the process repeated. It is much simpler-
than our Project Planning Package, but it is useful for real applica-
tions and for training. Warranty: one year. Price of manual:
included in price of program. Distribution media: tape.








Tele. 01 -485 1059 P15062
CRITICAL PATH MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (BAI * PERT)
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: Hewlett-Packard 3000, 9000; DEC VAX;
Texas Instruments 990 Series
Operating Systems: VMS, MPE, DX10
Languages: BASIC, FORTRAN
Number of Clients/Users: 20
Narrative: Features include: 1) Diagrams on DX10; 2) Project plan-
ning with PERT networks; 3) Project scheduling with Gantt charts;,
and 4) Resource management reports and annotated calendars.
Projects are planned directly at the keyboard. No preprocessing or
hand-drawn sketches are necessary. Maintenance is $850.00 per
year or $250.00 per quarter. Training is $1,000.00 per day plus
expenses. The manual is individually priced at $35.00.
Special Configuration Requirements: 64K, graphics terminal,
plotter interface board, plotter




521 Windsor Park Drive
Dayton, OH 45459
Tele. 51 3-439-4560 P22 749
CPM MGR.
Product Type: Turnkey System
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: Data General Mini; IBM PC-AT
Operating Systems: RDOS, SuperDOS
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: New Product
Narrative: CPM MGR. is a critical patch method scheduling aid
which allows the user to interactively establish the network
through Input of work item numbers, descriptions and precedent
data. The network is then generated and regenerated as changes
are made. Infinite loops are directed. Work day calendars may be
customized. Various time units may be used and changed within
the network. Flexible output reports are created including work
status reports, schedule reports and cost summaries. Rsults may
be plotted in network or bar chart form.
Contact Data Pricing
Joseph F. deSpautz — - $15,000.00
President - -r r and Up
Applied Digital Communications -:..-!'•. :-* t PURCHASE
214 Flynn Avenue -/-...,.,.
Moorestown, NJ 08057
Tele. 609-234-3666 P28215
CRITICAL PATH METHOD TASK SCHEDULING PROGRAM
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: North Star Horizon, Advantage
Operating Systems: North Star DOS, CP/M
Languages: BASIC, Machine Code
Number of Clients/Users: 100 +
Narrative: This program will allow the user to quickly determine,
the critical path in a project — that is, the longest path taken
through a series of tasks of a project. This controls the total proj-
ect length. The program also prints the dates of the early start,
early finish, late start, late finish, total slack and free slack. It sets
up schedules for projects to be done either in-house or being pre-
pared for a bid to a client. It will show the scientific approach to
arrive at a realistic schedule and will be impressive. The program
Is easy to use. Warranty/guarantee: 30 days. Program mainte-
nance terms: six months. Training available: in the customer's
office for $250.00 per day; telephone support Is $10.00 per call.
Manual availability: included in price of program. Distribution
media: disk.
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CRITICAL PATH PROJECT MANAGEMENT - M2M
Product Type; Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; Apple II Series, III; Radio Shack
TRS-80
Operating Systems: Apple DOS 3.3, SOS, PC DOS, TRSDOS, CP/
M, MS-DOS
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: 25
Narrative: The M2M program uses the Critical Path Method (CPM)
to schedule project operations against time and cost constraints.
It has a 500-node capacity, machine language matrix solution. The
program computes network start/stop dates with float, and it
prints project PERT reports and a network Gantt chart showing
normal activity, critical and float days. It prints reports of material,
labor and burden costs versus estimate. Reports may be sorted by
responsibility and, where applicable, by float days. It accounts for
holidays and allows weeks of different length. Input is kept in disk
job file for future access and review/change. It assists project
management by flagging operations critical to project completion,
showing float days for non-critical operations, providing status
reports and helping assess time and cost effects due to work
delays. The program is prompting and fully interactive.
Contact Data Pricing









roduct Type: Applications Software
ieographic Area Served: United States
ardware Supported: IBM PC
peratlng Systems: PC DOS
anguages: BASIC, ASSEMBLER
umber of Clients/Users: Not Specified
arratlve: DATA'EASY Project Scheduler displays projects in
:reen graphics format showing up to 14 different tasks at one
Tie. Data is displayed on a daily basis showing the length of
ich task and whether it is proposed, non-critical, firm/critical or
pmpleted, with a user-defined status code. This code can be used
indicate respnsibility, milestones, priorities, etc. Projects can
i years in length, and up to 10 weeks of data can be displayed on
i screen at one time. Setting up charts is achieved by fill-in-the-
lank. A color/graphics board is not required. Charts can be cop-
II to IBM-compatible printers. /
lieclal Configuration Requirements: 64K memory, one disk
<ve




1 Sky lark Drive
Ste 18
Uspur.CA 94939-1201
Te. 41 5-927-0990 \ P17313
DYFLO
p duct Type: Applications Software . .
fi >graphic Area Served: United States
H dware Supported: IBM PC-XT, PC-AT
G »ratlng Systems: PC DOS
Uguages: Not Specified
N< nber of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: DayFlo is a free-form text database designed to allow
the user to manage both structured and text information in a pow-
erful manner. DayFlo combines the data storage and retrieval
capabilities of a database with the text handling capabilities of a
word processor. DayFlo may be used to track clients and key
accounts, manage projects, handle office correspondence, etc.
DayFlo can be used in such vertical applications as executive





Steve Magidson < - , - :-.-:, - $495.00
DAYFLO, INC. ,;




Tele. 714-476-3044 - P22523
ESTIPLAN™ — AUTOMATED TIME AND COST ESTIMATING
SYSTEM
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; MS-DOS-based
Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: 45
Narrative: ESTIPLAN is a tool for achieving better planning and
control of projects. The basic concepts behind ESTIPLAN are the
proven and tested guidelines developed in the SDM/STRUCTURED
and SDM/70 methodologies. The work breakdown structures pro-
vided with ESTIPLAN may be customized, modified or replaced by
an existing WBS to achieve compatibility with an existing method-
ology or set of standards, at the client's option. The estimate(s)
created by ESTIPLAN form the cornerstone for project manage-
ment because they serve as the basis for resource planning and
scheduling as well as determining the project status. ESTIPLAN
options include the facility to create detailed estimates, macro
estimating, input to several well-known project management sys-
tems, and graphic reporting.
Contact Data
AGS Management Systems, Inc.
880 First Avenue









GANTT-IT/QUIK PROJECT CONTROL SYSTEM (QPCS)
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, Australia/New
Zealand
Hardware Supported: IBM PC
Operating Systems: PC DOS
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: New Product
Narrative: System features include: 1) Automated gantt charts for
task and project planning, monitoring, and status communication;
2) Maintains an inventory of pending projects; 3) Presents a 2.5
month or an 18-month window for gantt chart reporting in days or
weeks; 4) Parameter-driven report generation on screen or printer;
5) Eases resource work load leveling; 6) Collection of activity his-
tory provides for cost allocation; 7) User maintainable Help
screens; and 8) Report Generator makes it easy to design reports
and control sequence; the report generator is used for project
costing and cost allocation.
Contact Data Pricing
Dennis P. Bowen $150.00
Vice President of Marketing PURCHASE









Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; MS-DOS-based Hardware
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Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: BASIC
Number of Chants/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Gantt-Pack is a business planning, scheduling and
project management system. Data on tasks can be entered and
changed to reflect shifting schedules and new tasks. Managers
can see the status of all activities at a glance and immediately
pick up when tasks are running late. If schedules change, Gantt-
Pack revises charts. Menus, on-screen prompts and Help mes-
sages guide the user. Complete error-checking assures that data
is correct and that no information is lost if a mistake is made. It
can be used to plan and manage an office's renovation or move,
schedule students in classes at a school, keep track of pending lit-
igation and attorneys' schedules at a law firm, manage workflow
in a machine shop or testing laboratory, schedule the operating
rooms in a hospital, launch a new product, run a political cam-
paign or manage an R & D project. /
Special Configuration Requirements: 256K memory, two hard or
floppy disks, 132-column printer
Contact Data Pricing
GaryB. Hirsch $225.00






Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom, Europe
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: 10,000 +
Narrative: The Project Manager is a productivity tool for manag-
ers and professionals who are involved in scheduling, tracking and
controlling of all sizes. It allows the user to develop the project on
screen by producing a picture of the network showing task prece-
dences and depicting the critical path (PERT diagram). A Gantt
chart is also produced. Sub-project capability is available, and a
wide variety of status reports can be developed.
Special Configuration Requirements: 128K memory (192K recom-
mended)
Contact Data Pricing






1ARVARD TOTAL PROJECT MANAGER
—
^
'roductType: Applications Software /
eographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
lorn, Europe
lardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; MS-DOS-based
lardware
Iterating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
anguages: Not Specified
lumber of Clients/Users: Not Specified
arrative: The Total Project Manager is a comprehensive busi-
ess software tool for managers and professionals. The user can
tiild a roadmap or project network to show task and milestone
lationships and define critical path activities. Simultaneously, it
•eates a project schedule or Gantt Chart showing each activity
i a time line. Advanced resource capability allows the user to
eate a pool of the company's resources and allocate them
cross all the projects. It also communicates project details
aphically, producing roadmap, schedule, resurce and cost
aphcs.













Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT; Hewlett-Packard Series
100; DEC Rainbow; Wang PC; ACT Apricot
Operating Systems: MS-DOS
Languages: BASIC, ASSEMBLER
Number of Clients/Users: 800 +
Narrative: HORNET is an interactive project planning and man-
agement system. It uses precedence network techniques to pro-
duce date schedules, bar charts, resource loading schedules and
histograms. It is designed for non-skilled operators and will han-
dle, in any one project, up to several thousand activities and 128
different resources. It has three calendar options and permits
sophisticated resource manipulation to produce S-curves, cash
flows, etc. Integral resource spreadsheet is also included. HOR-
NET'S own report generator facilitates the precise tailoring of all
reports to suit specific needs. An interactive link to many different
data bases is included. HORNET is easy to update and encour-
ages quick testing of alternative solutions. Warranty is for 12







Morpeth, Northumberland NE65 7SR
ENGLAND
Tele. 0669 21081 PI341
4
INFORMATICS DUE DATE MONITORING SYSTEM
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom, South Africa ' --
Hardware Supported: IBM System/34, System/36, System 23
Operating Systems: SSP, Datamaster DOS '
Languages: RPG, BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: 332
Narrative: The Due Date Monitoring System is designed to act as
a "tickler" file. Scheduled tasks may be pulled in a variety of ways
to ensure that all necessary work is being done. Work may be
input as planned or currently in process. When setting up tasks,
they may also be input as recurring or special tasks. Recurring
tasks will be automatically generated by the system, thereby elim-
inating the need for repetitive data entry. Once tasks have been
input, they may be analyzed in a variety of ways including by man-
ager, customer, type of work, beginning date, due date, and hours
budgeted. There is a 30-day money back guarantee. Program main-
tenance is 6 to 12 percent of the current purchase price.
Special Configuration Requirements: 64KB, disk drive
Contact Data Pricing









Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, France, Scandi-
navia, AustraliaVNew Zealand, Brazil
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; MS-DOS-based
Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: ASSEMBLER
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Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: IntePert™ is a multi-dimensional critical path schedul-
ing program with the ability to transfer 26 resources in amounts
ranging from 1/100th to 9,999 units. IntePert allows 120 tasks per
level and 64 levels per task, for a total of 1,500 tasks. IntePert fea-
tures Pert, Gantt, time, resource and task charts. Data can be
transferred directly to InteCalc for job-costing and to IntePlan for
display on the calendar. Durations can be days, weeks, months or
years. Mandatory begin and/or end dates can be specified as
desired.
Special Configuration Requirements: 128K memory, two disk
drives, monochrome monitor, printer recommended
Contact Data Pricing
Diane Sipes ", $249.00
Director of Marketing
Schuchardt Software Systems, Inc.
515 Northgate Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
Tele. 415-492-9330
Telex 296-177 SSSUSUR P19266
MANAGEMINT™
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; Radio Shack l/lll, II, IV, 12/16; CP/
M-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, TRSDOS, NEWDOS, DOS Plus, CP/
M, LDOS
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: 50
Narrative: ManageMint™ is ISA's menu-driven project control sys-
tem. Its PERT/CPM is comparable in many respects to systems
found on mainframe computers, while providing the quick turn-
around and ease-of-use typical of microcomputer software. It pro-
vides all of the facilities necessary to plan and track schedules,
budgets and resources. The 8-bit version of the program handles
up to 999 tasks, 50 holidays and 1,200 working days. The 16-bit ver-
sion has larger capacity with the exact capacity depending on
available memory. Up to 26 resources and a budget are tracked.
Up to four resources and a budget may be assigned to each task.
Program maintenance terms: user support is at no cost; program
updates are periodically made available. Manual availability:
included in price of program; priced separately at $40.00. Distribu-
tion media: disk.
Special Configuration Requirements: 64KB memory, disk drive
Contact Data Pricing'
Dr. Dennis Polis $395.00
President Optional
ISA Modules:





Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: The Manager Program Collection consists of three pro-
grams, each aimed at a critical aspect of project management:
critical path analysis, time, and records. Project Manager, is a
project scheduling program which uses critical path analysis.
Task Manager (formerly Time Manager), Is an electronic calendar,
appointment book, notebook, and expense journal. Records Man-
ager, a cardfile data base, lets the user arrange personnel, inven-





Tele. 312-564-5060 - P24032
MAPPS — MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT PLANNING SYSTEM
AND GRAF/PLOT
ProductType: Applications Software : '.'.
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: DEC VAX; Data General MV Series; Wang
VS; UNIX-based Hardware • .£. I ^ . : .
Operating Systems: VMS, UNIX i
Languages: PASCAL, BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: 200 +
Narratlve: MAPPS gives managers a tool for controlling time,
resources, and costs using CPM scheduling for network develop-
ment. Both interactive and responsive, MAPPS reflects actual
updated project data on the CRT or in printed form with text and
graphics tailored for different project members. GRAF/PLOT cre-
ates full-color graphic representations of project data. Bar charts,
line graphics, pie charts, network diagrams, and cash flow plots
are provided. There is a 90-day warranty.
Special Configuration Requirements: DEC: 128K, Wang VS, Seg-
ment 2: 512K v
Contact Data ^, Pricing
Mark Leonard — - $50,000.00
Vice President MAPPS
Mitchell Management Systems, Inc. $15,000.00
Westborough Office Park GRAF/PLOT




MARK III MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
ProductType: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Europe
Hardware Supported: IBM 360/370, 30XX Series, 43XX Series;
Honeywell Mainframe; Burroughs Mainframe; Sperry Series 1100;
CDC; Xerox; General Electric; Cray; DEC PDP-11, VAX; Data Gen-
eral Eclipse, Nova, MV Series; Convergent Technologies
Operating Systems: MCP, NOS, CTOS, VMS, RSTS-E, AOS,
RDOS, IBM DOS, IBM OS, 1100 OS, UCSD-p System
Languages: FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL
Number of Clients/Users: 50
Narrative: The Mark III Management System is designed as a
completely automated management tool for the planning, sched-
uling and cost/performance control of multi-task projects. Mark III
utilizes a digital or electrostatic black-and-white, or color plotter
to generate project schedule charts and resource graphs, using a
simple, Gantt-type barchart format for presentation, analysis and
utilization. Primary applications are areas of operation that
involve the monitoring of many closely-related and interdependent
tasks. Detail, selective or summary project schedules, resource
allocations and financial requirements and commitments are
quickly developed and interrelated. Schedule progress,
resourcing, earned value and cost/performance variance are calcu-
lated and displayed. Mark III can be applied and is successfully
used in many fields including government, defense, aerospace,
shipbuilding, construction, research and development and general
industrial projects.
Contact Data Pricing
Francis M. Kavanagh PRICE UPON
President ~ REQUEST
Program Control Corporation







Geographic Area Served: Canada, Switzerland, South Africa
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT; DEC Professional 300s;
Texas Instruments Professional; Wang Professional; Victor 9000
Operating Systems: PC DOS, CP/M, MS-DOS
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: 800 +
Narrative: MicroGANTT is an interactive general purpose project
scheduling program that allows experienced or novice computer
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users to create a professional quality project plan which includes
a detailed critical path network. The program is limitless in its
range of applications, and can handle very large projects as well
as smaller projects. MicroGANTT lets the user scroll forward or
backward through time to examine worker/time allocation, time
and material outlays, and task dependencies The user can
change the timeframe to present varying levels of detail. With
MicroGANTT, the user can track actual progress, make the needed
adjustments and maintain an optinal schedule. The manual is
included in price of program and is priced separately at $25.00.
Special Configuration Requirements: 128K RAM, disk drive,
printer, IBM PC compatibles .
Contact Data Pricing
Patricia Thorp $395.00
Marketing Director ^ -
Earth Data Corporation ""-•
P.O. Box 13168 ,.--:
Richmond, VA 23225 ' • '
Tele. 804-231-0300 P22305
MICROMAN PROJECT CONTROL SYSTEM (MPCS)
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: VM/CMS, PC DOS, UNIX, CP/M, MS-DOS
Languages: COBOL
Number of Clients/Users: 14
Narrative: MicroMan Project Control System is a full feature proj-
ect management and control system designed for the problems
and complexities of managing a data processing environment.
MicroMan supports the creation of up to 10,000 individual tasks
per project. Features of the system include: project maintenance,
resource maintenance, time and cost accounting, automatic CPM
project scheduling, extensive project control and management
reporting, and a generalized report writer. MicroMan is designed to-
support and control activities from the smallest problem report to




Special Configuration Requirements: 256K, 10MB hard disk,




POC-IT Management Services, Inc.
606 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 606
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Tele. 213-393-4552 P24746
MILESTONE
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide r-^-
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; Hewlett-Packard Micro; DEC Rain-
bow; Apple; North Star; Xerox; Eagle; Zenith; NEC PC8000;
TeleVideo; Morrow Decision; KAYPRO; Epson; CP/M-based Hard-
ware; MS-DOS-based Hardware ^
Operating Systems: PC DOS, CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS
Languages: PASCAL
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Milestone is a project management and time schedul-
ing program which uses a critical path network analysis process
to schedule manpower, dollars and time. Milestone can be used by
executives, engineers, managers or business persons to produce
a PERT chart in minutes, investigate the effects of changes of
manpower for a completion date on the total project, draw up cost
estimates, and in general, help communicate schedules and ideas
to subordinates or supervisors. The Time Schedule Display allows
the user to visually follow the activities in the project and instantly
view the results of changes. The printed project schedules sum-
marize every aspect of the project. Authorized returns must be
made within 30 days of receipt of the producL «














Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide /
Hardware Supported: Vector Graphic
Operating Systems: CP/M, CP/M-86
Languages: Machine Code
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: MILESTONE™ is a software package for scheduling
manpower, dollars, and time to maximize productivity. It brings
the power of critical path analysis to the small business world and
the desktop microcomputer. It quickly and easily provides infor-
mation on when a project will be completed, how much it will cost,
current project status, and the effects of any changes. An interac-
tive management tool, MILESTONE is menu-driven and treats
each project as a series of activities. It is possible to plan and
track a project with nearly 200 separate activities on a 64K com-
puter without accessing disk memory. MILESTONE creates a
graphic time-line chart of a project to identify time-critical activi-
ties that cannot be delayed. Printed management reports and
charts are created by MILESTONE. Warranty/guarantee: 90 days.
Manual availability: included in price of program. Distribution
media: disk.




Software Marketing Manager PURCHASE
Vector Graphic, Inc.
500 N. Ventu Park Road
Thousands Oaks, CA 91320
Tele. 805-499-5831 P18182
N5500 PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Product Type: Applications Software, Interactive Processing
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM Mainframe, System/38; Honeywell
Level 66, Level 62, DPS 8; Burroughs B5900 thru B7000; Sperry
Series 1100; CDC Cyber Series; Hewlett-Packard 3000; Prime; DEC
VAX; Data General Eclipse; Wang VS; Perkin-Elmer 3200 Series;
Toshiba
Operating Systems: MCP, VMS, AOS, AOS/VS, GCOS, GCOS 8,
MPE, IBM DOS, MVS, VM, PRIMOS, 1100 OS, VS/OS -'
Languages: COBOL ?'
Number of Clients/Users: 750 +
Narrative: N5500 is an integrated software tool which aids man-
agers in resource and network scheduling, plan simulation, cost
tracking, performance analysis and project documentation. The
system uses both PERT and Precedence networking (user discre-
tion) to test the impact of new or replanned work on all or part of
the project universe. The system calculates start/finish dates
(early, expected, late), plan variations, actual and forecast costs
and a wide variety of other types of project information. Optional
modules provide for online entry/retrieval of data, plotter graphics,
report writer capability, l/J input and more highly detailed project
networks. A one-year warranty includes unlimited consultation
and all general releases. Training is provided.
Special Configuration Requirements: 170K internal memory
Contact Data Pricing
Marketing Department $30,000.00
Nichols & Company, Inc. PURCHASE
5839 Green Valley Circle ... < $1,500.00/MO.
Suite 104 12-MO. Minimum
Culver City, CA 90230 - LEASE
Tele. 213-670-6400 P01213
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ONTIME PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Product Type: Applications Software .--, . . ,,„,, ,
Geographic Area Served: United States .- --."
Hardware Supported: Apple II Series
Operating Systems: Apple DOS3.3 -<.-...
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: OnTime works with the manager's style to establish
critical path schedule for each task. Projecting cost figures, keep-
ing tabs on actual costs and immediate notification of schedule
problems are some ways OnTime helps to control projects. A trou-
bleshooting feature allows "what if" scenarios. CPM scheduling
of up to 250 tasks can be accommodated. Task cost estimation,
resource allocation analysis and project documentation features
are included. Manual is provided; priced separately at $35.00.










Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, Central/South
America, Australia/New Zealand, South Africa, Middle East,
UnitecLKjngdom, Europe, Scandinavia
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Activity Reports features an activity control system for
tracking daily, weekly and monthly tasks and activities. It tracks
up to 23 separate activities; records may be sorted by priority and
due dates for any of the categories; provides a summary of key
support and company information on financials and personnel by
department; summarizes current and prior period activities and
provides three task analysis areas and client information; and sets
personal and company information using a parameter screen to
allow change of headings, titles and variable data. Reports
include: 1) "To Do" and Activity Reports; 2) Weekly Calendar; 3)
Supply List; 4) Task Analysis Reports; 5) Client Time Breakdown; 6)





Corporate Place, 4 Barnard Lane
Bloomfield, CT 06002
Tele. 203-243-5554 P25534
OPTIONWARE™ EMPLOYEE TIME REPORTING
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, Central/South
America, Australia/New Zealand, South Africa, Middle East,
United Kingdom, Europe, Scandinavia I
Hardware Supported: IBM PC
,
Operating Systems: Not Specified
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Employee Time Reporting features an analysis of
hourly time and charge rates for jobs, projects or clients. It tracks
up to twelve different jobs and charge rates for chargeable and
non-chargeable employee time for up to six weeks; provides a
summary of key information, a comparison of current month data
vs prior month and analyses for hourly and dollar allocations;
breaks down key items using a worksheet area section; and sets
personal information and charge rates using a parameter screen
to change headings and titles. Reports include: 1) Summary
reports; 2) Time Analysis for six weeks; 3) Calendar Screens; 4)
Decimal Conversion Table; 5) Comparison Analysis; and 6) User-
















OPTIONWARE™ EMPLOYEE TIME ANALYSIS
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, Central/South
America, Australia/New Zealand, South Africa, Middle East,
United Kingdom, Europe, Scandinavia
Hardware Supported: MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified .
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Employee Time Analysis features an analysis of hourly
time and charge rates for employees by job or project. It tracks up
to 10 employees and 12 different jobs or projects for chargeable
and non-chargeable time for up to six weeks; provides a summary
of key information, a comparison of current month data vs prior
month and analyses for hourly and dollar allocations; breaks down
key items using a worksheet area section; and sets personal infor-
mation and charge rates using a parameter screen to allow









PAC MICRO™— PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; MS-DOS-based
Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: 1,500
Narrative: PAC MICRO is a fast, critical path scheduler that is
easy to use, powerful, and includes color graphics. It is menu
driven, allowing the user to select exactly what is required at the
press of a button. Different versions of a project network can be
set up quickly. The user can schedule projects based on duration,
effort or availability of resources. PAC MICRO takes into account
holidays and exports data to Lotus 1-2-3 and WordStar. PAC
MICRO is a graphics oriented project management system
designed so the user doesn't have to wade through lengthy
reports. Pie charts, bar charts and effective use of color all provide
the visibility that is essential to the project planner or manager.
PAC MICRO may be utjWzed on a standalone basis, or it may be
interfaced to the mainframe PAC Project Management Systems.
Contact Data Pricing
AGS Management Systems, Inc. $990.00
880 First Avenue ONE-TIME
King of Prussia, PA 19406 LICENSE FEE
Tele. 215-265-1550 $25,000.00
TWX 510-660-3320 '.-' SITE LICENSE
P21327
PATHFINDER™
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; MS-DOS-based
Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: PATHFINDER is a tool for project planning using the
Critical Path Method (CPM). Completely menu-driven, PATH-
FlNDER-prompts the user in setting up projects with up to 3,160
activities while prioritizing the sequence of steps to be accom-
plished. The program has complete editing capabilities which
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Include renaming, changing time required, deleting old entries and
adding new ones, and it allows the user to update a project while
it is underway and to recalculate the schedule. PATHFINDER will
project the time to complete the project while charting the "criti-
cal path" and producing a time schedule (GANTT) chart.






P.O. Box 112730 /
Carrollton.TX 75011
Tele. 214-245-4763 ' .. P17467
PATHFINDER™: A MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEM
FOR PROJECT PLANNING AND SCHEDULING
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; Hewlett-Packard Series 100; Apple
II Series; Radio Shack TRS-80; Xerox 820
Operating Systems: CP/M
Languages: FORTRAN
Number of Clients/Users: 50 +
Narrative: PATHFINDER™ accommodates the Critical Path
Method of project planning and scheduling to small, easy-to-use,
inexpensive microcomputers, enhancing the four-in-one program's
user-friendliness, speed, and scope of applications via a requisite
CP/M operating system, allowing the project manager, inexperi-
enced in computers, to use the most modern techniques to gain
information recently available only from large computer opera-
tions or services. With 48K, PATHFINDER™ can schedule, moni-
tor, review, and revise projects consisting of as many as 500 activi-
ties. The Reports feature quickly provides a full range of easily
understood data for optimum results: 1) Exception reports spot
critical points; 2) Gantt charts portray status of each step; 3)
Schedule reports allow instant modifications; 4) Cash-flow reports
ease financial planning; and 5) "What-if" scenarios explore solu-
tions to any problems encountered. Warranty/guarantee: full
refund upon return of disk and manual, if, after consultation with
supplier-provided technical support, program is deemed inapplica-
ble to user's needs or equipment. Program maintenance terms:
updating is free of charge to registered purchasers. Manual avail-
ability: included in price of program. Distribution media: 5.25 inch
or 8 inch floppy disk.
Special Configuration Requirements: 48K, two floppy disk











Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT; MS-DOS-based Hardware;
UCSD p-System-based
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS, UCSD-p System
Languages: PASCAL
Number of Clients/Users: 300
Narrative: PentonProject is a powerful project management pro-
gram using the principles of critical path analysis in a flexible,
interactive environment. PentonProject enables project managers
;
to map out networks, prepare project schedules using CPM and
bar charts, track and update schedules, develop project budgets,
track and control individual costs, monitor work in progress, level
resources (by individual projects or among projects), generate
printed status reports, ask "what if" questions, diagnose schedule
and resource needs, develop comprehensive work breakdown
structures and electronically transfer data to and from Lotus 1-2-3,
dBASE ll/lll, and other popular programs. PentonProject includes
a Project Editor that allows subprojects to be stored in a library
which can be accessed in the future to help form new projects.
The detailed graphics enables professional reports to be pro-
duced. PentonProject also enables color charts to be produced





420 Lexington Avenue \
Suite 2846




PERSONAL TASK MANAGER (P.T.M.)
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: MS-DOS, PC DOS
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: P.T.M. is designed to aid in "getting organized and get-
ting more done in less time." P.T.M. allows the user to create,
save, edit or print lists of "things to do", and will even calculate a
project's completion time. P.T.M. can even handle long-range plan-
ning. Automatic help messages provided, along with clear option
and error messages. Can be used by one or manyTndividuals. A
one-year warranty is included.
Special Configuration Requirements: 96K, 80-column printe
Contact Data Pricing
Lyn J. Durant $49.95
Marketing Director / PURCHASE





PERSONNEL AND ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM™
(PAMS)
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: Fujitsu; IBM PC, PC-XT
Operating Systems: PC DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: New Product
Narrative: Personnel and Activity Management System™ (PAMS)
is a tool for project and resource management designed to suit
the needs of today's executives. PAMS is easy-to-learn and easy-
to-use, and adapts to the changing needs of any drganization.
Specifically, PAMS is a management control tool that enables the
user to: 1) Monitor projects and activities through the total devel-
opment life cycle with complete control including automatic proj-
ect estimation and forecasting; 2) Collect historical performance
and cost data at the overall project level, individual task level, and
employee level; 3) Provide critical path and project variance report-
ing together with full department chargeback and allocation capa-
bilities; 4) Display both historical and forecast information in
graphic representation; 5) Establish standards of performance
upon which projects and personnel can be measured; 6) Forecast
performance based on previous efforts against the standard; and
7) Provide critical personnel information to maximize a productive
environment. Price includes software, full documentation, one day
of on-site installation support and training (expenses billed sepa-
rately), and a one year warranty.
Special Configuration Requirements: 128KB, two floppy disk
drives or floppy drive and a hard disk
Contact Data Pricing
The Lloyd/Harvey Corporation $3,500.00
18319 Delano Street
Suite 100 '• •
Reseda, CA 91335
Tele. 21 3-881-7387 P224 79
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PERT0
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, United Kingdom, Can-
ada
Hardware Supported: DEC System 10-20, VAX; Alpha Micro
Operating Systems: AMOS, TOPS 10, TOPS 20, VMS
Languages: ASSEMBLER, FORTRAN
Number of Clients/Users: 30
Narrative: PERT6 is a management information system intended
for use in project management. It consists of a number of routines
that access the same data base. The routines are typically sched-
uling routines, updating routines, reporting routines, etc. The
salient features of PERT6 are: 1) User-defined reports; 2) Standard
set of reports; 3) Easy updating; 4) Resource leveling; 5)
Phase/milestone reporting; 6) Cost reporting; 7) Automatic or man-
ual scheduling with user choice or i-j or predecessor-successor
notation; 8) Can be linked to other reporting systems; 9)
Subnetwork capability; 10) Window reports; 11) Automatic multiple
calendars; and 12) Time card recording. Maintenance is included
in the purchase price.
Contact Data Pricing
Mr. A. J. Paris PRICE UPON






Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; CP/M-based Hardware; MS-DOS-
based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, CP/M-80, MS-DOS
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: 13,000
Narrative: Pertmaster is a menu-driven, critical path analysis
management tool used in optimizing the use of time, people and
resources. The system includes provisions for sub-networks,
merging, 29 resources/project, resource and descriptive coding.
Both arrow (l-J) and precedence network formats are supported.
To create either network, only the description, sequence, duration,
resource needs, costs and deadlines are entered for each activity.
What-if network conditions with different user-defined calendar
and abbreviation file alternatives can be experimented with. A vari-
ety of reports on schedules and resources are available at several
management detail levels with many sorting and report options.
Special Configuration Requirements: CP/M-80: 64K memory; MS-
DOS: 256K memory; 132-character printer
Contact Data Pricing
Sales Department $695.00—
Westminster Software, Inc. $895.00
2570 El Camino Real PURCHASE
Suite 400
Mountain View, CA 94040
Tele. 415-941-6800
TWX 490-0000073 P21824
PEST — PROJECT ENGINEERING SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE
1 Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United Kingdom, Europe
Hardware Supported: DEC VAX; IBM 30XX Series, PC
Operating Systems: VMS, MVS, PC DOS
Languages: FORTRAN \
'Number of Clients/Users: 4
'Narrative: PEST, based on Harwell's WASP program, is a man-
agement aid program that solves the problem of how to assign
staff to projects when they are handling more than one project at
the same time. The program schedules staff time so that they are
fully occupied and at the same time not so overloaded as to cause
delays to any of the projects for which they are responsible. PEST
;
s designed for assigning engineering staff but is also suited for
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PLANNING PRIORITY SYSTEM (PPS), THE
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom, West Germany, Australia/New Zealand, South Africa
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT; Apple II Series, III; Victor;
ACTSirius
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: BASIC, C Language, PASCAL
Number of Clients/Users: 120
Narrative: PPS is a rational project and overall planning system
for managers and trainers. From managers' raw views and data on
any relevant factors, it calculates plans and evaluates perform-
ance accordingly. Managers in business and public services may
use it to foresee consequences of decisions, reconcile conflicting
claims and demands and achieve aims within constraints. A one-
year warranty is included. Manual is included; priced separately at
£20.50. Training is available in the supplier's office for £300 or in
the customer's office for £350.
Special Configuration Requirements: Apple: 48K memory, Oth-
ers: 128K memory
Contact Data •> Pricing
Miss T. A. Bamford £394.40
Marketing Director PURCHASE
Work Sciences Associates




Tele. 01 -348 5822 P25952
PLANTRAC™
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; Wang Professional;
Radio Shack 12/16; Zenith Z100s; Convergent Technologies; ITT
XTRA; AT&T 6300/7300; ACT Apricot; Texas Instruments Profes-
sional; CP/M-based Hardware; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, TRSDOS, CP/M, MS-DOS, XENIX
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: 1,200
Narrative: PLANTRAC is a comprehensive user-friendly and flexi-
ble project management software system which operates on a
wide range of popular microcomputers. Menus and prompts easily
guide the user through the following functions: 1) Critical path
method network planning; 2) Time analysis; 3) Resource analysis;
4) Resource scheduling; 5) Cost analysis; 6) Flexible report writer;
6) Progress reporting; 8) Library; 9) Logic drawing and bar chart
screen display and output to printer and plotters; and 10) Interfac-
ing — it may be linked with other software systems. Software
updates are free of charge. Manual is included; priced separately
at $60.00.
Special Configuration Requirements: 256K CPU; disk drive and a
hard dlsk r 132 print position printer, plotter optional
Contact Data Pricing
Susan Carroll $3,000.00/
National Manager 1st YR.
Computerline Inc. / Renewal Fee:
755 Southern Artery^ 41,000.00/YR.
Quincy, MA 02169 LICENSE
Tele. 617-773-0001 P19753
PMS-II — CRITICAL PATH PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; CP/M-based Hardware; MS-DOS-
based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS
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Number of Clients/Users: 1,500
Narrative: PMS-li is a full-scale critical path project management
system and scheduling package, which calculates early and late
start and finish; float and critical path(s) for networks of up to
1,250 activities in 64K or 2,700 activities in a 128K 16-bit machine.
With its super- and sub-networking features, project size is unlim-
ited. The system prints activity reports and Gantt charts with
extensive sort and select capabilities, in addition to the activity
diagram, funding schedule and graph and three-part earned value
analysis reports and graph. PMS-II tracks budget and actual mate-
rial, labor, and burden dollars and will interface to any job cost
system, LOTUS 1-2-3, Symphony or dBASE II. It satisfies all Corps
of Engineers ER 1-1-11 and baseline DOD 7000.2 specifications.
Maintenance is free for the first year. A demonstration system is-
available for $50.00.
Special Configuration Requirements: 64K memory, 600K disk




North America MICA, Inc. LICENSE
5230 Carroll Canyon Road
Suite 110
San Diego, CA 92121
Tele. 619-458-1327
Telex 701257 NAMICAUD P17642
PREMIS PC/WORKSTATION
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC-XT
Operating Systems: MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: 3
Narrative: PREMIS PC WORKSTATION provides an alternative for
data capture, data validation, small network resolution, report pro-
cessing and inquiry. It is the perfect companion for using PREMIS
from an IBM PC. It provides an alternative to using TSO for data
entry needs, and includes all the features of TSO-based main-
frame systems and also offers these enhancements: 1) Full ADD,
CHANGE, DELETE and BROWSE capability for all transactions; 2)
Complete on-line HELP facilities which can be called upon in the
middle of a transacton; 3) Complete Job Creation; and 4) "HELP"
i instructions to aid in transmitting jobs to the host for processing
i using: IRMA, SMARTCOM or Blue Lynx.
Special Configuration Requirements: 128K memory, (two) 320K
disk drives or hard disk
: Contact Data Pricing
Kevin Smith $995.00
Project Management Services PURCHASE
SISSunData






Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: This software provides critical path method analysis,
resource leveling and cost control for computer users. PPP will
make poject planning and control techniques available to a
broader cross-section of users who need to accommodate up to
10,000-activity networks. It can be used also by defense, aero-











Product Type: Applications Software, Interactive Processing
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: DEC PDP-11; IBM PC; Radio Shack TRS-80
Operating Systems: RT-1 1 , RSX-1 1 , PC DOS, TRSDOS
Languages: FORTRAN, BASIC y
Number of Clients/Users: 1
Narrative: The Project Control system is a management tool that
facilitates the planning, monitoring and controlling of projects or
contracts at the project, division and corporation level. The sys-
tem also tracks staff utilization. Project managers can plan up to
three years into the future for people time and a number of
expense categories, along with total budgets for each. As the proj-
ect progresses, actual resource usage is entered; up to three years
history is maintained for each category. Monthly, weekly, or as
required, reports provide status of actual used and planned infor-
mation. The report also compares current category totals with the
budget. Status reports show availability of staff for future project
manning. All projects in a division are summarized in
-a division
report; divisions summarized in a corporation level report.
Contact Data Pricing
Jerry Lisovich PRICE UPON
Director REQUEST
Datanetics
1 14 N.Beatty Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
Tele. 412-363-3282 P10174
PROJECT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
Product Type: Applications Software, Turnkey System
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom, Europe, Central/South America
Hardware Supported: Wang 2200; AT&T 3B Series, 6300/7300;
IBM PC; COMPAQ; Fortune 32:16; DEC MicroVAX
Operating Systems: Wang DOS, PC DOS, ULTRIX, MS-DOS, UNIX
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: 45
Narrative: The Project Management System is designed to aid in
alleviating inaccurate costing and estimating that distort profit-
ability figures, misquotes based on competition rather than true
costs, use of common labor burden rates for all operations regard-
less of true costs, inability to judge backlog, lack of labor analysis
to make best use of employee skills, and lack of historical infor-
mation. It addresses the needs of architects, public relations and
advertising agencies, collection firms, decorators, consultants,
attorneys and similar project-oriented firms. The Project Manage-
ment System accommodates user-defined reports and project
data to meet the specific requirements of each user. ?
Contact Data Pricing
Donna Casselman PRICE UPON





Telex 32-001 1 (TOMSEA) P27266
PROJECT MANAGER WORKBENCH
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; AT&T 6300/7300; ITT
XTRA; Columbia; COMPAQ; NEC; Eagle; Panasonic; Zenith; Radio
Shack; DEC Rainbow; Wang PC
Operating Systems: PC DOS, ZDOS, P/OS, MS-DOS
Languages: ASSEMBLER
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: The Workbench is a micro software package specific-
ally designed as a decision support system for the project man-
ager. It integrates Gantt charts, CPM networks and resource alio-
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cation spreadsheets; its multi-level planning hierarchy manages
projects having both resource and dependency constraints. Sys-
tem features include What-lf capabilities, time data capture,
templating, work effort and cost status reporting, multi-project
reporting, report preview with text editing and DIF and fixed for-
mat ASCII file interfaces to other systems. Cursor control to
reconfigure a plan, cut-and-paste of activities across multiple pro-
jects and an optional single-keystroke Expert Mode are available.
Both a manual tutorial and online tutorial as well as a menu hierar-
chy assist a new user.
Special Configuration Requirements: 384K memory, double-
sided diskette drive, monochrome or color monitor, ASCII charac-
ter printer, IBM DOS emulation board for Wang
Contact Data Pricing
Applied Business Technology Corp. $750.00—
365 Broadway $1,150.00
New York, NY 10013
Tele. 21 2-21 9-8945 P27029
PROJECT MANAGER, THE
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC
Operating Systems: IBM DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: The Project Manager critical path planning system
allows managers to coordinate the various steps in a project's
development and completion (up to 400 separate activities). Using
color graphics to highlight critical points, it outlines the tasks
which must be completed before any other work may proceed,
points out which tasks can overlap, and identifies potential time
traps that managers must closely supervise. A demonstration
package is available for $30.00.
Special Configuration Requirements: 64K, disk drive, mono-
chrome or color monitor, matrix printer with "Graphtrax", or HP







New York, NY 10158
Tele. 212-850-6009 P24614
PROJECT PLANNER™
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: Apple II Series
Operating Systems: Apple DOS 3.3
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Project Planner offers all the basic capabilities of the
critical path method and enables the user to plan, organize, sched-
ule, control and monitor a project; focus on critical activities; play
what-if to analyze alternatives; communicate with colleagues and
clients; and improve presentations or proposals. At the core of
Project Planner lies an automatic project graph filtering and gen-
eration capability. The user obtains complete project plans by
listing activities and entering minimal predecessor information.
Project Planner generates the flowchart and schedule automati-
cally, filtering any inconsistent information. Essentially, Project
Planner visualizes the project for the user and eliminates the need
. to prepare flowcharts prior to using the critical path method.
Special Configuration Requirements: 64K, two disk drives
Contact Data "v Pricing
'Applitech Software, Inc. $195.00
381 Harvard Street




Seographlc Area Served: United States
lardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT
Operating Systems: PC DOS
Languages: PASCAL
.
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Project Scheduler Network is a project management
system designed to help management meet deadlines and beat
cost targets through project forecasting, scheduling, control and
tracking of project status. All data is entered into tables. Features
include: 1) Critical path calculation; 2) Network diagrams which
are easy to create; 3) Work breakdown structures (sub-tasking); 4)
Sophisticated graphics displays and output to printer or plotter; 5)
Spreadsheet interface; 6) Up to 2,000 tasks per project; 7) 96 user-
defined resources; and 8) Detailed and summary reports.
Special Configuration Requirements: 320K minimum memory,






250 Lincoln Centre Drive
Foster City, CA 94404
Tele. 415-570-7700 P26710
PROJECT/2
Product Type: Applications Software, Turnkey System
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom, Europe, Central/South America, Australia/New Zealand,
Japan
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, 3270 PC, PC-AT; COMPAQ
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS -
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: 1,000 + /500
Narrative: PROJECT/2 is a tool for the project planner who uses
automated, network-based project planning and control. User-
defined English language commands eliminate the need for a
knowledge of programming. Provided are network scheduling pro-
cedures and algorithms which go beyond the basic early start, late
start calculations. Features include: 1) "Time now" progress
reporting; 2) "What if" analysis; 3) Resource constrained schedul-
ing; 4) Discontinuous and target scheduling; 5) Multi-project
scheduling; and 6) Multiple-calendar scheduling. The PROJECT/2
Cost Processor integrates cost, resources and schedule, based on
a hierarchical structure, and allows four work breakdown struc-
tures per project. The Cost module provides cash flow analysis,
actual cost reporting for comparison to budget and earned value
reports. PROJECT/2 Graphics interfaces with information stored
in the Schedule and Cost modules to provide visual tools used in
project management. The Relational Database Processor is based
on SQL, a non-procedural language.
Special Configuration Requirements: 384K memory, disk drive,
printer, plotter (optional), Tektronix terminal (optional)
Contact Data Pricing
MikeBeringer PRICE UPON
Vice President of Sales REQUEST





Product Type: Applications Software, Local Batch Processing
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; Apple II Series; MS-DOS-based
Hardware
Operating Systems: Apple DOS 3.3, PC DOS, MS-DOS, CP/M
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: PROJECTOR provides an automated basis for project
progress review by project managers. As the project progresses,
Its development cost is tracked, and productivity is measured.
Network charts can be updated with accurate informaton and criti-
cal path sequences identified. Features include: 1) Definition,
updating and display of planned projects and projects on hand; 2)
Definition and control of component tasks of the project showing
time and cost estimates together with skills necessary to carry
out tasks; 3) Assignment of staff with appropriate skills to tasks;
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4) Control of time and costs for individual tasks and signalling of
those tasks which have overshot budgeted levels; 5) Documenta-
tion control to show which tasks have been properly specified;
and 6) Maintenance of project staff records. Up to 16 projects can
be handled simultaneously by the package with each project hav-
ing up to 30 team members and up to 200 tasks. A one-year war-
ranty is included. -
Special Configuration Requirements: 64K memory, twin five-inch









Telex 651 38 SAVANT G "" P14854
PROMAS
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada
Hardware Supported: Alpha Micro
Operating Systems: AMOS
Languages: Not Specified ' T
Number of Clients/Users: 15
Narrative: PROMAS is a Project Management and accounting
system. The package is modularly designed, allowing it to be cus-
tomized to suit the requirements of architects, contractors, cus-
tom manufacturers, and others. In addition to estimating, costing
and accounting, the system provides full project control including
resource allocation, critical path analysis, and cash flow. Project
planning utilizes a spreadsheet-like screen and automatically
updates budget and resource allocation files. There is a 90-day
warranty with an ongoing update service available. Up to six days
of training are Included. Manual is provided; priced separately at
$30.00.
Special Configuration Requirements: 256K memory, 30MB disk
Contact Data Pricing
Hugh A. Elms $30,000.00
TCP Business Systems
233 Carlaw Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M4M 3E9
CANADA
Tele. 416-465-2495 v P22631
PROTRACS
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; COMPAQ; Sperry
Micro; Zenith
Operating Systems: PC DOS
Languages: ASSEMBLER, PASCAL
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: PROTRACS is an interactive project and action-item
tracking system. Projects are broken down into component tasks
which can be prioritorized and assigned to individuals responsi-
ble. These tasks are then tracked over time. Tasks can be quickly
sorted for custom reporting. Overdue tasks can be highlighted on
the screen or listed in report format. Six reports can be routed to
disk, printer, or screen. Four Gantt charts can be created and
scrolled on the screen to graphically depict the project's progress.
PROTRACS can track up to 100 projects containing up to 100
tasks each.
Special Configuration Requirements: 256K memory
Contact Data Pricing




Roswell, GA 30077 "
Tele. 404-475-0832 P23673
QUICK-PLAN
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Central/South America,
United Kingdom, Europe, Australia/New Zealand
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; Hewlett-Packard Series 100; DEC
Rainbow; Texas Instruments Professional; Data General Desktop;
Wang PC; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: MS-DOS
Languages: PASCAL
Number of Clients/Users: New Product
Narrative: Quick-Plan provides the decision support means via a
personal computer for rapid, complete and effective control of the
planning process. Quick-Plan uses the network-based, Critical
Path Method (CPM) of modeling to control project time, costs and
resource expenditures. Since Quick-Plan is a generic planning
tool, it has a wide range of applications in almost any business
environment. In addition to true modeling, Quick-Plan features
ease of input, extensive editing capability, incredible processing
speed and flexible, "tailored" print-outs and displays. There is a
30-day money-back guarantee and a 90-day warranty. A one-day
seminar is included with purchase.
Special Configuration Requirements: 384K RAM, twin floppy or
hard disk drive
Contact Data Pricing
David P. Kenney $995.00
Product Manager PURCHASE
Mitchell Management Systems, Inc.
Westborough Office Park
2000 W. Park Drive




Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom, Europe, Central/South America, Australia/New Zealand,
Japan
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, 3270 PC, PC-AT; COMPAQ
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: 400 +
Narrative: QWIKNET is a project management package for net-
work planning, scheduling and forecasting. It provides instanta-
neous critical path method (CPM) scheduling, resource and cost
assignments, progress reporting, target scheduling and resource
budgeting. A variety of window displays, tabular reports, bar
charts and logic diagrams enable managers to perform essential
time and resource planning, monitoring and analysis. Pop-down
menus that prompt for further instructions and an on-line HELP
facility guide the new user. A window management system allows
the user to look at several different views of project data simulta-
neously. The user can change the color, size, and arrangement of
windows. Capabilities include time and resource planning, actual
cost and resource accounting, cost and schedule performance
measurement, "what if" analysis and flexible reporting. QWIKNET
can interface with PROJECT/2 integrated Project Management
System, and it can produce text files of its data to allow transfer
of data to other micro software packages.
Special Configuration Requirements: 384K memory, monitor
(monochrome or color graphics), printer
Contact Data Pricing
Doug Little $800.00
Micro Products Division PURCHASE
Project Software & Development, Inc.
14 Story Street
Cambridge, MA 02138 :- -
Tele. 617-661-1444 P25449
RMS II — RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; CP/M-based Hardware; MS-DOS-
based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, CP/M-80, CP/M-86, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
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Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: RMS-il is a completely integrated resource manage-
ment system that allows a project manager to define up to 96 sep-
arate resource centers (people, departments, machine tools, test
centers, etc.) each with a unique capacity in hours, hourly cost,
and burden rate. These resources can then be allocated to the
activities in PMS-II projects. Reports can be generated showing
these allocations on either a project or a resource center basis.
RMS-II is designed for use by contractors with their own crews,
engineering or manufacturing firms using a matrix type of organi-
zation, or in any project situation where conflicts over scarce
resources can arise.
Special Configuration Requirements: IBM: 128K; CP/M: 64K; two
disk drives, 132-column printer
Contact Data Pricing
Ann Kalitzke $995.00
North America MICA, Inc.
5230 Carroll Canyon Road
Suite 110
San Diego, CA 921 21
Tele. 619-458-1327
Telex 701257 NAMICA UD P24631
SAS/OR' SOFTWARE
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM 370, 30XX Series, 43XX Series, PC;
DEC VAX; Prime
Operating Systems: DOS/VSE, IBM OS, PC DOS, VMS, PRIMOS
Languages: PU1
Number of Clients/Users: 700
Narrative: SAS/OR Software is a project management tool for
SAS® users. The product effectively supports management deci-
sions with procedures for critical path analysis and linear pro-
gramming. These procedures can be used to schedule and moni-
tor projects; handle general assignment problems; determine mini-
mum cost flow and shortest path through a network; and solve
transportation problems. SAS/OR Software can be used for project
planning, product mix models, resource allocation, financial plan-
ning, and trans-shipment.
Special Configuration Requirements: 512KB mainframes, 2
megs minicomputer, TSO, CMS, SSX, ICCP, Base SAS Software
Contact Data Pricing
Software Sales Department PRICE UPON





Telex 802505 SAS RAL . P24392
SCHEDULING AND CONTROL
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; MS-DOS-based
Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: PASCAL
Number of Clients/Users: 60 +
.narrative: Scheduling and Control is a complete textbook/soft-
ware package covering all aspects of scheduling and control for
project management. The text covers project layout, organized
timetables, Gantt Charts, PERT and CPM and the Critical Path.





17 E. 45th Street
5th Floor
•Mew York, NY 10017
Tele. 212-986-5985 P27350
SUNPLAN II
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM 370, 30XX Series, 43XX Series, PC-XT
Operating Systems: IBM OS,OS/VS1, OS/VS2, MVS, PC DOS
Languages: ASSEMBLER, FORTRAN
Number of Clients/Users: 250 +
Narrative: SUNPLAN II is a fully integrated Total Project and Cost
Management System —"The First Family of Project Management
Systems." SUNPLAN II provides total project and cost manage-
ment capabilities for the smallest of projects to the largest involv-
ing tens of thousands of activities/cost accounts, where multiple
projects, resource smoothing/leveling, and multiple year time
frames may be required. SUNPLAN II consists of the following
products: 1) PREMIS — a project planning, networking, scheduling
and resource control system that offers time analysis using either
the Arrow Diagramming Method (ADM) or Precedence Diagram-
ming Method (PDM) techniques; 2) SUNPLOT —produces Gantt
bar charts, time-phased and non time-phased network charts, and
X-Y graphics of resource scheduling; 3) PREVU — provides a fully
menu-driven data entry, inquiry and reporting facility; 4) PREMIS
PC/WORKSTATION — provides the capability to use either the
mainframe host or IBM PC/XT for data capture, data validation, job
launch, and information retrieval of PREMIS scheduling informa-
tion; 5) l/CSCS — a single, complete source for compiling, manag-
ing, and reporting cost management information, using the gov-
ernment proven Cost Schedule Control System Criteria (C/SCSC);
6) PICOM — a cost, manpower, and quantity tracking and manage-
ment tool which can be used in either a project or cost engineer-
ing/accounting environment. 7)PI-GRAPH — a cost/manpower
graphics system which interfaces to PICOM to provide pie charts,
X-Y bar charts and WBS/OBS charts on electrostatic and/or pen
plotters or graphic CRTs; and 8) FASTFORM — CRT screen gener-
ator and data entry validation utility.
Special Configuration Requirements: 512K for mainframes, 256K
for PCs; any IBM plug-compatibles
Contact Data Pricing
Kevin Smith -— --. PRICE UPON
Project Management Services REQUEST
SISSunData




TWX 51 0-668-0004 P24925
SUPERPROJECT™
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; MS-DOS-based
Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: SuperProject is a project management package
designed to give business people greater control over tasks,
resources, budgets and scheduling, regardless of industry or level
of computer expertise. It incorporates the PERT chart, a network
that shows how tasks are interrelated; the Gantt chart, which
shows tasks on a time-based bar graph; and Critical Path Method,
'which shows the effect that delays in one task will have on com-
pletion of an entire project. SuperProject supports a virtually
unlimited number of tasks, subtasks, milestones and resources. It
has built-in calendars for the entire project and for individual
resources, and it automatically calculates fixed, variable and total
costs for each resource and for the entire project.
Special Configuration Requirements: 256K memory, two double-
sided diskette drives or hard disk
Contact Data Pricing
Computer Associates International $395.00
Micro Products Division
2195 Fortune Drive . .
San Jose, CA 95131
Tele. 408-942-1727
TWX 910-338-2003 • P26452
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TARGET/PC PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR INDUS-
TRY
Product Type: Applications Software • - ---
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC
Operating Systems: PC DOS, CP/M-86, MS-DOS
Languages: BASIC • .. «
Number of Clients/Users: 8
Narrative: TARGET/pc is a complete project management system
designed to support planning, budgeting, scheduling, and man-
agement control functions on EDP projects involving design and
development of mainframe computer-based information systems.
Based on Critical Path Method, TARGET/pc can schedule interde-
pendent project activities, allocate real or hypothetical resources
to project activities, develop activity starting/ending dates, iden-
tify the critical path(s), compute time-slack on non-critical activi-
ties, and tabulate resource requirements by type and cost over the
life of a project — interactively. New management priorities,
unforeseen resource shortages, or projects behind schedule can
be replanned and feasible recovery options identified in minutes.
Warranty/guarantee: error-free operation is guaranteed for three
months from the time of purchase; any code-error is repaired free
of charge. Program maintenance terms: first year updates are free;
annual subscription for two updates is $250.00. Training available:
in the supplier's office at no cost. Washington DC only. Manual
availability: included in price of program; available separately for
$50.00. Distribution media: 2 x 5-1/4 inch diskettes with program
code plus one diskette with demonstration and on-line terminals.
Special Configuration Requirements: 64K memory, two 5-1/4
inch disk drives, parallel printer optional if hard copy desired (but
not necessary)
Contact Data Pricing
Director of Marketing $995.00
System Research Services PURCHASE




TASK MONITOR *" '"-..
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Task Monitor is a menu-driven project management
program designed to meet the needs of managers in planning and
scheduling. With Task Monitor, a manager can prepare and main-
tain schedules, cost and labor hours. The program performs criti-
cal path management and generates a chart similar to a PERT net-
work. The network can be viewed on the screen and can be printed
using a regular printer. The user can define several methods of
analysis to assess risks and establish priorities. With the cost
management feature, information entered about each activity is
used to report on progress-to-date and to estimate dollar cost and
labor hours at completion. Predefined reports offer detail informa-
tion on individual activities and on total project status. The print-
out of the network clearly identifies the critical path. Gantt charts
are also produced.





960 N. San Antonio Road
Suite 210 - • ' •_ . • •:.-
Los Altos, CA 94022
Tele. 41 5-949-1 688 '/> '• P25736
TASKMANAGER . - " -
Product Type: Applications Software ; .
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC; Intel 802XX Series, 808X Series;
MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified —
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Taskmanager provides a way to organize a person,
department or company. It tracks who is supposed to do what and
when. It also schedules up to 999 tasks by starting and completion
dates, department, person, project, and subproject. The system
tracks man-hours and percent complete and aids in finding con-
flicts and overloads. It produces reports and Gantt charts on the
screen or printer.








Tele. 805-255-2922 P1 7389
TENSOR PROJECT PLAN (P505)
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United Kingdom
Hardware Supported: CP/M-based Hardware
Operating Systems: CP/M, CP/M-86
Languages: Not Specified v
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: Tensor Project Plan is a project management package
that tracks material labour and overhead factors relating to a proj-
ecL Labour is calculated from employee time sheets along with
expenses. Materials are booked manually or from the Tensor Cred-
itors package. This package has been approved by chartered
accountants. Warranty: six months. Program maintenance/update
charges: £475. Customer training: £300 per week. Price of manual:
included in price of program. Distribution media: floppy disk; car-
tridge tape.
Special Configuration Requirements: 600K, floppy disk, 80 x 24
screen, printer
Contact Data Pricing
Modus Systems Ltd. £600
Park Drive
Baldock, Hertfordshire SG7 6EW
ENGLAND
Tele. 0462 894848 * P15162
TIMELINE
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom, Europe
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT, 3270 PC; COMPAQ;
MS-DOS-based Hardware 7"
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Modula-2
Number of Clients/Users: 15,000
Narrative: Time Line is designed for use in project management.
Using Gantt, PERT and Resource Histogram charts the user can
enter an unlimited number of tasks, dependencies, resources and
cost categories (depends on memory); partially allocate and pool
resources; automatically level overscheduled resources; enter
fixed, variable and unit costs up to $99,999,999; summarize and
combine multiple projects; print summary, detail and periodic
reports for tasks, resources and costs; and directly export to
Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony and dBASE III. A 90-day warranty on disk-
ettes is included.




Breakthrough Software Corporation PURCHASE
505 San Marin Drive
Novato, CA 94947
Tele. 415-898-1919
Telex 323909 (BREAK THRU) P27816
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TRAC LINE MAPS — MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING SOFT-
WARE
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom
Hardware Supported: AT&T 3B Series, 6300/7300; IBM PC-XT, PC-
AT; Altos; Fortune; TeleVideo; Corona; KAYPRO; Radio Shack;
Plexus; MS-DOS-based Hardware; UNIX-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS, XENIX, UNIX
Languages: COBOL
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: TRAC LINE MAPS is project management software
that helps managers plan, organize, direct and control resources.
It helps managers use PERT, Critical Path, Crashing and Gantt
charts. It allows managers to: 1) Compare actual achievements to
planned milestones to see problems; 2) Allocate resources in time;
3) See costs for time, resources and money for alternate plans; 4)
Have unlimited tasks, resources, activities or cost categories; 5)
Simplify and insure accurate input, eliminating repetition; 6) Track
progress in as much detail and as many elements as needed; 7)
Change Gantt charts, PERT networks and other graphics without
rebuilding master charts; and 8) Vary data elements. TRAC LINE
MAPS runs on any operating system supporting ANSI 74 COBOL
and most' proprietary operating systems. A 90-day replacement
guarantee is included.
Special Configuration Requirements: 256K memory, dual floppy
disk drives (hard disk recommended)
Contact Data Pricing
Herb Feinstein $495.00/
Vice President of Marketing and Sales Single User
TRAC LI N E Software, Inc. $695.00/





Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; Radio Shack Model
2000, 1200 HD; AT&T 6300/7300; ITT XTRA; Olivetti; NEC PC8000;
Sharp; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
Number of Clients/Users: New Product " —
Narrative: The Traveling Project Manager provides a flexible and
easy-to-use method of tracking the time and money spent on one
or more projects. Uses can compare estimated and actual expen-
ditures and check to see how closely they are keeping to their
schedules. They may review their progress through summaries
and bar graphs on their computer's screen or through a variety of
printed reports. All of these programs use a proprietary windowing








Product Type: Applications Software, Turnkey System
Geographic Area Served: United States
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT; MS-DOS-based
Hardware
: Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: Not Specified
' Number of Clients/Users: 7
'Narrative: U-SCHEDULE features project management, resource
reporting and cost control, and it allows scheduling by CPM/PERT
for an unlimited number of projects with as many as 500 activities
'each. The database maintains the balance between operational
and financial control. Schedule and cost control reports are gener-
ated. Network simulation capability provides cost, schedule and
what-if analysis. Financial control is achieved by reports for pro-
jects cost, cash flow analysis and cash commitment. Operational
control is achieved by day-to-day scheduling and resource report-
ing. Interactive display of schedules and reports is also provided,
as well as creation of independent simulation models out of the
master file.
Special Configuration Requirements: 256K memory, graphics
board, two disk drives
Contact Data Pricing
Carla R. Khan $285.00
President LEASE
UserCom Systems, Inc.
2200 E. Devon Avenue
Des Plaines, IL 60018
Tele. 312-699-1234 P26390
VISISCHEDULE'
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT; Apple II Series
Operating Systems: PC DOS, Apple DOS 3.3
Languages: BASIC
Number of Clients/Users: Not Specified
Narrative: VisiSchedule is a powerful project planner. It instantly
shows skill levels, costs and the critical path among project tasks.
It allocates costs, specifies earliest and latest start dates, slack
times, holidays, prerequisites and deadlines for each task. Move,
slip, or change any task, skill level or cost, and instantly see the
impact.
Contact Data Pricing
Paladin Software Corporation PRICE UPON
3255 Scott Boulevard -^ REQUEST
Building 7, Suite C
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tele. 408-970-7300 P15504
VUE
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: Worldwide
Hardware Supported: IBM Mainframe, PC-XT, PC-AT; DEC Sys-
tem 10-20, PDP-11, VAX; Honeywell DPS 8, DPS 6; Hewlett-Packard
3000; AT&T 3B Series; Perkin-Elmer 3200 Series; Convergent Tech-
nologies; Zilog System 8000; MS-DOS-based Hardware
Operating Systems: VM, PC DOS, TOPS, RT-11, RSX-11, RSTS,
VMS, GCOS 8, MPE, OS/32, CTOS, MS-DOS, XENIX, UNIX
Languages: FORTRAN
Number of Clients/Users: 135
Narrative: VUE is an interactive project management system that
provides a convenient tool to plan and manage complex projects.
VUE performs critical path analysis for projects with up to 3,000
activities each, and as many as 99 related projects with the multi-
project option. The menu-driven user interface allows easy data
entry, modification and report selection. Reports include sched-
ules, progress to date, current work to be accomplished, bar
charts, cost accounting, resource accounting, network prece-
dence diagrams, activity time analysis, predecessors, and calen-
dar specifications. Options include multi-project, plotter graphics,
custom reporting, and time-scaled network diagram.
Contact Data Pricing
John Enyedy $895.00—
National Sales Manager $26,000.00
National Information Systems, Inc.




WORK PRIORITY SYSTEM (WPS), THE
Product Type: Applications Software
Geographic Area Served: United States, Canada, United King-
dom, West Germany, Australia/New Zealand, South Africa
Hardware Supported: IBM PC, PC-XT; Apple II Series, III; Victor;
ACTSirius
Operating Systems: PC DOS, MS-DOS
Languages: BASIC, C Language, PASCAL
Number of Clients/Users: 243
Narrative: WPS is a practical decision system for managing tasks
and time of individuals and teams. It produces work plans and
55th Edition ICP SOFTWARE DIRECTORY — Microcomputer Systems, I
Copyright" 1986 by International Computer Programs. Inc.
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n:: BUSINESS PLANNER
jhisher's name: Duosoft Corporation
b>ry required: 48K
>uce language: PASCAL
njR requirements: Two disk drives
.
«• •
El'RIPTION: Business Plannerprovides a simulated model
a jsiness and projects monthly income and expense figures,
djt allocations, and sales forecasts to help analyze underly-
s^sumptions in depth. Management decisions can be tested
tlfore commitments are made. Business Planner combines
jjtts into alternative models to predict future growth.
ic $395.00 - -; \: ".">/
u CRITICAL PATH METHOD & JOB SCHEDUL-
ING PROGRAM
jlher's name: Elite Software Development, Inc.
mjiy required: 56K
«s language: CB80
IBrequirements: Two 150K disk drives
RifiNG systems: CP/M-86
S«UPTION: Critical Path Method & Job Scheduling Pro-
n i a job scheduling tool that will allow evaluation of the
th importance of the various tasks associated with com-
in a given project. The PERT approach requires three
tu;s for completing an activity, while the CPM approach
lit; only one time estimate. Both methods will find a
anath in the network describing the activities required for
)j«. This critical path is the longest path that may be taken
it; beginning activity to the final activity. Activities that
m lis critical path are said to be critical. An activity is
:aif a delay in its completion will cause a delay in the
pliion of the entire project. Other activities have slack time
lit that the activity may be completed beyond its original
plion date and still not hold up the entire project. A
le schedule concerning all activities is supplied and, as
>e ten in the accompanying output, each activity is given
schilling dates. They are as follows:
ui Start is the earliest date that the activity may be
dtaken.
id; Finish is the earliest possible completion date for a
/« activity. -
it© tart is the latest date that the activity may be undertaken
or ;r to finish on time.
te inish is the latest date that the activity may be com-
:teJwithout holding up the entire project. This date will set
ealine for each activity of the project.
UKhtivity is critical, the late finish date will be the same as
idj finish date indicating that there is no slack time for the
tjSAll critical activities should be given priority and be
oil closely. The program will also give the expected
o»i)f the project for the activities defined along with an
ty^hedule. The expected duration or critical path length
lpted to the desired completion date so that a probability
*J ven on the chances of completing the project on time.
s pgram will allow the user to define a project network
l
I>1 100 activities. All data may be stored on the disk in a
inn selected by the user. Using the PERT method allows
otbility that the completed project will be printed and
1 \
:
user with the option of entering costs for each
activity. If entered, an estimated total project cost is then
printed. . . j -''- - .. .
price: $249.00 tt=i;
title: CRITICAL PATH SCHEDULING
publisher's name: Rambow Enterprises
memory required: 256K
source language: Compiled BASIC /
other requirements: Printer 80/220 column
DESCRIPTION: Critical Path Scheduling includes standard
early- late starts-finishes, float time, critical path, and bar
charts. The program will handle 500 individual activities for a
single project. Version 2 will handle 2,500 activities, cash flow
tracking, manpower leveling, network crashing, and network
generation on a plotter.
Source code is not available and disks are not copy protected.
Program updates are available for $10.00 and many examples
are given with the program disk. Customer support is included
after sale.
price: $ 500.00 version 1
_-_ $1500.00 version 2
title: DATA SCHEDULER ^
publisher's name: Data*Easy Software
memory required: 64K
DESCRIPTION: This program allows the user to display pro-
jects that will show up to seven different jobs one at a time.
Displayed on a day-by-day basis, it will show the length of each
job to be done, firm or proposed job, and who's responsible for
the completion of each job. Data Scheduler will display ten




publisher's name: Data*Easy Software r
-
memory required: 64K
source language: BASIC, Assembler
operating systems: MS DOS
DESCRIPTION: Data*Easy/Project Manager will display
projects visually showing up to seven different tasks (subpro-
jects) at one time. Data is displayed on a day-by-day basis and
will show the legth of each task, whether it is firm or proposed,
and who has the responsibility. Projects can be as long as two
years and up to ten weeks of information can be seen on the
screen at one time. Progress charts may be set up and the source
code is supplied by the user.
price: $35.00
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weory required: 128K
mR requirements: Printer . -
.
DECRD7TION: Demi-Plan Project Management System is a
pro ct scheduling/management program that allows the user to
jsfe and maintain a complete file of project jobs and
tscrces. The information from the file is used to print different
bit; of Gantt charts, resource histograms, and task/resource
:ros- reference,
lis program will determine the critical path of a project. The








th); requirements: Two double-sided disk drives
ES RIPTION: ForWork is a project and resource manage-
emystem that provides a manager or project team member
ith i advanced software system to schedule and monitor the
ogss of multiple projects using multiple interrelated
soi:es on a day-to-day basis. An immediate analysis of the
teof a schedule change is provided.
Rource usage leveling permits a manager to schedule a
oje to fit an even level of resource commitment without
idor over utilization. The ForWork calendar is capable of
heeling projects in one minute increments at any time from
80 2099. This permits a manager to use a definition ofman-
y o fiscal quarter and to change the definition of these times
enaking some entries.
On: a project has been scheduled and resources are planned
aimitment, a manager may change the clock to limit or
par analysis within any period of time. This allows the
ied ing of projects of an unknown length with an incomplete
mi of the total scope of the project. Reports and graphs
ate iformation as appropriate to various management levels
ho the need to manually perform summarization. This
lee the information content of reports needed by a broad
:ctim of management levels. The ForWork system is
ide into the following six primary functional areas:
Rejjrce dictionary maintenance - The dictionary file con-
air various sections that list the human and material
^screes available, the corporate managment structure, the
tvaibility of various resources, and the ownership of those
escrces.
^rq-t schedule modeling - Projects are composed in a series
'f sps called tasks. Modeling allows creation of templates
or jojects of a repetitive nature prior to the actual schedul-
ng |id correspondent commitment of resources. The com-
titi;nt of resources is global in scope among all scheduled
'rpj:ts but individual tasks within a project may not be
epi dent on tasks outside of the same project. Interproject
epi dencies may be simulated by the creation of dummy
islo The system computes the projects critical path as well
s p t type project completion times at various confidence
i p 'gress and completion reporting - Once a project is
^heded, in progress entries may be made as often as
desired. A reasonable schedule of once a day or once a week
will reflect the true condition of projects currently underway.
In progress and completion entries play an important function
within ForWork. The scheduling algorithms in use are based
on using the most current information to create new schedules
based on all current information available. Thus, it is possible
that another project that was delayed because of a lack of a
resource can be accelerated if that resource becomes
available.
• Report generation - ForWork generates many reports that
reflect the current status of project completion as well as
resource utilization. These reports are available on demand
and are based on the most current information available.
Project performance reports are available that relate the pro-
jected completion of project tasks to their actual reported
completion. A limited amount of historical cost data is also
captured although ForWork is not designed to maintain total
job cost for input to any other accounting system.
• Graphics - ForWork generates Gantt charts and trend graphs
for display using either the IBM color graphics adaptor or the
IBM PC graphics printer. A limited form of charts may be
graphed on the screen and on an 80 column printer using the
standard ASCII character set.
• Communication - The ForWork system contains a function to
translate data files into standard printable ASCII sequential
files suitable for transmission over telephone or dedicated
lines to other personal or mainframe computers.
price: $595.00 additional copies at 10% of first price of
documentation
title: GANTT-IT
publisher's name: A +
memory required: 192K
other requirements: Two disk drives or a hard disk
operating systems: MS DOS
DESCRIPTION: Gantt-It provides a pre-defined record that
contains most of the fields the user may need. The user can print
task reports in any sequence. Person, department, or end date
are a few examples. The user can select assigned tasks to review
resource loading. The program will report last month's com-
pleted tasks by department to the client managers to communi-
cate progress.
When cost or activity is updated in the task record, a transac-
tion file is posted with a record of the transaction. This transac-
tion is used for cost allocation. Reports may be prepared
showing cost year-to-date, cost by project phase, cost by pro-
ject-to-date, hours by person, hours by department (year- to-
date, for a month, or any time period).
Gantt charts will selectively fill up the unused right side of
task reports if the user requests. Gantt a period of a few months
to over two years. Use Sideways to print charts longer than the
print width of the printer.
Save and recall frequently repeated sets of keystrokes for
repeating common system activities such as printing a weekly
report. The user can create an output file that can be read by
spreadsheet or word processing systems. The user can custom-
ize applications using the pre-requisite under-control facUity.
Other features include the following: .
• number of fields and record length limited only by available
memory and disk storage
!
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clracter maximum field length 65
nmeric maximum field length ten
icart maximum width 999




jbiiher's name: Institute of Industrial Engineers
ufe language: BASIC '>-<"
SREPTTON: To solve linear programming problems, the
n« Programming package utilizes the Simplex method. The
igim permits interacive input of the constraints and the




super's name: Digital Marketing Corporation
mk y required: 56K
iE requirements: Two disk drives
jotng systems: CP/M-86 - —
SdTPTION: Milestone is designed to expand the applica-
:o::ritical path analysis. It will combine the fundamentals of
id path analysis into a package that runs on a desktop
ipier. Instead of replacing PERT/CPM (program evalua-
Mview technique/critical path method) programs,
esme is designed to complement them. It is designed to
i ai track small projects for the user who doesn't require
ys techniques. It can be useful for two kinds of managers.
seot currently using planning tools and those disenchanted
i tlir present PERT/CPM packages.
Intone will answer fundamental questions such as when a
eovil be completed, how much it will cost, whether it is
idi
r
or behind schedule, and how delaying an activity will
:tJ ject completion. The program will prepare detailed cost
nas based upon a summation of each activity's individual
pn nt and manpower expenses.
ill tone will help the user examine the trade-offs between
poer, dollars, and time and keeps track of a project's
rd; by periodically updating the schedule to reflect
gfi in the plan and completed activities. Other features
ide he following:
mractive allowing the user to ask what-if questions about
;cl dule any time a new activity is added or an existing one
ailed
'
rris the user to view a project through a movable screen
wiw -
tflally displays manpower and cost summaries at the
til of the screen
vi the user to enter a project of 100 or more activities
tW.it drawing an arrow diagram or creating dummy nodes
>vj through a menu hierachy selecting options or chang-
;da -
sp( ill project data in memory to eliminate isk input/output
» teger arithmetic for all computations
pi J determine which activities are time critical
• measures ime units in hours, days, weeks, months, quarters,
or federal fiscal quarters
price: $295.00
title: MILESTONE \
publisher's name: Organic Software, Inc.
memory required: 56K
source language: PASCAL
other requirements: 80 column printer, 24 X 80 display
with cursor positioning and a home
and clear function
operating systems: CP/M-86, UCSD p-System
/
DESCRD7TION: Milestone is designed to expand the applica-
tion of critical path analysis into areas where it was not
considered before.
Milestone internally treats a project as a series of activities.
Each activity has a name, capitol cost, duration mix of man-
power, and an associated list of other activities that must be
completed first. This list of prerequisites provides the thread
that Milestone uses to link all projects together into an overall
project schedule. Every time a new activity is added, or an
existing one is changed, the entire schedule is recomputed and
redisplayed on the scree. Subfiles may be created to break down
each activity in a master project.
Some of the things that can be accomplished with the
Milestone program include:
• discover which activities have slack time (can be delayed
without delaying the entire project)
• prepare a detailed cost estimate based on a summation of each
activity's individual equipment and manpower expenses
• change an activity and see the results on the overall project
schedule
• investigate the trade-offs between manpower, dollars, and
time
• communicate a plan to subordinates
Milestone can also be used as a planning calendar to:
• keep track of special meetings, conferences, business trips,
and vacations
• plan organization's projected workload for the coming year
• allocate the rental or other use of equipment and resources
V
price: Contact Dealer
title: MPCS PROJECT MANAGER
publisher's name: S & T Associates
DESCRD7TION: This management program was designed to
project management, control, and schedule with company, pro-
ject phase, and task control levels. MPCS Project Manager
includes the following features:
• administration '"'.






publisher's name: System Research Services
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bory required: 128K -.>-...
»ce language: MBASIC
iliR requirements: Two disk drives, video color
I
monitor, graphics printer, hard-disk
are supported)
CRJPTION: p/MS is a project management support sys-
t hat will assist information system developers budget, plan,
aitor, analyze, report, and control software development
Jets. It is based on the critical path method and will do the
living:
siedule and allocate real or hypothetical resources
dvelop starting/ending dates for interdependent project
aivities
icntify the critical path(s)
cnpute time slack on non-critical activities
ll'ulate resource requirements by type and cost over the life
oa project
Tz user can re-plan new management priorities, spot unfor-
eiresource shortages, and find existing projects in trouble,
uinrogram is menu-driven, color graphics-oriented, and uti-
Jpn- line help screens to aid the first time user.
jc: $995.00
n:PERTMASTER
jbsher's name: AHA, Inc.
e*)RY required: 64K
>ui:e language: CBASIC
mi requirements: 132 column printer
'Eating systems: CP/M-86










jbuher's name: Westminster Software
emry required: 64K for CP/M-86, 128K for IBM PC
»u1e language: MBASIC
a ting systems: CP/M-86
ES RD/llON: Pertmaster is a personal computer applica-
n at allows users to manage multi-activity projects using
iiehe Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) or
Znzal Path Analysis method (CPA). Pertmaster has a max-
im! project network size of 1500 activities and accepts up to
d: erent resources per activity. It will analyze and update a
nv k and is compatible with most CP/M, MP/M, PC-DOS,
S-! DS, 64K byte operating systems with rigid or floppy dual
sk rives, and printers with a line capacity of at least 132
laniers. The user can produce bar charts and histograms
;sa >ing projects on standard character printers.
ua $695.00
title: PLANFOW
publisher's name: Project Control Systems
memory required: 64K
other requirements: Two disk drives, 132 column printer
DESCRIPTION: This program is designed to be used for large
capital projects by contractors, estimators, and engineers.
PlanFlow gives the user on-screen spreadsheets that allow prep-
aration of distribution models. The program will raph costs and
manpower requirements on any designated project.
The user can define distribution curve shapes and then store
them using historical data or proposed pricing schedules. All
items are merged as updates are input. PlanFlow gives the user




publisher's name: Computerline, Ltd.
DESCRIPTION: This program will ,guide the user through
network creation and amendment, time resource, cost analsis,
scheduling, updating, and reporting. Additionally, the user is




publisher's name: North America MICA, Inc.
memory required: 64K
source language: CBASIC, CBASIC 86
other requirements: Two disk drives, D2 column printer
operating systems: CP/M-86
DESCRIPTION: PMS E is a full scale critical path project
management system that will calculate early and late start and
finish, float and critical path(s) for networks of up to 1,250
activities or 2,500 activities in a 128K 16-bit machine. Included
are super- and subnetworking features and project size is
unlimited. The system will print activity reports and Gantt
charts with sort and select capabilities, the activity diagram,
funding schedule and graph, and three part emed value analysis
reports. The system operates on 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 workdays per
week on a percent complete, actual start/finish, or days remain-
ing basis and will accomodate up to 100 user-defined holidays.
PMS II will track budget and actual matrial, labor and burden
dollars and will interface to any job cost system or dBASE LT. It
satisfies all Corps of Engineers ER 1-1-11 and baseline" DOD
7000.2 specifications.
RMS II is a resource management subsystem designed for use
with PMS II and allws for the definition f up to 96 resource
centers. Each includes a capacity in hours per day and a wage
and burden rate. Any portion of any resource can be allocated to
any activity in any project defined under PMS II Reports can be
geneated for one center or any combination of centers showing
line item detail allocations as well as a bar graph that shows
allocations as a percent of capacity (0% to 200%) over time.
Allocations are also displayed on PMS II activity reports. RMS
II is designed for ngineering, R&D, prototyping, and software
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vopment environments as well as any project oriente com-




bi;her's name: AHA, Inc.
iSRJPTION: PMS-n - Project Management System is
;ifed for managing any complex project. This program will
thfollowing:
foD construction • ^
^uness planning




jlher's name: Softcorp, Inc.
««.Y required: 128K
^requirements: Printer recommended
SdJPTION: Pro-Ject 6 is a project management program
ci help manage, schedule, and minimizecost on a job.
leijatures of Pro-Ject 6 include the following:
rit al path automatically calculated
imschedule updated in real-time
vh, if analysis
oli or monochrome display ""
lojtime automatically calculated
rqcted completion date displayed after each change
ariart or task details can be displayed
os can be specified by task and resource ,
luiple work calendars supported
olhys and non-work days can be defined
rojess can be reported with task completions




e: ROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS I
JSer's name: Softpoint
•CEPTION: This system will produce time, manpower,
cc reports. The data base will maintain projects and
'iwcts that can be updated. Some other features of Projects
agnent Systems I include the following:
naf analysis ~ ...
oti Jantt charts
en1 driven





JSi r's name: Scitor Corporation
DESCRIPTION: Project Scheduler is a project management
program that is designed to help management meet deadlines
and beat cost targets through project forecasting, scheduling,
control, and tracking of project status. The menu prompts per-
mit data entry for modification or update to large, complex
project plans. The program allows what if analysis. Features of
Project Scheduler include.the following:
• critical path is calculated
• a Gantt chart is displayed after each add, delete, or change
• interactive what if analysis
• display data/plots using the monochromatic or color screen
• schedules projects by days, weeks, months, or day displayed
by week
• labor and other cost data can be input to VisiCalc and Super-
Calc spreadsheet packages
• allocate tasks by start and duration, early start, and late start
• creates standard company labor grades, other direct costs,
holidays, 24 labor grades, 24 other direct costs, and 30
holidays (multi-year)
• creates detailed and summary reports including project
schedule, labor and cost by time period, labor and cost by
individual job
• ability to complete jobs for performance tracking
• milestone annotation to identify special events in the project
price: Contact Dealer
title: QUEUEING MODELS
publisher ' s name : Institute of Industrial Engineers ..
source language: BASIC
DESCRIPTION: The Queueing Models system enables the
industrial engineer to calculate the expected number of indi-
viduals waiting and the utilization of servers for various waiting
line models such as the finite queues, multiple server, or limited
source models. Program features include interactive data entry
and editing, error checking and recovery, and printed output
reports.
price: Contact Dealer
title: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
publisher's name: AHA, Inc.
memory required: 64K ?
source language: CBASIC
other requirements: 132 column printer
operating systems: CP/M-86
DESCRIPTION: Resource Management System links with
PMS-II for allocating resources to events scheduled by PMS-JI.
The user can define up to 96 resources including personnel,
equipment, and up to 32,000 allocations across all or selected
projects to automatically schedule resources within activities.
The program will calculate direct and burdened costs for bud-
geting purposes. Tabular and graphic reports assist in doing
capacity planning and load leveling.
price: $995.00
$ 50.00 for demo
tttle: SIMPLEX PC
publisher's name: Dynamic Micoprocessor Associates,
Inc. ...
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(BDRY required: 64K
31.ce language: Compiled BASIC
•BCRIPTION: Simplex PC is designed for many cost con-
olprofit maximization, and other optimization situations. It
ill»lve linear programming problems with up to a 50 x 50




jbsher's name: Dynamic Microprocessor Associates,
Inc.
eiory required: 128K, 192K
,u:e language: Compiled BASIC
rHR requirements: 128K for VisiCalc, 192K for Lotus
1-2-3
ES:RIPTI0N: Simplex PC II is an extension of Simplex PC
itb'.xpanded capabilities. It will allow the user to solve linear
t)§imming problems in up to a 100 x 100 matrix. It uses a
ireisheet program (VisiCalc, Lotus 1-2-3) to set up problems
wii complete names for variables) and after execution, to
enthe problem solution (final tableau). The ability to pose
a if questions (i.e., add/change constraint variables,
are coefficients of variables) is provided through the prob-
miiiting available via the spreadsheet edit, copy, move, and
:le commands. The standard data storage format provides a
edd to input data from any source.
jc: $100.00
tl TARGET/PC
bhher's name: System Research Services
evry required: 128K
>ut:e language: MBASIC
Hi requirements: Two disk drives (SS/DS), (color
monitor, graphics printer, hard disk
supported)
SS.'RIPTION: Target/PC is a project management support
stn that will assist project managers to budget, plan,
amr, analyze, report, and control any type of project. It is
seon the critical path method and will do the following:
sc idule and allocate real or hypothetical resources
dtelop starting/ending dates for independent project
ac vities
iditify the critical path(s)
cc lpute time slack on non-critical activities
tadate resource requirements by type and cost over the life
of project ^
Nf/ management priorities, unforseen resource shortages,
d listing projects in trouble can be replanned. The program
miu-driven, color graphics oriented, and utilizes on-line
ip Teens to aid the first time user.
ic $450.00
nJ TASK MANAGER
<bi her's name: Quala
memory required: 128K
DESCRIPTION: Task Manager will help the user to spot
conflicts and overloads, and balance schedules. The program
will handle up to 999 separate tasks. Enter the projects needed to
oversee, organize, and keep moving. The program will keep
track of 11 pieces of data for each task. The system accepts the
following task information:
• description of task
• task number
• beginning date of task
• priority of task







The user can add, revise, update, and manipulate this data.
The three different reports on the screen or printer are Gantt
charts, Task listings, and Man-hours summary reports.
Gannt charts allow the user to get a visual assessment of
where each project is in terms of beginning and completion
dates. The user can use this chart to spot conflicts, problem
areas, bottlenecks, and open time.
Task listings will give the information on a given task orga-
nized by either department, individual, project, completion
date, etc. . Use this list to "review progress and workloads.
Man-hours summary reports will summarize the man-hours
and average percent complete for all tasks meeting given selec-
tion criteria, i.e., total man-hours and average percent com-
pleted committed by a given person or department against a
given project in a certain quarter. Use this report to asses time





other requirements: 80 column printer
DESCRIPTION: Taskmaster is designed to organize a depart-
ment, company, or other user activities. It assists in tracking
who should be doing what and when. Up to 999 tasks can be
scheduled. Schedules include project and subproject, depart-
ment, person, completion dates, and starting dates.
- Taskmaster will track man hours and percentage of comple-
tions. The user will be able to print or view reports and Gantt
charts.
price: $139.95
title: THE HARVARD PROJECT MANAGER
publisher's name: Harvard-Software, Inc.
memory required: 128K
other requirements: Two double-sided disk drives or one
double- sided disk and a hard disk
operating systems: MS DOS
DESCRD7TION: The Harvard Project Manager will plan and
manage any sized project. A userwill be informed ifa project is
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i^:ned and is given many evaluated alternate courses of
do to get the project back on track. The program is a
jsttation-communications tool that provides project status
x»> to superiors, peers, customers, prospects, and vendors,
ocimunications vehicle is included that will make others
arof project delay or cost overruns and also for any changes
u vt made after the project is underway.
Ti critical path method and the program evaluation and
;ie technique (PERT) are included. The Harvard Project
inj;er will draw pictures to help the user do a particular job.
e sstem will constantly update the user on the project "road-
ip'pn the display screen. The program uses the computer's
iiater set to construct all graphical elements that are neces-
7 lr project management. It will also display the project as a
- cut that shows when each task begins and ends. The user
i s Jcify task durations in units that range from minutes to
ire f working or elapsed time. The user can also specify the
'. c completing each task in the project. As the definition ofa
ie> is refined the program will continually re-calculate and
iajthe total project cost and duration. The program high-
nts. project critical path at all times. If certain tasks in any
•ia are said to be critical and are delayed, the entire project
y I; delayed.
ill Harvard Project Manager works with real dates so the
r <n specify the length of the work day, the work week,
:dis, and vacation shutdowns. Any non-critical task has
:k'- extra time during which the task may be completed and
I it delay the project. The program permits the user to
ede the start of all tasks. The user may also similarly
sain any non- critical milestone, to occur before or after
ciid points, in time to meet external requirements such as
avlability of resources.
horogram offers a mechanism for simulating various pos-
e ccurrences and decisions and analyzing potential out-
les Once a project is underway, the user may give the
m\ the actual task start and completion dates and times,
u r may also specify percentages of completion for those
>m!ete tasks for which such data is useful. The system
»la. this information in the schedule window projecting the
pi ion of tasks that have begun but are not yet finished.
aai:osts for completed tasks may also be specified,
helarvard Project Manager treats any task as a subproject.
iy raphic techniques are employed in the program. One
seen is the division of the display screen into several
ttYal windows as needed. This permits the user to make
sasn structural modifications to the project roadmap or to
igjask durations and simultaneously monitor the impact of
i c inges on the project schedule
.
:rc ing is supported allowing the user to pan the display
io' both horizontally and vertically to examine a project
nut or schedule that is much larger than that which fits on
cr.n.
i-iiolution hard copy output of the graphical images using
ia> do-matrix printers is included. Optional sideways
in will produce large roadmaps without having to tape
tsf paper together. Various tabular printed reports are
iafc:. User's can request the program to generate a "things
1 li ". For example, a project status report that includes all
i tl t are the responsibility of "Johnson" and are scheduled
on Jetion next week.
title: THE WORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
publisher's name: LWFW Group
memory required: 128K
other requirements: Two megabyte hard disk, dBASE II
DESCRIPTION: Designed primarily to assist the municipality
field operations manager in scheduling, productivity, and eval-
uations, this program will allow the user to justify any allocated
resources and capital expenditures, and to develop work plans.
The program will provide the user with data in work backlog and








The Work Management System can be adapted for use in




publisher's name: Busypro, Inc.
DESCRIPTION: This is a work management system which
allows the user to keep track of time spent with clients and
projects, by both employee and function. Work Management
tracks direct expenses by type and in-house vs. ouside charges.
To allow the user extension and customization, dBASE II
























.FOLEY AND RAY, INC.
FOLEY AND RAY, INC. is a construction industry consultant firm involved in
the construction claims field.
FOLEY AND RAY develops technical and factual data for inclusion in the claim
or claim of defense package and advises the clients counsel on the technical
aspects of the dispute. This may include the analysis of construction methods,
project manning and equipment utilization as they affect the dispute, prepa-
ration of models, graphics and/or other displays necessary for a clear presen-
tation of the case, and preparation and analysis of the cost data used in a
determination of the damages.
The FOLEY AND RAY personnel have a strong background in construction claims
having experienced the claims process both as a part of various contractors'
management teams and as consultants. The consultants familiarity with
construction comes as a result of having managed construction projects and
having had the responsibility for the administration of these projects which
included correspondence, documentation, cost engineering scheduling, and
claims preparation and negotiation.
FOLEY AND RAY has expanded its construction claims services to include a
DOCUMENT CONTROL AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (OCRS). DCRS is an automated system
for handling the large volume of documents most often utilized in a large
construction claim.
The use of DCRS by the FOLEY AND RAY claim consultants, during the preparation
stage, allows the investigation of many alternate claim possibilities by
eliminating the need to review the whole file when follow-up is required on
the new alternates.
The DCRS can be utilized in various ways; it can provide listings of documents
relative to the various issues; it can provide listings of documents which
are related to the various issues by reference; and, it can provide an auditable
paper trial from "as built" schedules directly to th esupporting diaries and
reports.'
Depositions can also be included in the DCRS allowing the FOLEY AND RAY claims
consultants and attorneys to quickly access those portions of a deposition
which bear on the various issues.
Because of the automated system utilized in DCRS, access to the desired
information is rapid, often in minutes, and therefore it can be used effectively
during arbitration and litigation to assist the attorneys in both presentation
and rebuttal
.
Use of the DCRS allows the FOLEY AND RAY consultant to expand his depth of
research, thus allowing for a more thorough analysis based upon the factual
information available.

DOCUMENT CONTROL AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (DCRS)
For the purpose of demonstration, a model of a typical project has been
developed. This model project includes several potential construction
claims for the purpose of analysis.
The project is an addition to a city maintenance facility. The documents
available from the project consist of the correspondence to and from the
city and the diaries of the contractors' superintendent. The documents
consist of 83 letters and 98 diary sheets covering a five (5) month period
"from award" to "final acceptance". The project documents all relate to
one another, and when read in their entirety, reflect a coherent job
narrative typical of that found on a job of this nature.
The original planned project completion date was impacted by two (2) delays,
one caused by the excavation subcontractor and the second caused by the
cities' failure to deliver equipment per the contract. The project was
put on the DCRS and the following are a few examples of the types of reports
which can be generated. The DCRS is very flexible and will generate any
type of report as the particular claim dictates.

It was first decided to identify the documents pertinent
to the two (2) delays. Reports 01 and 02 were generated
to locate any references directly to the excavation delay
and Reports 03 and 04 were generated to locate any
references to the owner furnished equipment delay.
Reports 01 and 03 are the results of the search of the
correspondence and Reports 02 and 04 are the results of
the search of the superintendents' diaries.

PAGE NO . 0000 1
DCRS NO 101
PROJECT CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO: 01
FILE NO: CORRESPONDENCE
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE RELATIVE TO
THE DELAY IN EXCAVATION OPERATIONS ON THE PROJECT
CONTROL DATE DOCUMENT ABSTRACT
NUMBER
063 040183 ABC WILL BEGIN OPNS 04/04/83. PHILLIPS WILL
WORK DOUBLE SHIFTS STARTING 04/27/83 TO
GET PROJECT ON SCHEDULE.
0103 032283 ABC BEHIND
DIRECTED TO BRING PROJECT UP TO SCHEDULE

NO 001
DCRS NO 1 1
PROJECT CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO 2
FILE NO : DI AR I ES
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE RELATIVE TO















FROJECT CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSWELL. GEORGIA
REPORT NO 3
FILE NO' CORRESPONDENCE
REFORT TITLE' LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE RELATIVE TO
THE DELAY IN DELIVERY OF OWNER FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
CONTROL DATE DOCUMENT ABSTRACT
NUMBER
058 031683 NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE CLAIM C-l
071 042083 INTENT TO FILE CLAIM AS SOON AS DELIVERY DATE
OF LIFT IS KNOWN
081 051883 CPM SCHEDULE S-3 SUBMITTAL DELIVERY OF
HYDRAULIC LIFT UNIT
085 060483 CLAIM C-l. DELAY DUE TO LATE DELIVERY OF
HYDRAULIC LIFT UNIT
100 031483
'. C A 3 14 6 3
QUI 04 186 3 HYDRAULIC LIFT AVAILABLE WEEK OF 05/09/63
0112 042983 PROPOSAL FOR DEDUCT ON CN NO 1 ACCEFTED

AGE NO 0000;
OCRS NO : 10
1
FROJECT " CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROEVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO. 04
FILE NO DI ARI ES
REFORT TITLE LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
EY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE RELATIVE TO





16 9 04 1 5e 3




Since the excavation delay was caused by a subcontractor,
Report 05 was generated to locate any reference to
subcontractors in the correspondence.

FA.GE NO 00001
DCR£ NO 1 1
PROJECT CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
RE FORT NO 5
FILE NO CORRESPONDENCE
REPORT TITLE LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE RELATIVE TO
SUBCONTRACTOR OPERATIONS ON THE PROJECT
CONTROL DATE DOCUMENT AESTRACT
NUMBER
052 030783 PROPOSED CONTRACTORS LIST
063 040183 ABC WILL BEGIN OPNS 04/04/83. PHILLIPS WILL
WORK DOUBLE SHIFTS STARTING 04/27/83 TO
GET PROJECT ON SCHEDULE.
066 040683 LIFT LATE, SCHEDULE TO BE REVISED TO PLACE
FLOOR AFTER ROOF TO KEEP COMMITMENT TO ROOF
SUB .
083 052683 INSORMLE CERTIFICATE - E2 ELECTRIC -
SUBMITTAL
099 031183 SUBCONTRACTORS APPROVED
103 032283 AEC BEHIND
DIRECTED TO BRING PROJECT UP TO SCHEDULE
0105 033083




Report 06 was generated to locate in the superintendents
diaries any references to efforts by the contractor to
coordinate the work of the excavation subcontractor.












PROJECT CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO: 06
FILE NO DI ARI ES
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE RELATIVE TO








3 2 4 8 3
15 1 3 2 5 e 3














As the research continued into the excavation delay a
decision was made to look at all the site work/excavation
field operations and identify the subcontractors involved,




PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO: 07
FILE NO: DIARIES
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE AND CONTRACTOR RELATIVE TO
EXCAVATION OPERATIONS ON THE PROJECT
ONTROL DATE SUBCONTRAC
UMBER TOR
1 42 03 1583 ABC
142 031583 ABC
143 03 1683 ABC
143 03 1683 ABC
144 03 1783 ABC
1 44 03 1783 ABC
1 45 03 1883 ABC
147 032 183 ABC
150 032483 ABC
15 1 032583 ABC
153 032883 ABC
1 54 032983 ABC
1 60 040583 ABC
161 040783 ABC
1 62 040883 ABC
1 62 040883 ABC
i 6 3 030983 ABC
1 64 03 1083 ABC




1 8 1 042983 ABC
I 84 050283 ABC
L 85 050383 CC
1 8 5 050383 ABC
I 86 050483 GC
I 86 050433 CC
[ 87 0505 83 GC
I 88 050683 GC
.83 050683 GC
.90 050983 GC
1 9 050983 GC
.
9 1 05 1083 GC
.92 05 1183 GC
.. 9 4 05 1383 CC
97 05 1783 GIM
9 8 05 1883 GIM
99 05 1983 ADL
;;oo 052083 ADL





PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSWELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO: 07
FILE NO : DIARIES
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE AND CONTRACTOR RELATIVE TO




2 09 0525 83 ADL
;2 08 053083 ADL
209 060183 ADL
i2 10 060283 ADL

Bad weather might have been a factor in the excavation delay,
therefore, Report 08 was developed to identify when the periods




PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSWELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO: 08
FILE NO : DI ARI ES
REFORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE RELATIVE TO









Later, a check of all concrete placement dates was desired,




PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO: 09
FILE NO : DI ARIES
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE AND CONTRACTOR RELATIVE TO















C! 3 052483 CC
C!09 052583 GC
C105 052693GC
CO 6 0": 2 " 8 3 GC

To develop an "as built" schedule Report 10 was generated
to list all work by CSI Activity Code and by subcontractor.




DCR£ NO 10 1
PROJECT CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO 10
FILE NO DIARIES
EFFORT TITLE LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
FY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMEER AND DATE AND CONTRACTOR
IDENTIFYING ALL CONTRACTOR WORK DAYS AND CSI ACTIVITY CODE




015 5 033083 GC
125 030763GC 01.01
0136 030883 GC 01.01
136 031083 GC 0101
13? 031163 GC 0101
015 1 032583 ST
F
01.01
154 032963 ABC 01.01
015? 040483 ABC 1.01
019 1 051083RSF 01.01
0191A 05 1083 GC 0101
0195 051483 RSI 01.01
196 C51683GIM 1.01








0210 060283 ADL 1.02
10 232 063083GC 01.02
0135 030783 GC 01.03
135 030783 GC 01.03
0138 031063 CC 01.05
0139 031183 GC 01.05
0137 030983 GC 01.07
141 031483GC 01.07
0161 040783 GC 01.09
J0231 062883 GC 01.09
165 04 1183 ABC 1.10
0230 062783 GC 01.20
0231 062883 GC 01.20
0231 062883 GC 01.20
0142 031583 ABC 02.30
0143 031683 ABC 02.30
0144 031783 ABC 02.30
144 031783 AEC 02.30
0150 032483 ABC 02.30
0151 032583 ABC 02.30
0153 032883 ABC 02.30
154 032983 ABC 02.30
160 040583 ABC 02.30
0161 040783 AEC 02.30

To develop an "as built" schedule Report 10 was generated
to list all work by CSI Activity Code and by subcontractor.




DCR£ NO 10 1
PROJECT CENTRAL MAINTENANCE fcDD.'TION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO 1
FILE NO DIARIES
EFFORT TITLE LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
FY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMEER AND DATE AND CONTRACTOR










13 8 03 108 3 GC
13? 03 1183 GC
15 1 032583 STF
154 032983 ABC
15? 040483 AEC
19 1 05 1083 RSF
1 9 1 A 05 1083 GC
195 05 1483 RSI
196 C5 1 68 3 GIM
14? 32 183 AEC
1 5 C 03248 3 AEC
1 85A 050383 AEC
0205 052683 ADL
02 10 0602 83 ADL
023 3 063083 GC
135 030783 GC
1 35 030783 GC
138 03 1083 CC
139 03 1183 GC
137 030983 GC
14 1 03 148 3 GC
16 1 040783 GC
023 1 062883 GC
165 04 1183 ABC
0230 062783 GC
0231 062883 GC
02 3 1 062883 GC
0142 03 1583 ABC
14 3 03 1683 ABC
0144 03 1783 ABC
144 03 1783 AEC
150 032483 ABC















































PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO: 10
FILE NO: DIARIES
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE AND CONTRACTOR
IDENTIFYING ALL CONTRACTOR WORK DAYS AND CSI ACTIVITY CODE
NTROL DATE CONTRACTOR CSI[
MBER ACT CODE
62 040883 ABC 02 30
62 040833 ABC 02 30
63 030983 ABC 02 30
64 03 108 3 ABC 02 30
65 4 1183 ABC 02 30
73A 042683 GC 02 30
79 042783 GC 02 30
80 042283 GC 02 30
8 1 042983 ABC 02 30
84 050283 ABC 02 30
85 050 383 ABC 02 30
42 03 1583 ABC 02 50
43 03 1683 ABC 02 50
45 03 1883 ABC 02 50
47 032 183 ABC 02 50
85 5 3 8 3 GC 02 60
86 050 4 83 GC 02 60
86 05 0483 GC 02 60
87 50583 GC 02 60
88 050683 GC 02 60
88 050683 GC 02 60
90 050983 GC 02 60
90 050 9 83 GC 02 60
9 1 05 103 3 GC 02 60
12 05 1 18 3 GC 02 60
94 5 13 8 3 CC 02 6
9 7 051783 G IM 02 60
9 8 5 13 8 3 G IM 02 60
9 9 5 19 8 3 ADL 2 8
05 20 8 3 ADL 2 30
1 5 2 13 3 ADL 02 80
02 5 2 3 8 3 ADL 02 80
3 0524 83 ADL 02 80
09 05258 3 ADL 02 80
08 053083 ADL 02 80
09 060 183 ADL 02 80
1 060283 ADL 02 80
73 04208 3 GC 03 20
75 042283 CC 03 20
77 042583 GC 03 20
78 042683 GC 03 20




PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSWELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO: 10
FILE NO: DIARIES
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE AND CONTRACTOR
IDENTIFYING ALL CONTRACTOR WORK DAYS AND C3I ACTIVITY CODE
NTROL DATE CONTRACTOR CSI
MBER ACT CODE
43 03 1683 ABC 03 . 30
73 042083 GC 03 30
74 42 183 GC 3 . 30
74 042 183 GC 03 30
75 042283 GC 03 . 30
75 042283 GC 03 30
75A 042283 GC 03 30
76 042383 GC 03 30
76 042383 GC 3 30
76 042383 GC 03 30
77 042583 GC 03 30
77 042583 GC 03 30
77A 42583 GC 03 30
78 042683 GC 03 30
7 8 42683 GC 3 30
7 3 A 04 2 68 3 GC 3 30
00 052093 GC 03 30
2 052383 GC 03 30
02 052383 GC 03 30
03 052483 GC 03 30
3 052483 GC 03 30
09 052583 GC 03 30
0? 052583 GC 03 30
05 5 2 6 8 3 GC 3 30
05 052633 CC 3 30
6 05278 3 GC 3 30
06 5 2783 GC 3 30
7 9 04 2783 PHB 4 30
80 422 33 PHB 4 30
80 0422 83 CC 04 30
S0A 42833 PHB 04 30
8 1 42983 PHE 04 30
8 1 042983 GC 04 30
8 1 A 042983 PHB 04 30
82 043083 PHB 04 30
82 043083 GC 4 30
84 050283 PHB 4 30
84 0502 33 GC 04 30
84A 050283 PHB 04 30
85 050383 PHB 04 30
86 050483 PHB 04 30




PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSWELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO: 10
FILE NO : DIARIES
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE AND CONTRACTOR
IDENTIFYING ALL CONTRACTOR WORK DAYS AND CSI ACTIVITY CODE
ONTROL DATE CONTRACTOR CSI
IUMBER ACT CODE
,2 1 2 060483 GC 06 . 10
I 1 4 060683 GC 06 1
2 1 5 060783 GC 06 . 10
2 1 6 060883 GC 06 1
.2 2 1 06 1483 GC 06 . 20
1 87 050583 RSI 07 40
tl 8 8 050683 RSI 07 . 40
1 9 050983 RSI 07 40
I 9 1 05 1083 RSI 07 . 40
192 05 1183 RSI 07 40
'194 05 1383 RSI 07 . 40
'195 05 1483 RSI 07 . 40
'196 051683. RSI 07 . 40
1 97 05 1783 RSI 07 40
1 98 05 188 3 RSI 07 . 40
2 08 5 3 3 3 GC 08 20
2 9 060 18 3 GC 08 20
2 2 1 06 1433 GC 08 20
2 1 2 60 483 GC 08 30
2 1 4 060683 GC 08 30
2 1 5 060783 GC 08 30
216 060883 GC 08 30
2 1 6 060883 GC 08 30
•2 1 7 06098 3 GC 09 20
2 1 8 6 10 3? GC ? 20
2 1 9 061183 GC G 9 20
2 20 06 1383 GC 9 20
1^ *> ^ 06 1583 GC 09 8
b 2 2 6 1583 GC 09 30
I 6 8 04 1483 STP i 1 1
169 04 1583 STP 1 1 1
1 7 1 04 1883 STP 1 1 1
1 96 05 168 3 GC 1 l 1
197 05 1783 GC 1 1 1
198 05 13 83 GC 1 1 1
1 99 05 1983 STP 1 1 1
200 05 208 3 GC 1 1 1
1 66 04 12 83 STP 1 5 1
•167 04 1383 STP 1 5 1
1 68 04 1483 STP 1 5 1
'2 2 3 06 1683 STP 1 5 60
'2 2 4 6 17 8 3 STP 1 5 60

[\C E NO. 00005
DCRS NO: 10 1
PROJECT : CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
REPORT NO : 10
FILE NO: DIARIES
REPORT TITLE: LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS
BY DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER AND DATE AND CONTRACTOR
IDENTIFYING ALL CONTRACTOR WORK DAYS AND CSI ACTIVITY CODE
:)NTROL DATE CONTRACTOR CSI
»JMBER ACT CODE
3:2 4 06 1783 STP 15.60
3:2 5 062083 STP 15 60
J. 2? 062483 STP 15.60
J. 2 6 06228 3 EZE 16 00
) 28 062 383 EZE 16.00
I 2 9 062483 EZE 16.00
) 7 1 04 1883 EZE 16.10
I 72 04 1983 EZE 16.10




PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSVELL, GEORGIA
FILE NO: CORRESPONDENCE
LIST OF THE PROJECT CORRESPONDENCE FILE
DOCUMENT OFFICE OFF I CE SUBJECT
DATE TO FROM
030783 S&DE OCCO 1
030883 S&DE occo 1
030883 S&DE OCCO 1
030983 S&DE OCCO 1
3 10 3 3 SSDE OCCO 1
3 1183 S&DE OCCO
03 1683 S&DE OCCO 1
3 2 18 3 S&DE OCCO 1
032483 S&DE OCCO 02
032583 S&DE OCCO 02
32883 SSDE OCCO 1
040 183 S&DE OCCO 1
4 1 S 3





4 3 8 3
C 4 1 1 33
4 1983
4 2 3 3
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SUBMITTAL OF INSURANCE CERTIFICATES
BUILDING PERMIT TRANSMITTAL
TRANSMITTAL OF SCHEDULE S-l
NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE CLAIM C-l
P/R SUBMITTAL
DISCREPANCY IN FOOTING VIDTH
REQUEST FOR DISPOSITION OF
TRANSFORMER VAULT AT STATION 13
PLUS 50 LEFT
P/R SUBMITTAL
ABC WILL BEGIN OPNS 04/04/83.
PHILLIPS WILL WORK DOUBLE SHIFTS
STARTING 04/27/83 TO GET FROJECT
ON SCHEDULE
F ' R SUEMITTAL
EEO AND MBE REFT SUBMITTAL
LIFT LATE, SCHEDULE TO EE REVISED
TO PLACE FLOOR AFTER ROOF TO KEEP
COMMITMENT TO ROOF SUB
FAY REG . NO 1
CPM SCHEDUAL S-2 SUBMITTAL
P/R SUEMITTAL
P/R SUEMITTAL
INTENT TO FILE CLAIM
DELIVERY DATE OF LIF
PROFOSED REDUCTION C
NO 1 , HVAC UNIT
P/R SUEMITTAL
REQUEST SUBSTITUTION OF KELLY
OVERHEAD DOOR FOR RANGER OVERHEAD
DOOR
F/R SUBMITTAL
FAY REQUEST NO 2 SUBMITTAL
P/R SUBMITTAL
PRICE NOT AVAILABLE FOR CN-2,
REQUEST TIME AND MATERIAL BASIS
P/R SUBMITTAL
EEO/MBE REPORT SUBMITTAL
CPM SCHEDULE S-3 SUBMITTAL DELIVERS
OF HYDRAULIC LIFT UNIT
r n
AS
.-\ * t ,- • ' v r




PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSWELL,
FILE NO CORRESPONDENCE
CEORG I A
LIST OF THE PROJECT CORRESPONDENCE FILE










6 14 8 3
06 1693
6 2 9 3
6 2 3 9 3


































INSORMLE CERTIFICATE - E2 ELECTRIC
- SUBMITTAL
KELLEY OVERHEAD DOOR WARRANTY
SUEMITTAL
CLAIM C-l, DELAY DUE TO LA'
DELIVERY OF HYDRAULIC LIFT
P/R SUBMITTAL
PAY REQUEST NO. 3
EEO/M3E REPORT SUBMITTAL
P/R SUBMITTAL
REVISED PAY REQUEST NO
P/R SUBMITTAL
ANTICIPATE B/O DATE 06/












7 12 3 3
3 113 3
3 3:483
































3 2 9 3 3
3 3 8 3





O C C O
O C C
O C C





























CITY ORDINANCE REQUIRES EARRICADES
BE LIGHTED, DIRECTED TO LIGHT
BARRICADES ON 4TH STREET
CORRECT DIMENSION OF FOOTING IS AS
SHOWN ON SHEET 2?
BTU RATING OF HVAC UNIT NO ' S 3 &






PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSWELL,
FILE NO: CORRESPONDENCE
GEORG I A



















































































TRANSFORMER VAULT IN CN NO. 2.
CHANGE ORDER TO BE ISSUED SHORTLY
REVISED CPM UNDER REVIEW
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE
PROJECT BY 06/15/83
HYDRAULIC LIFT AVAILABLE WEEK OF
05/09/83
PROPOSAL FOR DEDUCT ON CN NO . 1
ACCEPTED





SAFETY INSPECTION MADE 05/06/83
COPY ATTACHED
EEO/MBE REPORT DUE 5TH DAY OF
MONTH
SUBMIT APRIL ASAF


















ENCLOSED IS CO NO 2 SIGN &
ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF CPM
IT IS UNDER REVIEW BY CITY
ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF CLAIM
BEHIND BASED ON SCHEDULE S-l
TIME EXTENSION ONLY IF CLAIM
MERITORIOUS
RETURNING PAY REQUEST NO. 3
RE-SUBMIT
FORWARD ACCIDENT REPORT ON M I D I MS
REQUEST DATE OF ANTICIPATED B/O
B/O INSPECTION MADE 06/27/83
ACCEPTED
PUNCH LIST TO BE COMPLETE IN SEVEN
( 7 ) DAYS
PUNCH LIST COMPLETE 06/29/83






PROJECT: CENTRAL MAINTENANCE ADDITION ROSWELL
FILE NO: CORRESPONDENCE
CEORC I A
LIST OF THE PROJECT CORRESPONDENCE FILE
ROL
ER
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